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Saturday, August 23, 2008
First Post
Another and Friend Of Another wrote about the changing gold market starting more than ten years ago and ending seven
years ago. Many of their predictions came true then, but their boldest predictions are unfolding right now.
I don't believe that anyone knows what the future holds with certainty. Heisenberg's Uncertainty principle applies in life as it
does in Quantum Physics. And just like in physics, the future of life is determined by the playing out of various
probabilities. So when I appear to be predicting the future I am simply assigning higher probabilities to certain outcomes.
When I look to the future, I am looking to the end of this round. We are going from here to “there”, and it is the “there” that
I am focusing on. There are many paths to get us from here to “there”, and in most cases the various paths have very similar
probabilities while the final destination has a much higher probability. So by focusing on the endgame, I believe I can
predict the outcome of our current crisis with greater certainty than many of the false prophets who are attempting to predict
the exact road that will take us “there”. Does this make any sense?
When will we get “there”? In my view it could be as soon as a year from now or as long as four years from now. How will
we know we are “there”? For one thing, many of the great questions about this crisis will have been answered. Though
things may be very different and, in many cases, bad, things will have settled down for the most part. Stability will begin to
reemerge. It will once again feel somewhat safe to invest in stocks and real estate because the bottom of each will have been
clearly reached. What will “there” look like? The purpose of this blog is to make some predictions about this. How can we
get from here to “there” in one piece? The answer as I see it will be very clear in this blog.
On to some predictions. Some of these will be quite controversial and I welcome the opportunity to defend and explain the
rationale behind my statements. So please feel free to comment with your questions, criticisms or links to supporting
articles.
First on the value of gold. When we get “there”, I believe that gold will be a world class store of personal wealth unlike
anything else. I believe that governments and central banks around the world will welcome the high price of gold because it
will bring a newfound stability to the world. I believe the future value of gold will be north of $30,000 per ounce based on
the current amount of paper currency in existence. I believe a value north of $50,000 is likely. And I believe that between
here and “there” we will see massive creation of new paper money so the future value of gold will likely be much, much
higher. If “there” is one year from now, add 30% to 100% to that value. If it is four years from now, who knows.
On the values of other metals like silver and platinum, I believe that they will remain near current levels, with a fairly wide
margin of error. If Another and FOA are 100% correct, they may be worth less than they are currently worth. But with the
massive printing and scarcity of commodities, I could see them rising in value substantially and then falling in value due to
demand destruction or something similar in the final analysis. The bottom line is that these metals do not share with gold the
one thing that will make gold shoot to the moon. That is the world class fame as a store of wealth, and the commitment of
the biggest players on earth, the central banks of the world. In the final analysis I believe other metals will be mere
commodities, while gold will soar as the lone survivor in a world of failed fiat, government created money.
On the value of real estate. This is a tough one, because real estate is caught right in the middle of the fray. I have to keep
reminding myself about some key aspects of real estate in my analysis. First is that houses are basically commodities. So as
inflation skyrockets, so too should the price of houses. Currently the prices are falling because they just came off a bubble.
But ultimately they should bottom out and then rise in the face of inflation. But even though they are essentially
commodities, they cannot be shipped overseas and sold in the market which is paying the most for houses. So they are
limited to the availability of "local money". On the other hand, wealthy foreigners can and do come over and buy property
when it is relatively cheap. We saw this in the 1980's with Japan, and we are currently seeing the Sovereign Wealth Funds of
the Middle East snatching up our countries' assets.
Another thing about houses is that we have likely borrowed a lot of the money for all this building of the last few years from
foreigners. And through high inflation of the money supply and financial collapses we will likely have a de facto default on
those loans in the near future. In other words, China and others have financed all this building of new homes and will never
be paid back for their efforts. But they can't take back the homes. They are stuck here. So in that way it would make sense if
we saw an influx of foreign money buying up our “fire sale” of home inventories.
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So that brings me to my prediction. This is a reprint of a comment I posted a couple days ago on another blog:
Getting from here to there is going to be painful and confusing. But I've been trying to figure out what "there" is going to
look like.
For the last two decades the American Dream has been home ownership for everyone. Easy credit made that almost
possible. But over the last decade people went from mortgaging 3 years salary to more than twice that amount. They were
essentially enslaving themselves for the dream of home ownership.
When we finally get to "there", we'll still have the same homes that are standing now, and we'll have the same amount of
people as now. We will also have the same percentage of people willing to enslave their futures in order to live in a nicer
house.
The big difference, I think, will be that these same people will be enslaved to landlords rather than to mortgage companies.
There is still a lot of money in the world, and that money is already starting to look at foreclosures as a future investment.
Landlording is going to become big business, and the dream of everyone owning their own home is going to be a chapter in
the history books.
When money is created in the form of a loan so that someone can buy an oversized house, that money flows through to the
builder and out into the world. It is not destroyed by crashing prices, it is already in circulation. And all that money is going
to come back in strong hands and the home ownership will be consolidated from the many weak hands to the few strong
hands.
It's the same as in the stock market, through consolidation those on margin are shaken out and the strong hands not on
margin take control.
I think the "there" will look a lot like here, except most houses will be occupied by renters, not by homeowners, even in the
nicer neighborhoods.
A lot of people are thinking that home prices are going to crash so low that everyone will once again be able to own their
own home. I don't believe it is going to work out that way. I think we are getting close to the point where we will see
wholesale buying of foreclosed homes... in cash!
Well, this feels like a really long blog post. So I'll end it here. On my next post I'll make some predictions about other
methods of gold investing like futures, mining stocks and ETF's. Thank you for reading and please come again.
FOFOA
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Sunday, August 24, 2008
Follow the Giants
Central Banks in Russia, China and the Middle East are accumulating gold right now. European Union countries are
required to keep 15% of their foreign currency reserves in gold. The IMF has been accumulating gold from small countries
for years in exchange for giving them dollars. Germany's Bundesbank is hoarding it's gold. Now the US Mint is hoarding
gold it is required by law to sell to citizens. They suspended sales from August 14th until August 25th, suspiciously during
the PPT engineered dip in gold prices. Follow in the footsteps of these GIANTS and get you some! I know for a fact that
there are still a few gold coins around. I just bought several this week. The price discovery mechanism for gold, the
COMEX, may never go to the moon. This high demand is smart enough to know that you don't get real gold from futures
betting. But those coins will go to the moon. The Central Banks know this, and they are preparing.
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Monday, August 25, 2008
Frightening Prediction
This latest public article by Christopher Laird of the Prudent Squirrel paid newsletter, who I greatly respect, is the most
chilling encapsulation of our current predicament that I have read in quite a while. And while I hadn't planned on posting
articles in this blog, there are some striking similarities between Laird's latest foretelling and Another and FOA's ten year
old predictions.
The first is the realization that Central Banks are simply the biggest players in this worldwide money game. Another called
them Giants, as in "follow in the footsteps of Giants". He was also referring to other financial giants like Warren Buffet, the
Saudis, and other's with massive wealth, but the primary giants to follow are the Central Banks, since as the biggest players
they tend to set the rules and the trends.
Laird points out in this alarming piece that we now lay at the mercy of these giants in a way that has never been seen before
in all of history. And if he turns out to be right, we could see a massive deflation in the price of all equities, all commodities,
and all currencies the world over as we are forced to deleverage the last 60 years.
Only gold will emerge from this second phase of the crisis, not because it is a commodity, but because it is a currency, just
like it has been for the last 6,000 years. This is the other striking similarity to Another and FOA. That we are witnessing the
death of an era and that gold will return to it's historic roots as the only world class store of wealth. Another always said that
this will be different than the 70's and that "all paper will burn" which includes mining stocks, ETF's, and any other paper
claim you hold on gold whether it be above or below the ground. If it's not in your possession, you don't own it, you only
own an IOU!
So as you read this article, think about the Central Banks as individuals, or at least as entities like any corporation or group
of people. Because that's what they are. The are the biggest financial representative of the group of people in the country in
which they reside. And as individuals, they are driven by the instinct of survival. For the past 12 months they have been
bleeding money at the rate of $50 billion per week. Total blood loss for the year is $2 trillion. If they don't stop the bleeding
they die. If they simply print money to cover the bleeding, they die from losing all credibility and through hyperinflation. So
what drastic measure will these Giants take in order to survive? And when?
Here's the article:
Credit crisis II, a world financial Armageddon?
Christopher Laird
Where are we now in the credit crisis, and why isn’t the massive Fed and ECB weekly lending working to loosen interbank
lending? Why is the credit crisis not really improving? Where is this going next? We describe what may happen next as
Credit Crisis II in this article.
Now that the credit crisis that started in 2007 is a year old, there has been a debate about whether the financial system will
recover, or will the Western/world financial system end up like the Japanese financial system after the stock and real estate
crashes in the 1990’s. In that case, the Japanese banks more or less carried their tremendous losses for ten years, and Japan
entered a mild but painful decade of deflation. To this day, Japan is battling some of the deflationary forces from that time.
The question now becomes, will the Western financial system recover some normalcy, or are things merely going to get
worse and the world end up with a financial malaise lasting ten years like Japan’s?
If the second alternative is the case, then the central banks which are merely propping up the financial institutions with their
‘temporary’ lending will find they are taking the losses off the banks hands, taking them on to their balance sheets, and
effectively monetizing the losses.
The ECB and the Fed are both hoping to find a way out of having to keep the bad assets they took as collateral. They have
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lent hugely to financial institutions, taking their bad mortgage bonds, securities, derivatives as collateral. And at the same
time, the financial institutions in question are carrying a sum total of $500 billion of losses on their books, the losses they
admit so far, while estimates of ongoing losses from these bad assets runs well over $1 trillion. In effect, the Western credit
industry is still crippled. Why is it so crippled still?
Either the financial industry earns its way out (will take ten or more years) and drastically pull back credit, or they find
enough new investors to pony up new capital infusions, perhaps through stock sales. And new such investors are becoming
increasingly hard to find. Hence, the central banks are the only alternative.
A theme now arises where it is becoming apparent that it is impossible to actually purge the escalating losses from the
financial system, and that even big public bailouts don’t purge the losses because of interlinkages between stocks, bonds and
derivatives. If one class or institution is bailed out, the losses of capital merely move to the other class. And the losses are
clearly so huge as of now, that they weigh on the currencies themselves and cause a fall in their exchange rates.
It is estimated that the USTreasury/Fed/FHLB has infused a total of $2 trillion and counting since Aug 07 to the various
credit infusions to the US financial system, and that the ECB is in at similar levels. And even after $ 4 trillion worth of
infusions over the last year has been thrown out by the Fed and ECB, the world credit/financial system is actually getting
worse. What will be the outcomes into 09?
Bankrupt en masse
In effect, this means the Western banks, etc are bankrupt en masse. The only thing propping up the entire Western financial
system, and its respective stock markets has been massive ‘temporary’ lending, on an ongoing basis, by the Fed and ECB.
Both central banks are beginning to balk at this situation. Even as they are starting to have second thoughts, the Western
financial institutions continue to borrow more money than ever on a weekly basis. Why aren’t things loosening up?
Can’t stop or else
And, if the ECB or the Fed stops the emergency infusions, or even admit who the borrowers are, another round of collapsing
banks/bank runs ensues as investors flee and pull their money out. In other words, the central banks have no choice but to
continue the weekly $30-50 billion or so of infusions each for the Fed and the ECB, or else face a cascade of bank runs
around the world.
…And each week the Fed and the ECB are effectively taking on another $30 or $50 billion of the bad assets from the
various and sundry financial institutions scattered across the EU and the US. So, week after grueling week, the Fed and the
ECB keep adding another $50 to $100 billion of bad assets to their balance sheets, as ‘collateral’ and making ‘temporary’
loans they keep having to roll over and extend the repayment on. Ie, the junk stuff is becoming a permanent resident on the
central bank’s balance sheets. If either the Fed or the ECB stop the weekly infusions, quite possibly the entire Western
financial system stops dead. And we get a massive world stock crash.
The question now becomes, what happens when these two central banks finally decide they have to let go? You are not
going to tell me they are going to keep infusing a combined $50 to $100 billion worth of financial bailouts each week
forever? This massive temporary lending certainly has to end at some point.
And even with all this new money every week, the credit system is barely functional anyway right now. And this half dead
world credit system is dragging economies downward, as there is less and less and less credit. This is a paltry return for all
the bailouts and massive temporary lending.
Probably what is happening is that this is a classic case of a parabolic world credit peak, as more and more money is needed
each week merely to keep the bubble from collapsing. And the only ones left to infuse this money are the central banks. No
one else is willing to step in. Financial institutions won’t lend to each other, and investors won’t recapitalize the crippled
banks. As financial institution’s stocks fall, issuing new stock becomes prohibitively expensive.
Parabolic peak
One could say all that is happening is that all financial institutions in the world don’t really trust each other, and won’t lend
to each other. And that an astounding $50 to $100 billion of weekly infusions from the Fed and the ECB is not fixing the
situation, and that we are witnessing the final parabolic peak of the world credit bubble that has built up for the 63 years
after WW2 ended. That, and the end of the USD and Yen driven credit/asset/finance bubble which ensued from the early
1970’s.
So, before we continue, it might be said that the present development of the credit crisis, from August 07 to now, is Credit
Crisis I. And the present state of affairs is that the Fed and the ECB have to infuse a weekly $50-100 billion plus into their
respective financial regions merely to prevent a world finance implosion.
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I also have noticed that the Credit Crisis I has had a one year periodicity of major new developments, ie that if one major
sector had a problem on a given month, that the next year the same sector seems to reinvent a new worse manifestation.
I made a graphic to describe the general situation:

So, when the central banks stop this massive weekly lending, what happens? Massive forced deleveraging and probably
world financial Armageddon. This would be Credit Crisis II, or Phase II. We will look into Credit Crisis II in a moment.
This is the conclusion we came to here at PrudentSquirrel, trying to ascertain where we are in the big picture on the Credit
Crisis now. It is that the Central Banks are desperately trying to stave off Credit Crisis II, and they are losing, and probably
knowing this, they will at some point confer together and pick a time to let the credit system implode, and try to weather the
stock/financial crashes that will occur at that time. Likely, some currencies can collapse as well, and a great deal of FX
(foreign exchange) chaos and restrictions will ensue for several years after the fatal date.
If it is true, as we suspect, that we are at the peak of a credit/financial bubble that started right after WW2 ended, and it is at
a parabolic peak and cannot be sustained, then the world’s central banks already know this too. They probably are trying to
decide when to let go…They all don’t have to agree, it only will take one major Central Bank to let go, then the others will
be forced to follow.
The central banks in question would be the BOJ, the US Fed and the ECB, and likely the BOC. The Russian central bank is
an odd man out and is a wild card, but not as central to the equation. Either all the major central banks listed keep up the
same rate of infusions, or the end of the world credit system comes in a week or two after one ‘lets go’.
Now as to the USD strengthening now, and gold’s vexing $100 plus volatility, it just seems best to make any protective
moves well ahead of the fatal day. Once the situation gets out of control, Credit Crisis II begins, in a week from that point
you will find it hard to make any changes. I view gold’s present volatility as a total side issue, compared to what would
happen if all one’s money was tied to the financial system, the USD and so on, and then one’s financial situation was frozen
if the central banks decide to let go, and world foreign exchange restrictions are instituted. Gold is still one of the best ways
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to ride out what may come to pass.

Our present state of affairs in Credit Crisis I
Let’s look at a few examples of why I am saying the world is at a parabolic credit bubble peak, and why the Central banks
are finding they have no choice but to keep pumping out $50 plus billion a week of new ‘temporary’ lending, or else face a
real financial Armageddon…
The ECB, Spanish banks, and North-South EU dissention
How Spanish banks are creating mortgage securities to get ECB funding is a perfect example of our present financial
crisis…and how the ECB seems to have no choice but to continue the short term funding of the entire EU financial system,
and it is causing big dissention between the North EU and South.
By Ambrose Evans-Pritchard
Last Updated: 3:06pm BST 21/08/2008

The European Central Bank has issued the clearest warning to date that it cannot serve as a perpetual crutch for lenders
caught off-guard by the severity of the credit crunch.
Not Wellink, the Dutch central bank chief and a major figure on the ECB council, said that banks were becoming addicted to
the liquidity window in Frankfurt and were putting the authorities in an invidious position.
"There is a limit how long you can do this. There is a point where you take over the market," he told Het Finacieele
Dagblad, the Dutch financial daily.
"If we see banks becoming very dependent on central banks, then we must push them to tap other sources of funding," he
said.
While he did not name the chief culprits, there are growing concerns about the scale of ECB borrowing by small Spanish
lenders and 'cajas' with heavy exposed to the country's property crash. Dutch banks have also been hungry clients at the
ECB window.
One ECB source told The Daily Telegraph that over-reliance on the ECB funds has become an increasingly bitter issue at
the bank because the policy amounts to a covert bail-out of lenders in southern Europe.
"Nobody dares pinpoint the country involved because as soon as we do it will cause a market reaction and lead to a
meltdown for the banks," said the source.
This "soft bail-out" is largely underwritten by German and North European taxpayers, though it is occurring in a
surreptitious way. It has become a neuralgic issue for the increasingly tense politics of EMU.
The latest data from the Bank of Spain shows that the country's banks have increased their ECB borrowing to a record
€ 49.6bn (£39bn). A number have been issuing mortgage securities for the sole purpose of drawing funds from Frankfurt.
These banks are heavily reliant on short-term and medium funding from the capital markets. This spigot of credit is now
almost entirely closed, making it very hard to roll over loans as they expire.
The ECB has accepted a very wide range of mortgage collateral from the start of the credit crunch. This is a key reason why
the eurozone has so far avoided a major crisis along the lines of Bear Stearns or Northern Rock.
While this policy buys time, it leaves the ECB holding large amounts of questionable debt and may be storing up problems
for later.
The practice is also skirts legality and risks setting off a political storm. The Maastricht treaty prohibits long-term taxpayer
support of this kind for the EMU banking system.
Few officials thought this problem would arise. It was widely presumed that the capital markets would recover quickly,
allowing distressed lenders to return to normal sources of funding. Instead, the credit crunch has worsened in Europe…”
Bold emphasis is mine
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Telegraph.co.uk

Fannie and Freddie rescue dilemma- their stocks and debt are held by other banks
Another perfect example of the impossible state of affairs in the world credit crisis is Fannie/Freddie. And that means that if
the Fed/Treasury does a bailout, their stocks collapse in value, and all the other financial institutions take losses on that
because they hold lots of Fannie and Freddie stock. Of course the stock is already in the tank, but the issue is still there and
shows the interlinkages.
Then there is the question of the Fannie and Freddie bonds out. That is another can of worms, and the Chinese just stated
this week that a collapse of Fannie-Freddie could lead to an economic catastrophe – their Central Bank advisor Yu Yongding
stated. The Chinese hold hundreds of billions ($376 billion mostly in US agency bonds) of Fannie and Freddie debt and
stock.
In many respects, because of all these cross holdings of the Fannie Freddie bonds and stocks by banks everywhere, and by
Central Banks, it would seem that the losses cannot really be removed from the financial system – ie purged. If Fannie and
Freddie are bailed out, their stocks collapse and those losses now translate to all these other banks and central banks that
hold them. It’s virtually a no win situation.
These cross linkages reveal that it is virtually impossible, even with bailouts, to purge the ever growing $500 billion and
counting losses of capital from the banking/financial system. The latest numbers being speculated on are the losses will be
over $1 trillion (IMF) and $2 trillion or more (Roubini).
Now, maybe $2 trillion doesn’t sound like a lot compared to the entire world economy. The trouble is, that capital is
leveraged anywhere from 10 to 50 times by the financial system. Fannie and Freddie have 60 to 1 leverage.
Losing $2 trillion of capital will totally wipe out the entire world financial system for a decade because of the leverage at 60
to 1. Basically, unless those losses can be purged in some way, it has to be earned back over a period of years/decades. That
essentially cripples the entire world financial system.
I remember a very well put quote from a banker last Fall 07 about the credit crisis then. (I’m sorry, I don’t remember his
name.) He stated “The credit deleveraging will not be denied.” I think that sums things up very well.
It appears that a relentless unwinding of the world credit/finance bubble with many dimensions and twists and turns cannot
be avoided, even if the central banks were willing to try. The issue is the cross linkages and the fact that the capital losses in
every corner of the world will not and maybe cannot be purged from the financial system, even with big public bailouts.
There is possibly no way to do it other than to allow things to just unwind and try to re earn it all back the hard way.
Even if it appeared the central banks could figure out a way to purge the losses from the financial system, and take them on
their books, then their currencies are in danger. The capital losses are there – period. The deleveraging of 60 to 1 credit is
happening – period. The financial institutions don’t trust each other – period.
The Fannie – Freddie bailout proposals are being discussed in the light that the US government/Treasury can just about
double the so called national debt from $9 trillion by possibly adding another $5 plus trillion, as they effectively have to
guarantee those GSE bonds. That is now playing into a debate on the US fiscal situation….as if the USD needed another
problem.
In short, once again, we see that it appears impossible to purge the effects of so much lost capital to the world financial
system. The deleveraging will not be denied. We see this a year after the Credit Crisis I exploded worldwide Aug 07.
End of a huge world bubble
If that is true, then the theory I laid out above, that we are witnessing a peak in a parabolic finance/asset/stock bubble of
world proportions, is going to pan out. I think the entire credit crisis can be looked at from that perspective. We are merely
witnessing the relentless unwinding of the biggest financial bubble in history. And, ominously, this particular bubble has
grown from the end of WW2 to the present. That is one HUGE economic bubble, and this one envelops the entire world.
This is not just a bubble in one country’s economy.
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The point of emphasizing it’s from the end of WW2 is that we are not talking merely about a banking crisis, or whatever.
We are talking about the deleveraging of the greatest economic/finance bubble in history. Once the level of leverage reached
60 to 1, it becomes impossible to stay ahead of the deleveraging, even for central banks. The implications are staggering.
Every major economy in the world is involved. The outcomes of deleveraging this monster bubble, represented by the green
oval, will be what I term Credit Crisis II. At 60 to 1 leverage, a loss of 1 to 2% wipes out the capital.
Whether it’s the Chinese Central Bank (BOC), the Fed, the ECB, and then all the other world financial institutions of every
type, insurance companies, gigantic retirement funds, other banks, you name it, the present losses of capital to the world
financial system is pervasive worldwide.
Nobody will escape the wrath of this deleveraging, and that is why I call it Credit Crisis II. Credit Crisis I was only the
preliminary round…Credit Crisis II is characterized by the realization that the gigantic losses of capital cannot be purged
from the financial system, even with big public bailouts. And that this deleveraging cannot be stopped. There are too many
interlinkages. And, without writing a book on this, the next victim when Credit Crisis II unfolds, will be massive world
currency instability. This will make any of the banking and currency crises we have seen since WW2 look like child’s play.
It is not clear when Credit Crisis II begins but it is threatening already.
The Prudent Squirrel newsletter is our financial and gold commentary. Subscribers get 44 newsletters a year on Sundays,
and also mid week email alerts as needed. We alerted our subscribers April 20 that the USD was bottoming. The USD has
strengthened significantly since. The alerts include quick notification of important financial news developments by email.
Subscribers tell us that the alerts alone are worth subscribing for.
I had one potential subscriber ask me if the newsletter has much more content than these public articles, ie, if it was worth
subscribing. The answer is that the public articles have less than 10% of our research and conclusions that subscribers see,
not to mention the subscriber email alerts of important breaking financial news. We have anticipated many significant
market moves in the last year, such as imminent drops in world stock markets within days of them happening, and big
swings in the gold markets within days of them occurring. We have also made a number of good calls on big currency
swings, such as with the USD, the Euro and the Yen.
We invite you to stop by our site and have a look.
Copyright 2008
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Christopher Laird
Editor in Chief
www.PrudentSquirrel.com
Chris Laird is not an investment advisor/professional. This article, and the PrudentSquirrel newsletter and alerts, are general
market commentary only. They are not intended as specific advice. You should talk to your own investment professionals
for specific advice.
Here's a link to the orignal article.
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Wednesday, August 27, 2008
The King and his Gold
In his very first post on the Kitco forum, October 5, 1997, Another wrote "gold and oil can never flow in the same
direction". This was a major theme in his writings. To understand Another is to understand what is going on with the gold
market now. And in that spirit I have written a short story that will hopefully help you understand this first important
message from Another:
Many decades ago the Saudi King realized his barren kingdom was sitting on a gold mine. Only it wasn't gold, it was oil.
From his high perch as king, he was able to see the wide and very long view of the world, way off into the future. He saw a
future filled with many riches, but he also knew that those oil reserves under foot were only finite cavities of value. As a
king, he knew the workings of money and fiat currencies. He knew that the Western World needed his oil treasure, but he
didn't want to exchange it for only paper. He wanted to turn his virtual "gold mine" into an actual pile of gold.
Back then, the paper which paid for the oil was redeemable for gold directly from the US Treasury. So there was no
problem. He would take the paper and then turn it in for gold. Later, after much inflation, the US Treasury defaulted on the
promise of gold. Chaos ensued for almost 10 years. The price of both oil and gold skyrocketed and there were long lines at
the gas pumps. For this kingdom was only willing to trade it's finite supply of oil for an equally finite store of value, gold.
And without a secured source of gold at a stable price, the oil wells just didn't have the incentive to run at peak production.
Then in the early 1980's, the markets were brought back under control. A secret deal was cut between the King and a few
very high, and very powerful leaders in the West. These leaders probably included central bank chairmen and top level
leaders in the US and the UK. The Western World was on it's way to world domination, both financially and militarily, but
to maintain this power it needed cheap oil. The Kingdom was a good way through it's reserves of oil, and to part with this
valuable commodity, the King needed the promise of an equally scarce store of value, gold. So the deal was that oil would
be shipped to the West in exchange for dollars AND gold. The dollar price of oil would be kept low as long as the much
more valuable gold could be had for those same low costs. The CB's involved in the deal guaranteed this to the King by
backing up the deal with their own vast stores of golden bars.
But these top bankers, like the King himself, were not as dumb as they may seem. In fact, they were the best and the
brightest, for they knew that the true value of gold was probably somewhere around $50,000 per ounce in today's dollars.
And that was the value of oil to the King as well. His oil reserves might only last his kingdom a mere century, but if he
traded it for gold, not dollars, he would enjoy the wealth of his treasure for 1,000 years or more.
The central banks that backed this deal with their own gold NEVER intended to give the King any of their precious treasure.
They knew they had a way around that. By using the open markets which traded paper contracts for gold, they could keep
the price of gold down to $300 per ounce and the public would be none the wiser. Then, the King with his $30 per barrel of
oil could buy future gold delivery straight out of the mines in backroom deals for a premium of perhaps 100% (which is a
guess). So for 20 years, vast amounts of gold flowed from the West to the Middle East for maybe $600 per ounce (twice the
spot price on COMEX at the time), and those sales were hidden from the price discovery exchanges so as not to affect the
price, and the oil flowed to the west freely, at the seemingly cheap price of $30 per barrel. But in reality, the King was
getting one ounce of gold for 20 barrels of oil, and if gold is really worth $50,000 an ounce, that's a price of $2,500 a barrel.
So who is paying that price? In a way, all of us are. The mines are making a profit for what they pull out of the ground. They
are getting twice the cost of mining. That's a good profit. But the gold in the ground under us is flowing east, while the oil in
the ground in the kingdom is flowing west. So who is getting the better part of this deal? I say the King is.
Sure, we have seen unprecedented prosperity for 30 years now. But that is about to end. On the other hand, the King has
seen 50 years of amazing prosperity and is looking forward to another 950 years of extreme prosperity. You see, once the oil
runs out, the kingdom does not become poor. In fact, that is when the party really begins! They have sold to the West 30 or
40 years of prosperity in exchange for a thousand years of unimaginable wealth.
Then, around 1997, some big money in the Far East became aware of this bargain on gold. But they couldn't get in on the
back room deals that traded large amounts of physical without affecting the price. So they had to accumulate physical on the
open market which started to drive the price up. This started the 10 year rise in the price of gold..... and oil! For now that the
King has to pay more for his gold, we have to pay more for his oil.
And somewhere along the way, too much physical gold was heading east, both to the desert and to the great wall, and the
mines could not cover it. This threatened a default in the paper gold price discovery markets used by the Central Banks to
protect their own gold reserves. So they were faced with the option of either watching the whole monetary system crash, or
parting with some of their own gold. They finally had to ship some of their precious treasure to the King. After that near
disaster, they fought the markets even harder, with larger and larger short positions. But now, at this very time, they (the
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CB's) have maybe half the gold they once had, and they have probably the largest short positions ever too. So they are
standing right on the edge of a cliff, holding the end of a rope that's trying to pull them over.
It won't take much for this deal to fall apart. And when it does, we'll see the price of gold go up to probably $5,000 an ounce
and then all trading will stop. No market will exist for gold at it's true value. For those that have all the gold in their
possession are only buying, not selling. Oil will skyrocket too... if it flows west at all. This is coming, and soon. Buy gold.
Hold gold. It only has to meet it's true price once in a lifetime and that will be more than worth the wait. I believe this is not
a once in a lifetime opportunity right now, but possibly a once in the history of the world opportunity. Silver, platinum,
commodities... they may all do well. But nothing will come close to the true value of gold. $50,000 an ounce may even be
low.
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Friday, August 29, 2008
Price Manipulation Wars
I must say that I don't really agree with these guys, but this is an interesting article by Mike Shedlock (Mish) which includes
a message from Jon Nadler of Kitco. At issue is all the recent talk about price manipulation in metals. There is a lot of hate
between these "mainstreamist contrarians" and regular (or as I like to think, rational) contrarians like Ted Butler, Jim
Sinclair, James Turk and GATA. And the hostility goes in both directions as is evident in this article.
The real truth of the matter is that physical gold possession is all that matters. Possession of your money is what will keep
you whole and carry you through this gathering storm. And that is only on an individual level. It is hard for hedge funds to
benefit by accumulating piles of physical gold. In fact, it's hard for any group of people or non-individual entity to secure
itself through physical gold.
If you don't hold the physical gold yourself, you don't really own it. You own a promise. Trust is involved and trust can be
broken. Only true personal possession qualifies as a final payment for your hard work. Anything else is one or more steps
away from your final payment.
With those principles in mind, Mish's article makes some sense. In the world of hedge funds and pools of many people's
money, often the paper markets for metals are considered the next best thing to owning physical, which is really a game for
individuals. But the reality is that paper promises carry only the intrinsic value of the paper itself, which is zero. The
additional, temporary value is based on a promise which requires trust.
And when you consider that all the paper promises of the COMEX add up to more gold than exists in the marketplace, trust
becomes a rubber band stretched very thin, and the promises carry the ultimate promise of an eventual default. So who can
blame the hedge funds for dumping their paper gold for any number of reasons. Perhaps they had margin calls on their other
losses and needed to raise cash by selling the only thing they still had with value left in it. Perhaps they saw the dollar rally
coming and wanted to make a quick profit in it. Or perhaps they are losing trust in the promise.
Whatever the reason, I'm sure it is perfectly logical, just like Mish and Nadler say it is. I do, however, believe that
manipulation is occurring in these paper markets. It was going on before the Great Depression in a very open environment.
And it goes on now within the current rules. And it doesn't require, as Mish and Nadler put it, a massive conspiracy.
In fact, in that article the word conspiracy appears ten times. And of those, it appears as "conspiracy theorist" three times.
Other "endearing" terms that appear are "conspiracy quacks", "conspiracy fairy tales" and "drivel". And all this from people
who are supposedly on the same side of the dollar/gold issue as us physical gold advocates. It makes you wonder, doesn't it?
There was also a great rebuttal of this article today from Chris Powell of GATA, the Gold Anti Trust Action Committee. If
you read the first article, you must now read this one.
And for anyone reading this who is confused by the rising dollar right now, and the flagging price of gold, please watch this
video. It is a documentary about the Great Depression. It was made in the mid-90's, so the parallels you see to right now are
not intentional from the filmmakers, they are simply "baked into the story". In early spring of 1929 there was a crash, then
months later a significant rally, then in October the final crash which left 10 years of misery in it's wake. It is an amazing
story, and it makes me want to sell all of my stocks right now, while I still can... and buy gold!
(If the player below doesn't work in your browser, here's the direct link to the video)

Addendum: Chris Powell just made this funny post on USAGold:
August 29, 2008
Chris Powell (usagold.com 29August2008; 19:18)
CNBC Europe manages to spell ‘gold manipulation’ right
9:10p ET Friday, August 28, 2008
Dear Friend of GATA and Gold:
Somehow the issue of manipulation of the gold market made its way onto CNBC Europe today as the business channel
interviewed Evy Hambro, portfolio manager for BlackRock Investment Management in London, and Jill Leyland, an
analyst for the World Gold Council.
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The program was terribly clumsy with the facts, as the moderator announced that the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading
Commission had issued a report suggesting that the gold market had been manipulated by certain banks. Actually, of course,
the recent disclosures about the unprecedented concentration in short positions in gold and silver on the U.S. commodities
exchanges came from GATA consultants Ted Butler and Rob Kirby, not from the CFTC, though Butler and Kirby might be
glad to accept appointment to the commission. And another CNBC interviewer talked about world gold supplies of “500
million tonnes,” when the best estimate of all the gold ever mined is less than 170,000 tonnes. (The interviewer probably
was thinking of the 500-tonne annual sales limit imposed on the parties to the Washington Agreement on Gold.)
But at least CNBC Europe managed to spell “gold manipulation” right, reported the shortage of U.S. gold eagle coins, and
allowed Hambro to remark with British understatement that recent reversals in several markets, not just gold, were hard to
explain. And Leyland’s curt assurance that nothing possibly could be wrong in the gold market might have struck impartial
observers as a little smug and arrogant.
As it turned out, the manipulation issue was only raised on the program; the program did not cite a single piece of evidence,
apart from the misattribution to the CFTC of the work of Butler and Kirby. But maybe the network was expecting
everybody to have the wit to look for the evidence at www.GATA.org.
The CNBC Europe program is 7 1/2 minutes long and you can watch it at the CNBC site here:
http://www.cnbc.com/id/15840232?video=835874978&play=1
CHRIS POWELL, Secretary/Treasurer
Gold Anti-Trust Action Committee Inc.
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Saturday, August 30, 2008
More on Manipulation
More rebuttal from GATA. Mish says "The U.S. government, foreign governments, central banks, various broker-dealers,
and a consortium of 10 large U.S. banks are all acting together in some massive conspiracy to suppress the price of precious
metals for 15 years running, and not a single insider has stepped up to expose the fraud".
Chris Powell of GATA lists out several insider admissions over the last 13 years.
I'll note that this manipulation of the price of gold is important in understanding Another. But Another takes a different view
than GATA on the subject. While GATA sees it as something to fight, Another says it is neither good nor bad. It simply is the
way it is. And you understand this and act on it by accumulating gold over time during this season of suppressed prices.
Because he knows it will not last forever. And he says that gold only has to meet its true value in price once in your lifetime,
and that will be more than enough!
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Sunday, August 31, 2008
I Love This Intro
"Think now, if you are a person of "great worth" is it not better to acquire gold over years, at better prices? If you are one
of "small worth", can you not follow in the footsteps of giants? I tell you, it is an easy path to follow!" --ANOTHER
(THOUGHTS!) 1/10/98
"If ANOTHER's claims are true -- that a consortium of oil states has cornered the gold market (and given the impressive
circumstantial evidence, this could very well be the case) -- these "footsteps of giants" become the most salient and
persuasive case for gold ownership I have seen in the past decade, if not the full twenty-eight years I have been in the gold
business." -- Michael J. Kosares, president of Centennial Precious Metals, Inc.; author of The ABCs of Gold Investing
When the once highly secretive London Bullion Market Association (LBMA) -- its venerable membership comprising the
world's largest gold dealers -- published its daily clearing volume for the first time in January 1997, it rocked the tight-knit
world of international gold traders and analysts.
According to this first of many subsequent LBMA press releases, thirteen hundred tonnes of gold (representing more than
50% of the world's annual mine production) changed hands daily in this fog-shrouded center of the global gold market.
This figure represented over $10 billion per day and $4 trillion per year in bullion banking activity!
The gold market had always stood in austere, quiet contrast to the highly charged, mega-volume world of stocks and bonds.
Now this first LBMA report forced analysts, investors, and brokers to reassess their understandings of the gold market.
While some reveled in the glow of the large LBMA numbers, others began to raise some very important and rather
unsettling questions. First, Why was this much gold on the move? Second, Where was all this gold going? And third, Where
was all this gold coming from?
Then, in October of 1997 at the internet's only gold discussion forum of the day (hosted by Kitco), a series of remarkable
postings began appearing under the pseudonym "ANOTHER", offering plausible answers to those questions. What followed
in a seemingly incongruous stream of thought over many months was, in the fullness of time, seen to blend into a logical
whole by many astute readers following the complete text. If you are not similarly moved to at least reassess your own view
of the international financial scene after reading what's revealed below, then you are either firmly entrenched in your world
view, or you've been numbed by too many hours of Wall Street's cheerleader (CNBC) and too many Friday nights with Louis
Ruykeyser.
What matters most to us here at USAGOLD is ANOTHER's educational value to all who would take the time to read and
think through his (at times) arcane and cryptic commentary of international economic dealings behind-the-scenes.
ANOTHER demonstrates a feel for and understanding of the gold and oil markets that indicates connections at the highest
echelons of international finance, yet for reasons having to do with his "position," as he has indicated, he wishes to remain
anonymous. If his "THOUGHTS!" are theory; they are good theory. If they are speculation; they are reasonable
speculation. If they are supposition; they are well-grounded supposition.
In the final analysis, ANOTHER offers one of the more plausible hypotheses for why the financial markets have acted as
they have in the past few years, and therein lies his immense value to the reader, no matter who he is. Again, knowledge as
is conveyed in his series of "THOUGHTS!" is rarely to be found outside the highest levels of international finance, and is
seldom to be seen bandied about on the front pages of The Wall Street Journal or your favorite financial newsletter.
As explained by ANOTHER, an opportunistic arrangement for massive physical gold acquisition among important
petroleum producing and exporting nations could be comfortably facilitated within these astronomical trading volumes now
being publicly revealed via the LBMA. For the oil states this meant receiving real money (as opposed to governmentsponsored paper) in payment for their depleting oil reserves. For the industrialized countries, this meant a continuing
supply of cheap oil to fuel the economic boom already in progress. These transactions were to be cleared through the
bustling London gold market. Up until late 1996, the volumes were a tightly kept secret so "the deal" proceeded without the
knowledge of the general public.
When the LBMA went public with its figures, it raised the shroud off "the deal." But by then, according to ANOTHER, it no
longer mattered. The oil states had already (almost inadvertently) cornered the gold market. As implied by ANOTHER's
own words, his motivation for these postings was the discovery by "big traders" in the Far East of this opportune facility to
buy gold at ever lower prices. Their subsequent heavy purchases of physical gold upset the delicate balance. Now there was
no longer a reason to keep it secret, and hence, the revelation of this extraordinary tale.
His choice to use an Internet forum to tell his story is surely a "story" in itself. Many who have read ANOTHER's
"THOUGHTS!" speculate why he would choose this particular venue for his revelations. Why not a magazine article? Or a
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book? Rather than turning this Foreword into a treatise on the merits of the Internet, let it suffice to say that if ANOTHER
and his motives are as implied, then there is probably no better venue than the Internet; allowing his "THOUGHTS!" to be
disseminated rapidly, anonymously, and without editing by intermediaries. In addition, they could be efficiently targeted to
go directly to the core market audience -- the gold analysts, brokers and investors who frequent such Internet sites as this,
devoted strictly to the yellow metal. And after all, as a utility, isn't this capacity for specialization and instant
communication what the Internet is all about?
We encourage you to find time to read and consider these remarkable postings of ANOTHER with an open mind. In the field
of gold and international economics, these posts are sure to remain as fascinating and worthy of careful study as anything
you will find on the web today.
That is the forward to the archives of ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) which was originally posted on Kitco's forum and
then archived on the USAGold website. Then, in April of '98, this:
April 1998 Editor's Note:
I want to first of all welcome ANOTHER to the USAGOLD web site and thank him for electing to post here. ANOTHER has
made an important on-going contribution to the discussion about gold in recent months and it is good to have him back in
action. That he has surfaced here -- at the USAGOLD web site -- takes a backseat to the simple fact that ANOTHER will
once again be offering up his mysterious and cryptic brand of market analysis to the delight of his many readers. His
analysis goes beyond the surface representations which we have come to expect from mainstream sources and goes to the
core of what is occurring in the world economy. ANOTHER is a teacher, but in our short private correspondence, I have
found that he is also a seeker of wisdom -- a philosopher who offers substantially more than dry economic theory. He is also
a consummate gentleman. Whether right or wrong, the one thing we can say about ANOTHER is that he makes us think,
and perhaps, in the final analysis, that is his most fundamental goal. So we move forward with these THOUGHTS!
I would like to deal with the question of ANOTHERs identity from the outset. At all costs, ANOTHER wishes to remain
anonymous. His contact with me has been through a third party who describes himself as "the firewall that breaks the
electronic connection from the source." I have made no attempt to find out who ANOTHER is, nor do I want to know who he
is. After long consideration of this situation, I have come to the rock-solid conclusion that it is not only in ANOTHER's best
interest to remain anonymous; it is in our best interest as well. So, please, in your liaison with ANOTHER (which will be
offered below) and with USAGOLD, do not waste your time or ours by making inquiries as to his identity, country of origin,
etc. We simply do not know, nor do we want to know.
I would also like to put to rest any notion that I am ANOTHER; that I am an agent of ANOTHER; or that ANOTHER is an
agent of USAGOLD, Centennial Precious Metals, or Michael Kosares. There is no connection between us (as you will see
in these first postings) except that USAGOLD is providing a forum, the way a newspaper provides space for opinion
columns, and ANOTHER is simply taking advantage of it. In the end, as I said in the Introduction to "IN THE FOOTSTEPS
OF GIANTS":
"(The actual identity of ANOTHER) might not matter. What does matter is ANOTHER's educational value to all who would
take the time to sift through his (at times) arcane and cryptic, but always thought provoking, look behind the scenes of
international finance. If his THOUGHTS! are theory; they are good theory. If they are speculation; they are reasonable
speculation. If they are supposition; they are well grounded supposition. In the final analysis, ANOTHER offers one of the
more plausible hypotheses for why the financial markets have acted as they have in the past few years, and therein lies his
immense value to the reader no matter who he is."
I would like to clarify one other aspect of ANOTHER's postings at the USAGOLD web site. There will be two people posting
on this page. The first will be ANOTHER himself. From time to time his associate will also be posting. He will be identified
here as the Friend of ANOTHER. There was some confusion over this dual role in the earlier Kitco postings. This will
hopefully clarify the matter. The writings of both authors will be posted as I receive them without attempting to correct
misspellings, punctuation, grammatical and/or textual errors so that analysts, researchers, and readers in general can study
the text in its original form.
ANOTHER has graciously accepted my invitation to entertain questions from the public. Another has asked that in the
interest of time that only a few questions be forwarded so I will do my best to pick and choose the most salient. This forum is
not designed for, nor is it intended to deal with, specific investments and specific investment strategies.
As ANOTHER would say, "We watch this new gold market, yes?" Yes, we will. There is no formal time-table for
ANOTHER's postings, so stay tuned. I think you are going to learn from and enjoy these initial exchanges which were
originally intended to be private correspondence. On behalf of both ANOTHER and myself, we welcome you to this venue.
Sincerely,
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Michael J. Kosares/USAGOLD
If that doesn't make you want to read on, I don't know what will!
FOFOA
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Tuesday, September 2, 2008
The Story of The Hunt Brothers
The story of the Hunt Brothers is a fascinating tale. At one point in the story, around 1974, they rounded up the best
marksman cowboys in a contest held at the Circle K Ranch in Texas. Then they hired these “Circle K Cowboys” as security
to move a large amount of silver out of the country. The Hunts were worried about a 1930's style government confiscation of
silver. So they chartered three Boeing 707's and the cowboys flew to Chicago and New York where they were met by
convoy of armored trucks in the middle of the night. In all, 4 million ounces of silver was loaded onto the three planes and
the cowboys accompanied the shipment to Zurich, Switzerland where they were met by another convoy of armored trucks.
This secretive operation cost the Hunt Brothers $200,000.
In another interesting part of the story Bunker Hunt, one of the bothers, went to Tehran, Iran to try to talk the family of the
Shah of Iran into investing in silver with them. But the Shah didn't know anything about the Hunt brothers and the meeting
didn't go too well so the deal fell apart. Right after that, Bunker set up a meeting with King Faisal of Saudi Arabia to get
him to be a partner in their silver buying company. But Faisal was assassinated just weeks before the meeting.
If you only read the American press accounts of the Hunt Brothers, they are made out to be criminals or evil rich men. True,
they were billionaires. At one time in history, their father may have been the richest man in America. They were also evil oil
men. And everyone knows that if you are obscenely rich, from Texas, and in oil, then of course you are a bad guy. Right?
Well I see the story a little differently. And I think there are some important lessons in this story that may shed some light on
what could happen in our futures markets today.
First of all, the Hunt brothers started buying silver in the early 70's because they believed in hard money and they also
believed that high rates of inflation were eating away at their considerable wealth. Why silver? Well at the time that they
started buying and for the first three years of their buying, it was illegal for Americans to own gold. So silver was the next
best thing. And for those of you who are fortunate enough to have a substantial amount of savings, you probably know the
difficulties and costs of converting large amounts of paper money into hard money. So imagine if you were a billionaire
trying to protect your wealth. You couldn't just go to your local coin shop with $10K per day. That would take 200,000 days
or 547 years to convert the kind of cash they wanted to convert.
Secondly, you must understand the history of the Hunt family. You can read about it here. Their late father, HL Hunt was a
poker player. He gambled both in cards and in business, and he was known for going “All In”. In fact, he even funded his
early oil well ventures with money won at the tables. So the Hunt brothers inherited this “All In” mentality from their father
which might explain why they tried to buy so much silver over the next decade.
So what happened to the Hunts?
Snippets from H.L. Hunt's Boys and the Circle K Cowboys by Larry LaBorde:
By the spring of 1974 silver rose to over $6/oz and rumors were flying that the Hunts were trying to corner the silver
market. At the time annual production was 245 million oz and annual demand was 450 million oz. The Hunt brothers had
just taken delivery of 55 million oz. The big question was how much silver was out in private hands?
only about 200 million ounces was available for delivery against futures contracts.
That same Spring Bunker appeared on the floor of COMEX in New York for the first time and declared that "almost
anything is better than paper money" and "any fool can run a printing press".
The brothers quickly devised a swap where Great Western would trade 20 million oz of silver to the Philippines for sugar
for their refineries; the Philippines would then trade the silver to the Saudis for oil.
the IMF killed the deal. The IMF would not recognize the silver as an asset of the Philippine government and would refuse
other loans as a result. The deal fell through and the brothers sold the 20 million oz of silver the next year. Once again
Bunker felt thwarted by the Eastern establishment.
The brothers then turned to another commodities play and invested in soybeans. They were a little short on cash again so
they used their silver as collateral. As usual the brothers went into the market in a big way. The legal limit for a single
investor is 3 million bushels. The brothers brought in family members and had a total stake of 22 million bushels. The
CFTC cried foul and filed suit against the Hunts.
They were fast gaining a reputation of playing fast and loose with the rules concerning commodities trading.By the late
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1970's the Hunt first family's fortune was estimated to be in the range of 6 to 8 billion dollars.
In 1978 John Connally introduced Bunker to a Saudi sheik at the Mayflower hotel in Washington.
A year later International Metal Investment was incorporated in Bermuda between Bunker, Herbert and two Saudi sheiks. It
was speculated that the two sheiks were fronting for members of the Saudi royal family.
In the summer of 1979 the Hunt brothers started buying silver through the International Metal Investment group along with
their Saudi partners. Over 43 million oz of silver contracts were purchased through the COMEX and the CBOT with
delivery to be taken that fall. In the fall of 1979 the silver price doubled from $8 to $16/oz in only two months.
The COMEX and the CBOT started to panic. In late 1979 the warehouses of the two exchanges only held 120 million oz of
silver and that amount was traded in October alone.
Late in 1979 the CBOT changed the rules and stated that no investor could hold over 3 million oz of silver contracts and the
margin requirement were raised. All contracts over 3 million oz per trader must be liquidated by February of 1980.
Bunker accused the COMEX and CBOT board members of having a financial interest in the silver market themselves.
Investigations later found that many had substantial silver short positions. Bunker knew that a shortage now existed or they
would not be screaming so loudly. He bought even more. The price on the last day of 1979 was $34.45/oz.
Finally on January 7th of 1980 the COMEX changed their rules to only allow 10 million/oz of contracts per trader and that
all contracts over that amount must be liquidated before February 18th. . The CFTC promptly backed up the ruling. On
January 17th silver hit $50/oz, Bunker had continued to buy.
On January 21st the COMEX announced that it was suspending trading in silver.
By March 14th silver was down to $21/oz.
Finally on March 25th of 1980 the Hunt brothers ran out of cash. Bunker called Herbert and simply said, "Shut it down".
Herbert promptly told his broker the following morning that they could not meet their $135 million dollar margin call that
day.The Hunt's brokers promptly sold $100 million dollars worth of silver that day
When it was all over they owed $1.5 billion dollars.
After the smoke cleared it appeared that the drama was not just a one sided manipulation by the Hunts. The shorts and the
Eastern establishment had just as much at stake as the Hunts. By the mid 1980's silver was bumping $17/oz again.
In 1988 Bunker filed for personal bankruptcy. In 1989 he left bankruptcy with a net worth of $5 to 10 million dollars and a
debt to the IRS of $90 million dollars to be repaid in 15 years. Bunker's trusts, set up by his father H.L. Hunt, are currently
valued at $200 million dollars. Last year the payments to the IRS finally stopped.
So what are the lessons we can learn from the Hunt Brothers (other than the obvious, don't buy on margin)? I will attempt to
address this question in my next post. And I will look at those lessons in light of the writings of Another. One question I will
ask myself is what would the Hunt Brothers have done differently if they had had the advantage of reading Another? And
how would things have turned out then?
I encourage you to read the full story from the above link. And also read this article that appeared in Time Magazine right
after the Hunt's appeared before Congress in 1980.
Bunker's Busted Silver Bubble – Time
From the article:
As the brothers told the tale, they were just worrying, like most Americans, about the worsening economy. As Bunker Hunt
has reportedly said, "A billion dollars is not what it used to be." Inflation had destroyed their faith in the dollar, so early in
1979 they began putting even more of their wealth into a "harder" currency: silver.
"At no time," said Herbert solemnly, "did I attempt to corner, squeeze or manipulate the silver market."
In some ways this is simply the sad tale of a misguided hard money advocate who just happened to be a billionaire.
FOFOA
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Wednesday, September 10, 2008
More (THOUGHTS!) on the Hunt Brothers
I am reading ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) and FOA's Gold Trail series for the second time right now. It is like a book as I
printed it all out. Here is what "the book" looks like on my nightstand:
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As I read it all for the second time I am picking up lots of things that I missed on the first reading. As you can probably tell
from what I've written about Another, his writings are somewhat cryptic. But there is also a ring of truth in what he says,
which is why I value it so highly.
It has also aged more (like fine wine) than what is being written today. The definition of wisdom is knowledge, insight or
truth that stands the test of time. In his writings I sense such wisdom, and I am looking for current signs that show that what
he said 10 years ago is standing the test of time.
I am not alone in keeping ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) alive in my thoughts as I watch today's gold market. Here is a post
from today which references him in regards to current Central Bank and government actions, like the nationalization of
Freddie and Fannie.
I am still going to post my thoughts regarding the lessons we should take from the Hunt Brother's story. But I am still
forming my thoughts on those lessons as I reread ANOTHER and as I read other current writings.
For example, here is a link to Ted Butler's latest article on the current manipulation. In it he says,
Let me state that clearly - one (maybe two) U.S. bank holds a net 36% share of the entire COMEX silver market. The same
one or two U.S. banks hold 82% of the total commercial net short position. This is a concentration that is unprecedented;
maybe double or triple or more what the Hunt Brothers held on the
long side in 1980. Without these, one or two traders, there would hardly be any commercial silver short position at all. This
makes the big concentrated short a danger to everyone, including the market itself. That’s why the regulators must act now.
This is important. If you remember from the story of the Hunt Brothers, the big Wall Street banks held the short side of the
Hunt's long on silver. And just when they were about to lose their shirts, the exchanges helped them out and changed the
rules which killed the Hunt's position. The Hunt's weakness was that they had bought on margin. And if you notice right
now, it is the "margin investors" that are getting killed, forced out of their positions at huge losses.
But as I said, that is the most obvious lesson. I still think there are deeper lessons. For one thing, if the Hunt's had had the
advantage of reading ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!), they would have probably switched from silver to gold in 1974. They
would have focused on taking possession of physical gold only. And you can't very easily do that on margin.
Anyway, I will get back to this subject soon. But for now, please watch this video interview with Bill Murphy the founder of
GATA. I think the video is about a year old, but it is still very good. Bill started GATA along with Chris Powell back around
the time that ANOTHER was writing. And as I mentioned before, Bill and ANOTHER had different approaches to what
they both saw happening. But that doesn't really matter as my goal is to uncover the elusive truth of what is really
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happening, and what is coming our way. The media and the government are trying to paint and spin the truth and the future.
So digging out the truth in this day and age can be a difficult task.
Here's the video:
FOFOA
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Friday, September 12, 2008
The Collapse!
So how close are we? There has been a lot of talk about "the collapse". In fact, "the collapse" is poorly defined. It could
come as either hyperinflation or depression. There's also the combination of hyperinflationary depression, but that's really
just hyperinflation. It is hard to become Zimbabwe and still have a booming economy.
So how close are we? I think we are very close. The following concept comes from Richard Maybury of the Early Warning
Report (EWR). Don't bother looking for it on the Internet because it's not there. It will cost you $300 a year for 10 issues,
$15 each for past issues, or $99 for a year's worth of past issues. I'm not trying to spread it for free, just this one concept, in
my own words, and giving Richard full credit. He takes Visa and Mastercard at Chaostan.com. [/advertisement]
So how close are we? The Federal Reserve's conventional monetary policy is to constantly inflate the money supply at a
controlled rate that will keep us in a "safe zone" between double-digit inflation and recession. As we head toward recession
we print more money and inflate. Then inflation gets too high and we pull back increasing interest rates and slowing things
down. Think of this in a graphic sense. Two parallel lines, the top one is hyperinflation and the bottom one is depression. In
between these two lines we see the fluctuations of the Fed's printing press. Here is the graphic Richard used:

That seems all well and good. But there is a problem with this "standard model"; in a word, malinvestment. Every time the
printing presses go to work money flows into the system. That money distorts prices. Businessmen who rely on prices to
make good decisions end up making bad decisions based on distorted prices. This causes malinvestment. We can see this
right now in the housing sector.
So when the money stops flowing, these malinvestments go bust, companies go broke, and people complain. That is called a
recession. So the printing presses go back to work pushing out more new money. But the Fed can't control where this new
money goes. People are complex animals and usually this money doesn't go back into the bankrupt industry of a few years
ago, it goes into something new.
Thus we have a boom bust cycle that seems to pass from one place to another. Have a look at the DotCom boom, then bust,
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followed by the housing boom and bust if you are confused.
So what's the problem? Maybe our next bubble will be renewable energy, right? Wrong. The problem is a flaw in the chart
above. What if those lines aren't parallel? What if they converge? There IS evidence of this. Here is Richard's second chart:

What this means is that in each cycle of boom and bust, the maneuvering room the Fed has becomes smaller and smaller.
Each time it takes more money to reinflate a bubble, yet more money causes ever higher inflation. And if the lines are
converging, then they must eventually intersect. I think we may be at that point.
The lines have been converging since WWII. Here are some examples: In 1949 a recession was halted with "only" $10
billion. In 1982 a recession required $100 billion to reverse. The mild 1990 recession took $350 billion. And in 2001 it
required $250 billion, but that one was so mild there is a debate about whether it was even a true recession.
The government stopped reporting the M3 in 2006, so it is hard to compare apples to apples, but the MZM is a fair measure
of what is going on now. And so far the MZM says we have "printed" $2 trillion for this current crisis. And it isn't even
close to being over.
So in 1949 it took $10 billion to keep all the malinvestment afloat. Well you might say that $10 billion in 1949 would be
worth a lot more today. True. But if you factor inflation (which of course is the main problem to begin with) into this, we
have already printed 22.3 times as much money, in 1949 terms, to get to where we are today. And from where I'm sitting, we
are still deep in it.
So where does that leave us? Basically any printing big enough to avoid a depression leaves us with hyperinflation. And
anything short of hyperinflating the money supply will not be enough to dig us out of this hole. The Fed is backed into a
corner. So what will Ben Benanke do? Will he lower the rate? Will he raise it? Will he keep it the same? Does it even
matter? I don't think there is a way out at this point.
So what happens to gold? Obviously it goes up. But there is already a shortage. And the hole that the interventions have dug
requires that "official gold" must be released to keep the credibility of the COMEX alive. No one else is selling real gold.
The mines can hardly afford to take it out of the ground at these prices. Only the stock of the US Treasury and other Central
Banks can keep the paper market alive at this point. But they are getting low. And soon they will not want to part with their
gold.
ANOTHER said this in 1997:
In any event, LBMA has traded so much paper/oil/gold that any rise in the currency price of gold will implode them. The
CBs must become the full primary suppliers of gold or the system as we know it is done.
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One last note: No form of paper wealth will survive the financial crush once the CBs stop selling!
NOTHING!
I'll end with some of Richard's own words. I hope he doesn't mind. Maybe someone will sign up for his newsletter because
of this post. Here they are:
And by that measure,I think virtually the whole
economy is malinvestment. During its 94 years of
existence, the Fed has injected so many dollars that
hardly anything is where it should be, doing what it
ought to, at the correct prices.
If these estimates are anywhere at all in the ballpark,
they mean we may be close to the end point of
the channel. If the Fed does not do additional massive
injections, we will fall into a depression, but if
they do make these injections, we'll go into a runaway
inflation.
Any injection big enough to avert a depression
triggers runaway inflation.
Please read that last sentence again, I
think it describes our present situation.
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Saturday, September 13, 2008
ANOTHER (QUOTES!)
aka Things that make you go hmmm....
The best way to rework the publics mind about gold money was by changing the way it was viewed.
"It's money of course but let's also call it a "commodity! Then we can place a "paper" value on it and denominate it in all
forms of future contracts. It will lose it's true value as money in peoples minds and be priced in an unrealistic paper format."
And here we are today!
The banks must sell all the gold they have to keep the system togeather. And once it is all sold and the financial markets
implode the nations will use "whatever force is necessary" to pull the gold back in! That action in and of itself would show
the true value of gold money!
You see, gold is not a commodity. The CBs have used every weapon to keep it's price low . Understand me, Gold is now,
today, a devalued currency being used in world trade!
Do you think the CBs are selling gold to keep the dollar strong? They don't have to sell to accomplish that feat! CB gold
( one billion ozs.? ) valued at it's current commodity price is only worth 300 billion, it's nothing in that price range! They
know what it's US$ price is worth in terms of oil! They are not stupid as they show.
You should not think they are dumb! Invest in gold mines, will you? Notice how quick the Australian CB hinted at taking
"gold in the ground" if needed. This was said after their sale! The nature of the coming crisis will make the taking of
investor property a piece of cake. You see, because gold is a commodity, you will be compensated at the commodity price of
return + a fair profit, of course.
How much further can they take this? The world private stockpiles that could be sold have been. The CBs are heavy into
their own stuff now and are over their heads if they had to make good on all the private deals ( read my other posts ) . The
economic game is ending! Watch closely as the world currencies and markets fall one by one. Watch in absolute wonder as
the demand for oil plunges and it's price goes thru the roof. Yes, oil stocks will crash with the markets. And gold? You will
never know it's price. It will stop all trading as it slices thru $10,000+.
Who am I? As I will not be around for long so I am noone. But, follow with me as all of this takes place in your time
Hear me now, what the wealthy and powerful know: "real value does not have to always be stated or converted thruout time.
It need only be priced once during the experience of life, that will be much more than enough!" Worldwide the oil business
is still conducted in dollars. But, an interesting side show is now taking place that will change the way we think about gold
and oil! If you wanted to devalue the US$ against other currencies what would be the best way to do it without
LOWERING interest rates in the USA? Perhaps you want to cool off an over active stock market without raising rates ?
Could a smart CB Chairman kill two birds with one stone ?
The falling markets worldwide are an early warning that the gold for oil deals are coming undone! As the big players are
now heading for the exits in anticipation of exploding oil prices, the selling pressure from the CBs will quickly come off
gold. The end of a parallel gold market pricing structure will leave many, many players holding nothing at all! The third
world markets are the first to go as their currencies are crushed time and time again. Europe will be next, closely followed
by the USA!
As for the US$ and T- bills held overseas, "they don't really exist"!
Current News Item
China Daily
Updated: 2008-09-12 07:32
China, which holds a fifth of its currency reserves in Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac debt, may cut the portion held in US
dollars...
Now let's take a peek at America's gold:
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This 2008 chart from the WGC lists America's stockpile at 8133.5 Tonnes, or 261.5 million troy ounces.
But just yesterday, the Associated Press came out with this story:
How much gold is stored at Fort Knox? And is it all the property of the American public?
Jeff Kimball
Salt Lake City
___
The vaults hold 147.3 million ounces of gold, all of which is owned by the United States. The gold, which is worth more
than $100 billion, is stored at the United States Bullion Depository in Fort Knox, Ky. That's part of the U.S. Mint, which
makes the nation's coins. The Fort Knox depository is a classified facility; no visitors are permitted.
Interestingly, Fort Knox isn't the largest depository of gold in the country — a full 216 million ounces of gold, worth $160
billion, is stored at the New York office of the Federal Reserve. Tours of the Fed's gold vaults are available to the public.
The gold at the New York Fed belongs to foreign governments, central banks and international monetary organizations, with
only a small portion belonging to U.S. government.
Jeannine Aversa
AP Economics Writer
Washington
Okay. So the AP says that we have 147.3 million ounces at Fort Knox, and that we have, and I quote, "only a small portion"
of the 216 million ounces at the NY Fed. (That's the place from Die Hard 3)
So subtract 147.3 million at Fort Knox from the WGC's 261.5 million and you get 114.2 million ounces we should have
that's not at Fort Knox.
114.2 million out of the 216 million at the NY Fed is exactly 52.9%. So 52.9% of the gold at the Fed should be America's.
Since when is more than half "only a small portion"?
Something doesn't add up.
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Hmmmm.
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Wednesday, September 17, 2008
The Picture ANOTHER Paints
This is a repost of a comment I made in a previous article:
Everything but physical gold has counterparty risk. It is everywhere. The counter party to the dollars in your wallet is the
US Treasury, ultimately the whole of the taxpaying American public. That can and is being defaulted on by printing new
money and deflating the value of what is in your wallet. Everything the investment banks hold on their balance sheets has
even bigger counterparty risk. For one bank to live up to it's counterparty obligations requires another bank living up to it's
obligations, and on and on ad infinitum.
The mob enforcer is these banks short selling their peers into bankruptcy. When they don't live up to their counterparty
obligations, their peer bankers take them out. Bye bye Bear Stearns, bye bye Lehman. And there's always a next on the list
until they are all gone. Buh bye.
You ask appropriately "Is the dollar that desired around the world, or can Europe, Asia, and the Middle East do without
them?"
ANOTHER would answer this question with, "The world currency system has, for years been little more than digital credits
backed by "usage demand"."
So as long as the majority of "things" (oil being the biggest) is priced in dollars, the usage demand will be there. That may
end soon.
Also, these foreign countries find economic strength (falsely) in keeping their currencies weaker than the dollar. They see
this as helping their economy by making their products cheaper on the world market. But all it really does is make their
citizens holding their money poorer on the world market. Yet still they buy dollars to keep their currencies lower. This still
goes on today.
Then, ANOTHER would say, "In the long run it was oil backing the US$ that kept it all together! It truly is strange, that in
the end it was gold that backed oil! In a even more strange twist, [the Central Banks refusing to part with their physical gold
just to support the failing COMEX gold futures market] will bring the system down!"
I think this too is coming. If the dramatic rise in gold continues in the face of physical shortages, look for a major default
within the next 90 days.
You say, "Oil is traded in dollars. Oil producing nations get our dollars, and have nothing else they can do with them but buy
our limited manufactured goods, and our financial, real estate/ insurance goods and services."
This brings up one of ANOTHER's biggest points. He claims to have inside knowledge about some deals that were made,
presumably with Saudi Arabia, and presumably in the early 80's. My post titled The King and his Gold was my attempt to
present briefly what ANOTHER said over 3 years. It's probably not totally accurate. That's why I made it into a story. But I
think it captures the message he was trying to get across.
The point he makes is that they aren't interested in the dollars or the goods, etc... only in the gold that they can get for those
dollars. Because they have a different view of gold than we do in the West. We view it as a commodity and they view it as
wealth. But to trade gold for oil on the open market would explode the price of gold, so instead they keep the price of gold
low and let the Saudis buy it from the mines which are forced to produce it and deliver it at the price on the COMEX.
If gold were to trade freely, the Saudis would get much less gold for each barrel of oil, but they would be just as happy. And
the longer it takes before that happens, the more wealthy and powerful the Saudis will be once it does happen. And it will
happen. It is one of those inevitable consequences of a manipulated system.
You say, "Now, those nations have the Yuan because China bought their currencies". This is not totally true. A lot of the
dollars bought by the Chinese Central Bank come into the country through the trade of goods. The Chinese people sell
goods to us for dollars. Then the banks buy those dollars from their citizens. So instead of holding the Yuan, we hold the
goods it makes instead. By buying these dollars from the citizens, the Chinese banks keep the dollar valuable, and keep the
Yuan down.
Of course the Chinese could do us great harm by spending all the dollars they hold in reserve. But so far, they do not think
that is in their best interest. They don't yet fully realize that they would be fine without the American consumer.
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Dollars ARE debt. Remember, the counterparty to the dollar is the American taxpayer. So as long as the dollar is the world
reserve currency, our debt is their currency. And their government is STILL trying to keep our debt valuable. Why? Because
it will be painful to make the transition, and pain is politically difficult to sell.
I agree that everyone could uncouple from us. But so far they are too timid to do that.
The incentive for, lets say China, to see the price of oil rise, is that they can get all that they need. If the law of supply and
demand is alive and well, then a correct price puts the product where it is most needed. If the price is lower than supply and
demand says it should be, there will be shortages where it is most needed. What good is a loaf of bread for 99 cents if the
store is sold out? Wouldn't you rather pay more and always be able to get some?
You are right about the FDIC. I think that will become the most hyperinflationary problem in the next year.
The problem is that there are more "digital credit units" (dollars) out there locked up in banks and investments than there
should be. If everyone ran to the bank to get theirs out and spend them, there wouldn't be enough. And this goes for
investors cashing out their holdings as well. There are just too many. There's should only be about $60 Trillion worth of
dollars out there in the whole world (including all currencies). Yet there are between $600 Trillion and $1 Quadrillion worth
of "digital units" of derivatives and other stuff out there.
So as we bail out banks, and ultimately the FDIC bails out individual accounts, we will be converting those "ghost credits"
into real, spendable dollars. That is hyperinflationary.
Your final paragraph is this, "I have no idea about gold and silver. With a somewhat operating Europe and Asia, the price
might not really move to its former highs. But if there is a war with Iran, it will likely jump up out of panic. Most Americans
don't really have much available cash to buy gold or silver, only bread and milk and college tuition and car payments and
mortgages. They are hoping once their bank fails they can get their cash out."
This brings up another one of ANOTHER's main points. That we of "Western thought" see gold as a commodity. You use
the word "price" with regard to gold. Would you say "the price of the Yuan"? More likely you would say the exchange rate
of the Yuan. Would you say you don't have much cash to buy Yuans because you are buying bread and milk? No, because
there is a difference between what you hold for wealth and what you spend to live. "Western thought" has programmed us to
think of gold as a commodity. But in reality it is an artificially suppressed currency. This is proven by the fact that foreign
Central Banks hold gold as part of their "foreign currency reserves". In the Euro countries, the members are required to have
15% of their foreign reserves held in gold.
So as you can see, the GIANTS of this world see gold differently than we the people do. Perception rules our world right
now, just as in The Matrix. But after the collapse, the Matrix will be destroyed and reality will once again rule. At that point,
those that hold physical gold, including countries, central banks and individuals, will have infinitely more wealth than
anyone left holding worthless paper.
ANOTHER says that upon the crash gold will stop trading everywhere. And for a long while it will not trade. It's value will
not be readily known. During that time, holding a bar of gold will be like possessing an original Van Gogh. It is not the most
liquid of currencies. In fact, you probably have to auction it off if you want to spend that wealth. That is because it is so rare
and yet it is valued by many people.
So imagine a world where the US dollar is carted to the market in wheelbarrows as it is in Zimbabwe. There is no Kitco
gold price website anymore, because gold is not traded. It is simply a valuable store of wealth. And it's value must be
calculated by it's rarity with respect to the amount of people and things in the whole world when they are compared to the
amount of gold in the whole world.
Also, gold mines will not be producing much gold at this time because they will either be nationalized or they will be so
heavily taxed that there will not be much profit in it for them.
This is the picture ANOTHER paints. It is both rare AND valuable.
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Friday, September 19, 2008
Relativity and Painted Reality
Today at the closing bell I saw that Kitco and CNBC both agreed on the price of gold... almost. CNBC had it at $876 and
Kitco had it at $871.60. But the bigger difference was that CNBC had the red arrow next to gold saying it was down $20
while Kitco shows that it is UP $19.60. So which is it? Is gold up or down?
I suppose the answer is that "it depends". It depends on what you compare it to. Everything is relative.
Perhaps the red arrow on CNBC was a simple mistake. But it was up on the screen the whole time I was watching.
How about the Dow Jones Industrial Average? Well, next week they are going to remove the ailing insurance company AIG
which has been dragging down the DJIA and in it's place they are putting the more buoyant KFT (Kraft Foods Inc.).
How about inflation? The CPI is the CONSUMER Price Index. That is the barometer for what you and I pay. And when the
price of gas or milk was running the CPI up, they simply stopped counting those prices. Instead they count flat screen TV's
which are going down in price. If the price of steaks are going up, they make the "assumption" that people will just eat
cheaper ground beef and they show the price of "meat" is falling.
How about the money supply? The M3 was the broadest calculation of money. M0 is all the physical currency in circulation.
M1 is M0 plus the money in demand deposits like checking accounts. M2 is M1 plus time deposits like CD's. And M3 is
M2 plus everything else that is "liquid" including large liquid assets, institutional money market funds, short term
repurchase agreements and so on.
M3 was the broadest measure of money in the system commonly used by economists and published by the Federal Reserve.
And when liquidity is pumped, it generally lands in the system somewhere in the form of an M3 category and takes a while
to filter down to M2 and M1.
But in March, 2006, the Fed stopped publishing M3 data. Wikipedia says, "They explained that M3 did not convey any
additional information about economic activity compared to M2, and thus, had not been used in determining monetary
policy for years. Therefore, the costs to collect M3 data outweighed the benefits the data provided."
How about our nation's gold? No one is allowed to go in and count it. When Congressmen visited Fort Knox they were only
allowed to look at the pile that had been placed in front of them (behind the security bars). When one of them asked to look
behind the pile to see how much more was back there they were told they could not.
When our national gold is lent out for various purposes it is replaced with an IOU. That IOU says that the gold will be
returned some day. On the books, that IOU is counted the same as a bar of gold. There are not two separate columns. So we
have no way of knowing how much of our nation's gold is real and how much is "paper". And the problem with paper gold
is that when there is a shortage of real gold, those paper IOU's get settled in Federal Reserve Notes, or dollars.
So what is reality? Where is truth?
It is out there. It is right behind the facade. And the facade is wearing thinner by the day. You see, in reality there are real
consequences for actions. There are inevitabilities. You can fool all of the sheeple some of the time and some of the sheeple
all of the time, but you cannot fool all of the sheeple all of the time.
Our markets may be manipulated, but they are manipulated within the structure of a free market, where the world is allowed
to participate. So while they can fool the world for a while into thinking that it is safe to jump back into financial securities,
they can't do that forever. Sooner or later the consequences of the past will blast into the present and reality will be
overwhelming. That almost happened this week.
This week we went into full meltdown. But Wall Street was so hungry for some good news that even the mention of Uncle
Sam coming to the rescue made the Dow soar.
Today, the chairman of the Senate banking committee, Democrat Chris Dodd, said the United States could be "days away
from a complete meltdown of our financial system" and Congress is working quickly to prevent that.
Today Jim Sinclair listed out the implications of the current action under consideration by our elected officials:
Dear Friends,
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1. Today's reported potential infinite bailout of all and any portends, if adopted, is the largest increase in dollars outstanding
since the Jurassic Age.
2. It closely models actions undertaken regarding the production of currency liquidity seen in the " Weimar Republic."
3. It is reported now that more than 1000 hedge funds are on the rocks. This has the potential for a significant financial
impact.
4. The only way to hide the numbers from the statistics produced by the suspected actions of the Fed is to value the
indebtedness purchased at 100%, claiming a wash transaction.
5. The only conclusion is that when the smoke clears and the advertised actions have been adopted, nothing more dollar
negative than this has ever occurred due to the potential expansion of T bills and therefore dollar supply explosion.
6. Gold is the only currency with no liability attached to it which, as you have seen recently, will be selected as the currency
of the people.
Respectfully yours,
Jim Sinclair
I think I agree.
FOFOA
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Friday, September 19, 2008
A Small Epiphany
I just had a "lightbulb moment". That's when you can almost see the lightbulb turning on!
I will rightfully credit Ender at USA Gold for helping me throw the switch.
You see, this bailout has troubled me from a free market perspective. I know there's something wrong with it, but I just
couldn't put my finger on it. I just realized, it is the overpaying of the American taxpayer for a bunch of toxic shit that the
market has been frantically trying to clear!
I couldn't say it better than Ender when he says, "Every ‘money manager’ in the world knows that the structured contracts
have a Marked to Model price and a Marked to Market reality. These numbers are not the same and, in most cases, not even
close. In an effort to prevent collapse, there is a Marked to Model bailout in the works. This will be discounted by the
world."
You see, all these firms have been clearing out their toxic SHIT by selling it at market prices. Sometimes that was as low as
5 cents on the dollar.
But now.... NOW.... Joe Sixpack comes in and offers to buy this SHIT at "marked to model" prices. That's right. You, me
and every other taxpayer is now overpaying for worthless SHIT.
What does that do to a market? Well, that raises the price. Why would, let's say Morgan Stanley, now sell a MBS (mortgage
backed security) to, let's say Barclay's for 20 cents on the dollar when it knows it will probably get at least 65 cents on the
dollar from you and me? They won't! So the price has just TRIPLED.
Now, if you are Barclay's, and you have a hundred million US dollars to spend, do you spend them on an MBS at 325% of
it's true market value? Or do you spend it on GOLD, which is only $870 an ounce right now? Which is a better value?
As Ender puts it:
"Oil will be overwhelmed.
Gold will be overwhelmed.
All commodities will be overwhelmed.
The dollar will be shunned.
The dollar will be found wanting.
There is NOTHING more valuable than a full pantry and the ability to honor your contracts right now."
This is hyperinflationary, dollar negative and gold positive all at the same time! So where do you go with your money?
Why, into the financials obviously. Morons.
Here's the link to the above referenced post on USA Gold.
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Saturday, September 20, 2008
Paulson's Fundamental Flaws
The purpose of my Epiphany post was not to whine about the taxpayer being stuck with the bill. It was to point out a
fundamental flaw in Paulson's frantic and breathtaking plan which is now before Congress.
That flaw is the inflation of the price of bad assets, out of the reach of the rest of the market. Whatever free market
mechanism was left in the system for clearing out these bad assets is now gone. Only the taxpayer will buy them at these
prices. And don't believe the part about a "reverse auction seeking the lowest price". Since when has anyone shopping with
someone else's money haggled down to the lowest possible price? Especially when the purchase must be done in a hurry.
Well, I think I have identified a second fundamental flaw with potentially catastrophic consequences.
It lies in the banning of short selling. The SEC and Hank Paulson have placed the bet that the short sellers were driving
down the financials, and that it was not just the shareholders liquidating out of fear. If they are wrong about the public's
confidence in shares of the 799 financial institutions then the result could be catastrophic. Here's why:
A short seller is selling a stock he borrowed, but doesn't actually own, at current prices only to buy it back at a lower price.
He causes two buys in the market. First is the person that buys the borrowed stock he sold, and the second buy is him
buying it back at a lower price and then returning the borrowed stock to it's owner. In essence, he is betting on the price of
the stock dropping and when it does he makes money. On the other hand, a long seller is an owner of the stock who just
wants out. He is selling a stock he actually owns. He only causes one buy in the market because once he sells he is out. And
as he sells, the stock is caught at the lower price by the short seller. So the short seller actually acts as a backstop against the
panic selling of shareholders.
If you remove the short seller from the equation, then there will be no backstop if the actual shareholders get spooked by the
market and decide to exit their positions.
Most short sellers place their bets because they actually believe a stock will go down based on fundamentals. In fact, most
short sellers don't have the billions of dollars it would take to affect the market in a downward trajectory, so they must place
their bets carefully. Some short sellers are doing it as a hedge against a long position they may have in the same company,
perhaps in Preferred Shares with a fixed dividend. By shorting the common stock they can hedge their risk in the price of
the preferreds.
The point is that legal short sellers provide a legitimate function in our current market setup. And by removing them
wholesale from the marketplace creates a situation where the prices of stocks could theoretically freefall all the way to zero.
That is where we are today.
This warning was issued by the editors at iTulip.com:
"Politicians forget that a short seller is a buyer albeit at a lower price. Take him away and in a market panic there are no
buyers at all. A market can in theory then fall to zero. You've been warned."
Also, there were many short sellers that were completely wiped out on Friday. They will not be coming back to the trading
floors because they are now bankrupt. I think the appropriate analogy is that all insects play an important role in nature. And
if you completely eradicate one of them you will be overrun by the consequences. If you kill all the spiders, you will be
overrun by the insects they once ate for lunch.
I'm going to post the entire message from the editors at iTulip because I think it contains a couple important messages:
Editor's addendum: On the short selling rules imposed today, two notes.
One, we extend our sympathy to Mike Morgan who we tried to warn against shorting financial stocks. This regime – we
think it is fair to, at this point in time, to stop calling it an administration – knows no limits in the business of market
controls.
Two, politicians forget that a short seller is a buyer albeit at a lower price. Take him away and in a market panic there
are no buyers at all. A market can in theory then fall to zero. You've been warned.
FOFOA
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Sunday, September 21, 2008
The Mother of all Frauds
This is a repost of Karl Denninger's Market Ticker blog:
Denninger Video
I'm speechless.
Let's disassemble this monster piece by piece.
First, this is a de-facto nationalization of the entire banking, insurance, and related financial
system. Specifically:
"(3) designating financial institutions as financial agents of the Government, and they shall
perform all such reasonable duties related to this Act as financial agents of the
Government as may be required of them;"
That's right - every bank and other financial institution in the United States has just become a de-facto
organ of the United States Government, if Hank Paulson thinks they should be, and he may order them
to do virtually anything that he claims is in furtherance of this act.
This might include things like demanding that a bank or other financial institution sell him its paper,
even if it forces that firm to collapse and be assumed by the FDIC!
You didn't buy any bank stocks last week did you?
"(a) Authority to Purchase.—The Secretary is authorized to purchase, and to make and
fund commitments to purchase, on such terms and conditions as determined by the
Secretary, mortgage-related assets from any financial institution having its headquarters in
the United States."
This, at first blush, would seem to indicate that only American firms would be covered. Nothing is
further from the truth. If the Chinese wish to unload some of their purchased toxic sludge they merely
sell it to, oh, Goldman Sachs for 40 cents on the dollar and then Goldman sells it to the Treasury for 50.
This, under the black letter of the law here, is perfectly legal, which means that one must assume that
Paulson will in fact foist off all the bad paper on world markets that was originally based on a
mortgage in the United States, while allowing his banker buddies here to loot the taxpayer by
acting as an intermediary in the transaction!
"(2) entering into contracts, including contracts for services authorized by section 3109 of
title 5, United States Code, without regard to any other provision of law regarding public
contracts;"
Contracts can (and presumably will) be "no bid, no solicitation" and given to whomever Secretary
Paulson favors, without regard to the public interest or normal competitive bidding processes. Must be
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nice to be a "Friend of Hank."
"In exercising the authorities granted in this Act, the Secretary shall take into consideration
means for—
(1) providing stability or preventing disruption to the financial markets or banking system;
and
(2) protecting the taxpayer."
Notice which comes first.
"(c) Sale of Mortgage-Related Assets.—The Secretary may, at any time, upon terms and
conditions and at prices determined by the Secretary, sell, or enter into securities loans,
repurchase transactions or other financial transactions in regard to, any mortgage-related
asset purchased under this Act."
Having bought these securities for any price Mr. Paulson would like (and he can compel institutions to
sell at his demanded price as noted above!) he can then sell those assets at any price he wishes, to
anyone he wishes. It certainly is nice to be a "Friend of Hank", and it most certainly sucks if you're not.
"The Secretarys authority to purchase mortgage-related assets under this Act shall be
limited to $700,000,000,000 outstanding at any one time"
This is clever and nobody in the mainstream media has figured it out.
If you think the cost of this bill is $700 billion, you're wrong. The cost is actually infinite and the entire
bill constitutes a giant money-laundering scheme.
Paulson can (and presumably will) buy up to $700 billion of these "assets", then sell them. Let's say he
decides to buy them at 60 cents on the dollar and sell them for 10. You, the taxpayer, will eat the fifty
cents, for an immediate cost of $350 billion dollars.
Having done so, he is then authorized to do so again, since the $700 billion is no longer on the
government's balance sheet.
In fact, he can do this without limit, other than possibly due to the federal debt ceiling, which of course
Congress will raise any time we get close to it. Oh yeah, this bill does that right up front too. No need
to bother with it the first time around.
Folks, $700 billion isn't even close to the total cost of this monster.
If Paulson and his successor decide to, they could literally cycle all $5.3 trillion of Fannie and Freddie's
debt through this scheme, potentially sticking the taxpayer for 20% or more of the total, plus as much
private debt on various bank balance sheets as they can manage to nationalize until (and possibly
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beyond) the point where the bond market tells him to go to hell.
Bottom line: This bill gives Paulson the ability to nationalize an UNLIMITED amount of private
debt and force YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN to pay for it.
Sec. 8. Review.
Decisions by the Secretary pursuant to the authority of this Act are non-reviewable and
committed to agency discretion, and may not be reviewed by any court of law or any
administrative agency.
If you are a bank, investor, or other entity who is forcibly gang-raped by Secretary Paulson due to his
actions as "King" (crowned by Congress) under this law, you are unable to seek redress in the courts or
by administrative action.
The claim is that this is intended to "promote confidence and stability" in the financial markets.
It will do no such thing.
It will instead strike terror into the hearts of investors worldwide who hold any sort of paper, whether it
be preferred stock, common stock or debt, in any financial entity that happens to be domiciled in the
United States, never mind the potential impact on Treasury yields and the United States sovereign
credit rating.
I predict that if this passes it will precipitate the mother and father of all financial panics, although
exactly when the "short bus" riders who inhabit the equity market will figure it out remains to be seen.
If they have an IQ larger than their shoe size it will commence at 9:30:01 AM Monday morning,
although given history and the lack of intelligence displayed by the crooning media market euphoria
may continue until the first couple of firms are dismantled by Paulson's newly-crowned Kingly powers
with the scraps handed out to his favored few.
The best part of this outrageous fraud is that those who get bent over the table can't even sue - their
only recourse will be the (literal) deployment of pitchforks and torches.
That Paulson and Bernanke circulated this document, irrespective of what actually gets reported out
onto the floor of the House and Senate (if anything) tells you everything you need to know about his
intentions and the safety of your financial assets in the United States markets.
That this "proposal" hasn't resulted in Congress calling for both Bernanke and Paulson to resign for
their blatant attempt to crown Paulson King tells you everything you need to know about
Congressional integrity as well.
My advice: Don't be caught with any stock or debt instruments linked to a United States financial firm
in your portfolio past 9:30 AM Monday morning.
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Oh, and if you want an alternative that will actually work?
Here it is.
Denninger Video 2
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Sunday, September 21, 2008
FreeGold
Earlier on Randy's blog I said that I would post the only possible solution to this crisis here tonight.
Some people might have thought that Karl Denninger's solution was that post. It was not. This is.
My solution is theoretical. It is a theory called FreeGold. It is not my theory and it is not new. It has
been around for at least 11 years, probably many more than that. But I believe it is the inevitable end to
our current situation. And it will either come by natural forces after America has been brought to her
knees, or it will be "allowed" to happen and America will retain some of her former glory.
Please bear with me as it is hard to explain in one post what should take a whole book. I will be
jumping from concept to concept with only a cursory explanation. Each of these concepts would take
up one or more chapters in the book.
Right now the world has its hopes riding on the United States Treasury. The Fed has spent its balance
sheet on bailouts that didn't work. And now the Treasury will supposedly come to the rescue. But the
Treasury is misnamed. It should be called the gaping hole of nothingness. Or at least the gaping hole of
debt. Where is the so-called Treasure? Oh yeah, we do have the gold.
According to the World Gold Council the United States has 8133.5 metric tonnes of gold, the largest
stockpile in the world. (Forget that some of that might be IOU's. I'll explain later why that doesn't
matter.)
As I type, the price of gold is going down in the Asian markets. It is probable that Hank Paulson and
the Working Group on Financial Markets, also known informally as the PPT, the Plunge Protection
Team, had a hand in the Asian markets taking gold down tonight. It is one of the many things they do.
They believe that if gold goes down in price, the dollar gains strength. This may sound conspiratorial,
but it's really not. It is simply a tactic that they use.
FreeGold is based on the theory that gold has a value much higher than what the markets say. The
Central Banks of the world are aware of this value. They trade gold amongst themselves based on this
higher value. The purpose of the lower gold price on the exchanges is to gain oil from oil producing
nations at a low, dollar denominated price. So the low gold price has a real use, a function, that is
maintained by the Central Banks.
If the price of gold in the markets was real, then why don't we see countries that are in trouble
financially simply selling all their gold for some cash? It is because gold is really worth more than
$50,000 per ounce in today's dollars. I propose to you right now that gold's true value on the world
stage is probably $100,000 per ounce in US dollars. And that is based on the dollars in circulation right
now. If they print more (which guess what, they are) then the value goes up proportionately.
So now let's jump ahead of ourselves and look at the state of the Treasury with and without FreeGold.
Without FreeGold the Treasury is broke. It is insolvent. It is completely reliant on the future taxes to be
paid by an economy in trouble. And its biggest asset, gold, is only worth $226 billion. That's hardly a
drop in the bucket. But WITH FreeGold valued at $100K per ounce, that same stockpile is worth $26
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trillion dollars. Now THAT is enough to be back in business on the world stage. Gold is, and has
always been, the United States Treasury's "ace in the hole".
But is this possible? This $100,000 per ounce of gold? How can gold possibly rise that much if it's only
at $865 right now? The answer is, it doesn't have to rise. That value is already there. It only has to be
set free.
Think about it this way: All the gold in the world is maybe 5 billion ounces. Yet gold is the only
"currency" other than the US dollar which is valued EVERYWHERE on this planet. Also, every
powerful central bank in the world holds a stockpile of gold as a foreign currency reserve. Here's the
list.
So if there's only five billion ounces, EVERYONE values it, ALL central banks consider it a currency,
then how on earth is it only $865 per ounce? Well that can be explained.
If you follow this blog then you know about the deal that was supposedly made between the West and
Saudi Arabia in either the late 70's or early 80's. The key to that deal was the ability of the West to
basically PRINT paper gold and sell it without limit on the world exchanges. The public was taught
that paper gold was as good as physical gold. And the ability to print made gold essentially another fiat
currency. So that's where we stand today.
If you hold paper gold you are no safer than if you hold paper dollars. There is an imminent default
coming on both.
Now I said earlier that the PPT believes that gold must drop in price for the dollar to be strong. This is
not true. Even with FreeGold, the dollar can remain the world's most used currency. Not necessarily the
RESERVE currency, but the most used. You see in a world of FreeGold, gold will not be traded. It will
be held by those that have it, and desired by those that don't. But only a fool would take a printable
piece of paper in exchange for something as valuable as gold.
Now you might give up a piece of your gold in exchange for a house, but probably not for a piece of
paper.
Therefore, fiat currencies will still be needed for day to day transactions.
Before gold is set free, we will watch as the exchanges that trade gold as a commodity freeze up. They
will remain frozen for a period of time and then all the contracts on those exchanges will be settled in
Federal Reserve Notes (also known as dollars). That is all the law requires. No contract can require
payment in anything but dollars. That is contract law and that is legal tender law.
Then, after that is done, no gold will trade. Period. At least for a while. Then we will hear about gold
being shipped to the Middle East as payment for oil shipments to the West. And we will read about
countries exchanging piles of gold to settle trade imbalances. And finally, after a year or so, the true
value of gold will be known by all.
So if you have some gold right now, bury it deep. If you don't have any, get whatever you can get your
hands on while it's still traded as a commodity. Because believe me... gold is no commodity. It is the
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only store of value in this world that cannot be easily inflated... and the whole world knows it.
The freezing of the exchanges could happen this week. It could happen next month. Or it could happen
next year. I do not know. I only know that this is inevitable. And as ANOTHER says, "It need only be
[re]-priced once during the experience of life, that will be much more than enough!"
Oh, and I said I would explain why IOU's in Fort Knox don't matter. Well, those IOU's will be called in
when this happens. And they WON'T be settled in dollars. Most of those IOU's are held by Bullion
Banks who then hold IOU's from gold mines. If those gold mines cannot produce the physical gold at
that time then the mine itself will become the property of the US Treasury. If they CAN somehow
provide the gold, that will only give them a temporary reprieve. Soon they will be either "taken" or
taxed like you won't believe. In a world of FreeGold you can't have private gold mines out there. That
would be like giving a private company the printing press for the dollar.
For further information read my posts ANOTHER (QUOTES!), The Picture ANOTHER Paints, The
King and his Gold, and of course read ANOTHER and FOA. They are also linked on the right side of
this blog.
I'm sure I have not given this topic a fair treatment here. So please post your comments and questions
and I will respond to each and every one.
FOFOA
***Editorial note: an exchange between Ender and FOFOA occurred in the comments section of
the above post. It is included here to expand and enrich the original post.
MS********************************************************************************

Ender said...
Freegold.
The concept of Freegold is something that means different things to different people. It is amazingly
simple, yet curiously complicated. We are on the path, yet the world races at a snail’s pace.
From my point of view, Freegold is not a “solution for” but will be the “result of” the currently
financial mess that we are in today. To better understand what lies ahead, one must be willing to have
an open mind and think objectively. More importantly, the seeker must be willing to set aside triggering
emotions that prevent thinking as the ‘other’.
FOFOA, as you step into the realm covered by the concept of Freegold, you will be challenged to think
about:
- Central Banking
- Spoils of war
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- World reserve currencies
- The Strong Dollar Policy
- The political need for fiat
- Debt slavery
- Debt based monetary systems
- Asset based monetary systems
- The process of currency creation/destruction
- The preservation of purchasing power
- Dollar imperialism
- Competitive currencies
- Big Media cooperation
- Etc.
All mixed up like a thousand intertwined strands of yarn.
Ultimately, be careful to not get caught up in the “price of gold” when the ‘function of gold’ is what
you’re looking for.
The old saying “He who owns the gold makes the rules” is more applicable then you might think.
Lastly, the concept represented by Freegold is fundamentally in opposition to the Dollar’s position in
the world today. You will find no one with ties to the dollar system interested in what Freegold
represents. You will also not find any single state or organization willing to stand up against the dollar
system, for that would be a critical mistake. Rather, the world has been preparing and we’re now going
through the transition process. Hopefully, the world will survive.
The good news is that the way things are structured in our current financial system will force gold’s
function. When this happens, the hope that Another penned for us all to see will be realized.
September 23, 2008 at 9:48 AM
FOFOA said...
Ender,
I'm really glad you commented here. I agree with everything you said and I value your opinion because
I believe you have been studying this (THOUGHT!) process longer than I. Walking the Trail as it were.
I am still learning and I think I can learn a thing or two from you. So welcome.
I understand that Freegold is not about a price. I try to use the term value more than price, because I
think that is more accurate. The purpose of this blog post was simply to make a point. And it is easier to
make using a speculative number based on our Western way of thinking.
It would be more correct to talk about the "price" of the dollar in terms of gold. Or to talk about the
price of our system (or it's failure) in terms of gold. Gold is a true foundation. All else moves around it.
What "Western thought" lays as a foundation is more like a falling elevator.
I agree with the distinction between "solution for" and "result of". What I meant by this being a
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solution was that if the natural actions of the markets were either allowed to prevail or if they simply
overwhelmed the interventions, the "result" could also be the unexpected "solution" for the US
Treasury's problem.
You say, "The old saying “He who owns the gold makes the rules” is more applicable then you might
think." I think this is extremely applicable. America still has a lot of gold, EVEN IF half of it is gone.
I think you are correct that the Central Banks of the world believe they must support the dollar for
THEIR fiats to survive. But if I understand ANOTHER correctly, some of those to the east of the West
already have a different understanding of "the function of gold". And that will make the transition
easier for them. Apparently some of them have been accumulating gold even while supporting the
dollar.
I think the real message ANOTHER was delivering was that to understand his (THOUGHTS!) leaves
you with clear choices you can make on a personal level to protect yourself from whatever comes.
FOFOA
September 23, 2008 at 12:30 PM
ender said...
Hm… I think ‘a’ real message in his words was along the lines that - your money is not what you think
it is and it doesn’t work like you think it works.
FOFOA, what is more valuable – gold or fiat?
Only after exploring this question will you see that the US treasury will NOT adopt Freegold as an
acceptable possible solution. The only way in which the US treasury will consider this is if the entire
world conspires against it and forces it to happen. Can this happen? Once again, after exploring the
above question, you will see that other states will also NOT push this avenue in hopes of becoming the
next ‘king of the hill.’ But, the eventual outcome is Freegold or ‘death by a thousand cuts’. Ultimately,
it is the people of the world that must stand for Freegold and that will take time.
Time is what we have. How do you view the question?
September 23, 2008 at 12:57 PM

FOFOA said...
Ender,
You ask a seemingly simple but very loaded question. I view your question like this:
For the common man gold is more valuable than fiat because it doesn't require constant vigilance to
retain value. If you hold your wealth in fiat, then you must invest it and be constantly aware of the
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return and how it relates to inflation. In the long run this will always be a losing battle for the common
man. In the short run he will see wild fluctuations in either direction, but in the long run all wealth will
be absorbed by the system and be gone forever.
Gold on the other hand will perform differently for the common man. If he stores his extra wealth
(wealth not needed for day to day affairs) in gold, over the long run he will have preserved his wealth.
At certain times in history, that preservation of wealth will actually yield a fantastic windfall. Those
times are when fiat currencies die. ANOTHER believed the death of the dollar was happening right at
the turn of the century. I believe that was delayed, partly by 9/11, and may instead be happening right
now just as he saw it.
For governments, fiat is more valuable than gold. Because they can create more of it out of thin air, it
gives them a hidden way of leeching value from all of society. But this is only true for as long as the
system survives. When it finally collapses as all "Ponzi Schemes" must collapse, the fiat will no longer
be more valuable than gold, even for the governments of the world. Any unit of anything is only
valuable if someone else also values it. That will be lost for the fiat unit.
Of course the governments will eventually attempt a new fiat scheme, but that will require another
change in thought once again. FreeGold would be the time in between.
Does this agree with how you view the question?
FOFOA
September 23, 2008 at 2:00 PM
FOFOA said...
Also, I wanted to add that there needs to be a trigger for this to happen. For the world's consciousness
to stop valuing the dollar. ANOTHER saw that trigger being oil used as a currency to bid on gold
directly, cutting out the middleman dollar. The dollar relies solely on "usage demand". This was one of
ANOTHER's main points.
I think there are many potential triggers right now. Not the least of which is the same trigger
ANOTHER brought to our attention.
September 23, 2008 at 2:16 PM
ender said...
Yes, partially.
Without a doubt, fiat is more valuable than gold to governments and bankers. Fiat is by definition,
currency by decree. If a currency fails, the government will undoubtedly issue another. Bankers are
slightly different in that they love gold where as governments hate gold.
Where we may disagree slightly is that to the average Joe, he simply doesn’t care about gold. Joe has
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no real understanding of how the government and bankers take advantage of him and holds no gold.
Joe works for a paycheck settled in the local currency and lives life in a currency based world. If the
government were to issue a decree that changes the currency, Joe might get upset, but would adapt to
the new currency.
It is only to the saver that takes a little time to understand the difference between being rich and being
wealthy that they find their way into gold. Gold is an asset based currency, thus it represents payment
in full where as fiat currency is a debt based currency that represents a claim in the system. In this light,
the ‘preservation of wealth’ simply means - he who holds gold has already been paid.
So, I would generally agree with your assessment.
Let’s get back to the more valuable then gold part from a governmental point of view. Even through
you say that the government can ‘print it out of thin air’ it is frowned upon to do this. When a
government gets to this point, the ‘function’ of the currency will come under stress. So rather, as
Another pointed out, currencies are always competing for usage. They do this so as to expand the base
from which they can gather taxes through inflation. Inflation is KEY. There is not but a few average
Joes that can figure out how inflation really works.
If you agree with this point, logic would have it that the government would do whatever it can to build
confidence in their currency or increase its function so as to broaden the tax base. The more that hold
the currency, the easier it is to high the inflation.
How did the dollar increase its function in the world?
September 23, 2008 at 3:20 PM
FOFOA said...
The dollar increased it's function in the world first by having the most gold, and actually backing the
dollar with real value. I suppose it could be argued that winning the second world war also helped. But
gold was the key. And winning the war also brought some more gold home to America.
Then, when gold was removed the dollar continued it's climb through usage. Anything and everything
of value in the world was priced in dollars on the world stage. So no matter what you want, you must
go through the dollar middleman to get it.
Because oil is the most "needed" commodity, oil itself starts to have the properties of a currency. And
according to ANOTHER, oil wants gold. Therefore, oil agreed to buy dollars as long as gold could be
gained through the deal.
When I think of "commodities" like oil and gold as the real money buying dollars, things start to
become clear. For example, it was interesting yesterday when about a half hour before the closing bell,
oil spiked to $130 a barrel. The explanation that CNBC gave was that because it was the end of the
contract period, the large buyers were only interested in physical delivery. But the sellers who usually
just play the paper game had to scramble to find physical oil for quick delivery.
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This is very interesting because if you think of physical oil as the currency that was bidding on dollars,
then that spike represents physical oil short selling the dollar or, in essence, betting on the dollar's
decline.
If you carry that thought out further, you might just arrive at ANOTHER.
September 23, 2008 at 3:47 PM
FOFOA said...
The key to that spike in oil is the word physical. When "physical" can take the reins of the market
away from paper, like what happened briefly yesterday, then paper will burn. The same can be true for
gold as it was yesterday for oil.
September 23, 2008 at 4:04 PM
ender said...
We agree on another point. I would clarify it slightly, after WWII, the US Bankers designed the Open
Public Markets so that not only the price of commodities were listed in dollars, but, in case of default,
settlement would occur in dollars. The bankers took advantage of the fact that there was confidence in
the dollar due to gold banking that currency.
IMHO, this is what established the key function for the dollar that has persisted up to today.
When gold was removed in 1971, oil panicked but only long enough to see that the dollar ‘functioned’.
Let’s take a bold step. What’s the Strong Dollar Policy and how does it function? (It might take a while
for me to get back to you on this one… and, we should come back to oil later…)
September 23, 2008 at 4:45 PM
FOFOA said...
The Strong Dollar Policy SHOULD mean that they will be willing to raise interest rates to fight
inflation. A strong dollar SHOULD be a dollar that attempts to hold it's current value. But in reality, it
doesn't mean that. What it seems to mean lately is a bunch of jawboning about a strong dollar followed
by a drop in the price of gold. This is superficial "strength" to the extreme. It is "smoke and mirrors".
Strong Dollar Policy also seems to mean private assurances to China and others that hold dollars in
reserve that extraordinary measures will go into protecting their investment.
So in reality, the Strong Dollar Policy seems to mean that "strength" will be applied at any cost to keep
the "dollar" the world's reserve currency as a matter of US government "policy". Strong. Dollar. Policy.
It only benefits the masters of the dollar. Not the holders or savers.
September 23, 2008 at 5:21 PM
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ender said...
Good. We differ here. I will put on my tinfoil cap and wonder around in the rabbit hole for a while.
As time permits, I will give you my take on how those that own the currency can make it strong.
Sometimes, I think it’s out of the box thinking, other times I just think it’s insanity.
I believe your second paragraph is in line with what I will have to say.
September 23, 2008 at 5:31 PM
ender said...
Meanwhile, how does the fed make money?
September 23, 2008 at 5:33 PM
FOFOA said...
I was about to add (and this goes along with that second paragraph), that because the dollar is judged
against foreign fiat currencies, the Strong Dollar Policy also means that they favor weak foreign
currencies. The dollar and the yuan can both be sliding in value when it comes to a loaf of bread, but as
long as the dollar is on top, then it makes it economically feasible for those foreign countries to allow
our trade deficit to continue.
I'll give your next question a shot in a little while. I have to run out and spend some paper.
September 23, 2008 at 5:37 PM
ender said...
The Strong Dollar Policy
The bankers already knew what needed to be done before any politician stated that the US would –
implement a strong dollar policy. What they’ve told everybody verses what’s played out over the
decades appears to be two different things. The Strong Dollar Policy is all about making the dollar
function better than any other currency in the international markets. The only way this can happen is if
the dollar buys lots of commodities and it has a relatively predictable behavior over time.
You wrote: Strong Dollar Policy also seems to mean private assurances to China and others that hold
dollars in reserve that extraordinary measures will go into protecting their investment.“
Exactly. Now, what measures where undertaken?
If you look in the gold market like GATA has, you will see that someone with really deep pockets has
created so much paper gold that the supply has skewed the markets in such a way as to make people
believe they can get gold in the future with the use of a strong dollar(s). It’s pretty simple to make this
trick work if you tie up physical gold straight out of production so as to make sure you meet physical
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demand and then sell short in the paper markets to drive down the price. As long as gold flows, the
illusion works. The best part is that, as Another pointed out, speculators will not look at a commodity
that’s going stagnant.
To help with the illusion, it doesn’t really take as many dollars as you might imagine. The goal is not to
really control prices, but rather, keep the speculators out of the markets. If you’re in a position to do
this, you would watch the physical markets to make sure product is available and monitor the
speculative interests in the market. Any time the speculators start making the dollar look ‘weak’, you
milk the speculators by liquidating the markets all the while knowing that speculators don’t take
delivery, they take settlement. It’s a situation you can print your way out of.
Remember that the key to the illusion is that physical supplies must still flow with the function of the
dollar. Gold has not gone dry. Silver still flows – yet at a little delay. Oil still flows. Look in all the
markets where the strong dollar settles the price and you’ll find examples of big footprints. It’s subtle.
It makes for a good dollar ‘conundrum.’
Unknowingly, people just see the dollar as just functioning. It has grown into the defacto world reserve
currency. People hold dollars and can’t ‘see’ the price inflation.
Meanwhile, what started out as something that was not too bad, turned out to come with strings
attached. Remember that the larger the currency base, the larger the inflation can be without being
detected. The politicians love this because now their policies can stretch as far at the dollar can reach –
anywhere in the world. Military bases can be built and maintained off that inflationary tax. Influence
can be bought. Deals can be made off ‘tax payer’s money.’
Competition with other states becomes easier because you can outspend them. All the while, because
the dollar has found function in THEIR country, you have reduced their political will to a size smaller
then what their economy should support. Thus, in the effort to compete with the dollar – politically,
other currencies look pathetically weak and price inflation runs rampant in these smaller economies.
Over the years top politicians and bankers have stated that the US has abused it’s rights with regards to
how it’s used the ‘privilege’ of being the world reserve currency. The dollar has crippled the political
will in other countries because of the way it gets it’s strength. This is… imperialistic. It undermines the
sovereignty of nations. It simply will not be tolerated any longer but no one can fight against it openly.
It must be made to look like it died of it’s own cases.
Another came along to let us know that, in time, the world would not grant ANYONE – any political
entity – the right to abuse others the same way. Never again would there be a strong currency policy
held over the globe. Another was around to see the ‘checkmate’ that gold provided. We are around to
see the transition and gold reintroduction into the monetary system.
Do you see this? Does this interpretation of the strong dollar policy seem a little too far fetched? If this
is believable to some degree, we should talk about what happens if all currencies are found to be
‘weak.’
Another gave me hope. You will see what I mean if we come to a similar understanding behind the
concept of Freegold.
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September 23, 2008 at 9:21 PM
FOFOA said...
Wow.
Ender,
Please send me your email address as previously discussed so that we can chat off the record. I do not
find this beyond where my (THOUGHTS!) were heading. However, I do find my self now down the
rabbit hole with you. I think you and I have an understanding.
I had a long reply about new money creation ready to post. But now it feels a little silly.
I would love to continue this discussion.
FOFOA
September 23, 2008 at 10:23 PM
FOFOA said...
On second thought, I decided to post my response to your question. This was written before I read
yours.
You asked: "Meanwhile, how does the fed make money?"
Okay. The more I think about this the more I realize I don't really have the answer. But here's what I
think:
Dollars represent a unit of value, either real physical value already in existence on earth, or value that
comes from human effort. In fact, the dollar is the way to trade human effort in exchange for physical
things.
The theory we are living under says that new value is brought into existence through human effort. And
that new value calls for new dollars. Those are brought into existence through credit expansion. As
assets inflate and are sold for higher values, those dollars flow through and out into the market place.
Take a new house. The home builder gets the entire $500K when you buy it, even though that money
was ultimately created. But not all of that is new money, only the portion of his profit that represents
the inflation of the asset he built and sold to you.
This principle gets taken too far though. Through credit expansion or debt expansion, what happens is
that future dollars are brought into being right now, and become tradable for real physical value. So
when the Treasury issues new bonds and the Fed sells them, or when fractional reserve requirements
are lowered, we are really just stealing dollars from the future and making them spendable right now.
What that does is overwhelm the world of physical value with dollars representing not only today's
human effort, but tomorrows and many tomorrows after that.
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You were probably asking more about the mechanism for printing new digital dollars, but that's the best
I've got.
I suppose there is also a mechanism in place at only the very highest level whereby they can send
newly created digital dollars to a special account in the name of national security. If so, I imagine it is
the PPT or something even more secret than that. But I don't know. Logic would dictate that if that
were ever exposed it would have the opposite of the intended effect, national INsecurity and would
therefore not be worth the risk.
Postscript: I think this is similar to gold. They are selling gold that is still in the ground as though it was
not. It is "future gold" sold in the present and used to flood the current supply. I understand there is
more to this, but it is a philisophical connection between fiat money and paper gold.
September 23, 2008 at 10:52 PM
FOFOA said...
Ender,
You have planted a bomb in my head that is exploding in many directions. I can't stop thinking about
that ridiculous announcement back in May or whenever it was that the US favors a Strong Dollar
Policy. It is sounding more and more like a "code word" or a "call to action". And not only that, but it
fits what we saw after that.
You're right, this is big time conspiracy-theory shit, which makes me uneasy. But it has that distinct
ring of truth which is rare.
It makes me want to pore through the GATA files looking for confirmation.
Once again, wow!
September 23, 2008 at 11:12 PM
ender said...
Meanwhile, the question “how does the fed make money?” was intended to spark one word answer –
interest.
Scratching on the back of the envelope will expose that the interest paid to the fed group of banks is a
phenomenal sum. What do you think they do with it?
As a side note, the fed collection of banks is chartered with not only keeping inflation down, but
keeping the economy strong.
A leap in logic would have it that it is most likely in the best interest of this collection of banks to spend
a little of their profit in order to keep the rest of it … strong. Note that it’s not the government or any
magical organization therein, but rather the source doing what it should logically do – keep itself
strong.
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I have NO proof of the above claim, it’s just what I would do to keep my currency functioning. It’s a
leap of logic, an assumption, the basis of a theory, or a missing link.
The Freegold concept will provide the checks and balances to this type of behavior.
September 24, 2008 at 9:05 AM
FOFOA said...
Okay. So a strong dollar policy obviously benefits the Fed. Therefore, the Fed uses brand new money
in the form of (some of the) interest paid to them to support the strong dollar policy. I assume you are
talking about the activities of the PPT (squeezing the market players that were making the dollar look
bad, the speculators in commodities and the short sellers in financials). Or are you talking about
something darker?
September 24, 2008 at 11:57 AM
FOFOA said...
Also Ender,
How do you think the Paulson plan ties into the "Strong Dollar Policy"? Are they integral to each other
in some hidden way? Do you think Bernanke fears a failure of the Strong Dollar Policy more than he
fears the fallout of a market crash/bank run? Are they one and the same?
September 24, 2008 at 12:36 PM
ender said...
Nothing dark about it. No need to bring in the PPT.
If you ‘earn’ a hundred bucks, can you not spend it the way you want too? There is nothing better than
investing in yourself or keeping your investments in top shape (new roof on house, net paint, new
plumbing, cheap gold, cheap wheat).
Also, it not only benefits the fed, but the US politician and anyone that holds the dollar. It’s could be a
very good answer to what is assumed to be ‘assurances’ to other large states that hold huge amounts of
dollars.
As Another pointed out, as long as the dollar remains strong in gold, oil agreed to settle for dollars
-future oil for future gold. Because oil is essential for life (the framework of modern society) the
relationship with oil is critical – we must keep oil flowing.
GATA takes the stand that the gold markets do not appear to be free and they want a change. The
change would be to get the shorts out of the market so the ‘real’ price of gold can be found.
The flip side of the coin says, if gold is not cheap in dollars, oil will look for the currency that IS strong
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in gold. Oil needs a functioning currency and the ability to ‘save’ some of the profits for future
generations. Thus, it doesn’t need gold for oil settlement directly.
Also, the oil based economies do not want to cut off the flow of oil because it’s as good as cash. If oil
flows, they make LOTS of money. It’s hugely profitable.
The logical next question might be:
Can the dollar stay strong in gold?
Will other currencies remain weak in gold?
(You ask good questions with that last post which we should eventually get around discussing them. Or,
maybe the answers will fall out as we get closer to the concept of functioning Freegold.)
September 24, 2008 at 12:48 PM
FOFOA said...
On a side note, I find it fascinating the way that ideas can flow now through the internet. I started this
blog one month ago today. And to date, it has had visitors from 36 countries around the globe according
to Google statistics. I have only left links to this blog on two websites, economicrot and goldismoney.
Of the 36 countries, I had noticed that none were in the Middle East, until last night. Last night
registered the first hits from the United Arab Emerates.
On to your questions. It doesn't appear right now that the dollar can stay strong in gold. I believe that
FreeGold valuations linger just below the facade of reality, but even so, gold as a commodity is likely
to double or more with the ongoing turmoil.
If that happens too fast, pressure will be on the exchanges to arrange delivery of physical in order for
them to survive. That pressure fans out and affects every one from CB's to mining operations. The
worst thing for the Strong Dollar Policy and the best thing for FreeGold would be a default in these
markets. As you said, they are set up so that forced settlements happen in dollars. If that safety net is
used, then oil may lose confidence in the current system.
As for other currencies, that depends on their instinct for survival in the face of our current problems. If
they go "down with the ship", they will likely remain weak in gold as well. If they abandon the dollar
in favor of survival, they may appear strong in gold, at least while gold is still priced in dollars.
But as long as gold and oil are priced in dollars and physical delivery can be had, usage demand will
likely keep the dollar floating just above foreign currencies.
But even if other currencies float higher than the dollar, that doesn't mean oil will bid for those other
currencies instead of the dollar. The key, according to Another was the CONTROL of the gold markets.
Those other currencies have no such deal in place. Another said that oil would bid directly for gold if
this happens.
Am I on the right Trail?
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September 24, 2008 at 1:23 PM
FOFOA said...
Hmmm. This reminds me of House last night. House intentionally made a woman crash so that he
could come to the rescue, test his theory, save her and be the hero.
September 24, 2008 at 2:57 PM
ender said...
Of course you’re on the right trail.
You say: “The worst thing for the Strong Dollar Policy and the best thing for FreeGold would be a
default in these [gold] markets.” Correct?
If this happens, it is not loss of confidence, but rather loss of function. If your currency does not buy
you what you want to buy it’s not functioning.
You can have the strongest currency in the room, but if it will not buy what you want it’s effectively
worthless.
You also wrote: “The key, according to Another was the CONTROL of the gold markets.” Or, said a
little differently, the key is that Oil wants physical gold and as long as they can get a reasonable amount
of gold for their oil they will use the currency that functions to get this gold.
So we revisit the first question, can the dollar stay strong in gold? Well, the strength of the dollar will
be its downfall against gold. You can simply buy too much with it, there will be nothing left for oil.
Another saw this years ago as he witnessed the cornering of the physical market. We have been on a
path to default ever since.
But what about every other currency? It’s not, can someone afford to buy gold in that currency, but
rather does the currency function for acquiring gold. In other words, if I’m oil and I take a currency in
exchange for oil, will it function as a medium of exchange AND allow me to buy a little gold with the
surplus?
Do you see the subtle difference?
If you do, you will see that having gold available for purchase is a very important part of the equation.
So… who has the gold?
September 24, 2008 at 3:50 PM
FOFOA said...
That is an interesting question. If you believe the WGC, America has the largest stockpile of above
ground gold, about 261 million ounces. All the CB's combined hold about 1 billion ounces. So America
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has 25% of the CB gold in the world. If you believe GATA, America may have only a fraction of that
left, say half for round numbers. Also for round numbers, there is maybe 4 billion ounces of above
ground gold in the world. So about 25% is in CB vaults. That leaves 75% of above ground gold in
private hands.
In 1997 Another said that "oil" had been accumulating gold at the rate of 20 million ounces per year
since 1991. He said that rate increased, but perhaps it has decreased since then with the price rising. So
lets say it continued at that rate until the present. That would mean that "oil" has accumulated 340
million ounces in the last 17 years. That is more than America has. And Another said that these
transfers of gold were "hidden" so as not to affect the price. Therefore they wouldn't show up on
official records.
The way "the deal" was supposed to work was that the CB's would have to use little to none of their
own gold, but instead keep the price just above production costs for mines so that "oil" could take it's
gold right out of the ground. The supply from the mines would be supplemented by gold going from
the private sector to "oil" as well.
The problem is that now, the private sector has become a net buyer. So that limits what is left for "oil".
Private hands no longer supplement the mining supply, but instead they eat into it. This leaves less for
"oil" and puts the CB gold at risk. And the private sector remains a net buyer no matter if the price goes
up or down. It's not supposed to work that way, at least that was the plan.
So the answer to your question seems to be that "oil" now has the most gold. Next in line SHOULD be
America. So with "oil" AND the public as net buyers of gold, the strain on the exchanges/CB's/mines
should be extreme right now.
So I suppose if you are "oil", you want to continue to buy the currency of the CB that has the most
gold, at least until the markets default on physical delivery. Because perhaps that CB is now
supplementing physical gold delivery to keep it all alive. And then if there was a default, you would
only switch to another currency if you had a guarantee from that currencies' CB. Otherwise you would
have to bid for gold with your oil out in the open.
If this trail of thought is correct, only God and a very few men know how much gold is actually left in
Fort Knox. If America had 261 million ounces and "oil" now has 340 million ounces, how much of
that came out of America's vault in support of a strong dollar? And how long can it continue?
September 24, 2008 at 5:42 PM
FOFOA said...
Jim Willie wrote today, "A COMEX delivery default in gold is in progress."
Does he know something? Or is he just guessing like the rest of us?
Link
September 24, 2008 at 7:51 PM
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FOFOA said...
I think the key to FreeGold is that gold valued in the 10's of thousands or higher does not require
hyperinflation as many people think. It simply requires a default, or freeze-up in the physical flow of
gold.
This is because those that have what the world needs, oil, want gold in exchange. And they don't care if
they get 1/10th of an ounce per barrel valued at $100, or if they get 1/1000th of an ounce of gold also
valued at $100. It's all the same to them. And with higher valuations they will have no problem getting
physical gold.
So when physical gold no longer flows in the opposite direction of oil, oil will say publicly "we want
physical gold". And then the worldwide value will rise to a level that releases physical gold in a
constant flow once again. It won't matter that it is less gold, because less gold will actually have more
value on the world stage.
And all the gold they received over the last two decades will be an incredible windfall for them.
Therefore, the sooner this default happens, the better it is for the rest of the world. "The deal" is setting
the stage for oil to amass a fortune which will absolutely change the world. And we thought they were
rich in the 90's. Just wait.
September 24, 2008 at 8:20 PM
FOFOA said...
Ender,
You said, "If you ‘earn’ a hundred bucks, can you not spend it the way you want too? There is nothing
better than investing in yourself or keeping your investments in top shape (new roof on house, new
paint, new plumbing, cheap gold, cheap wheat)."
Is this an example of the Fed fixing a broken toilet?
September 24, 2008 at 8:51 PM
ender said...
Before we analyze who doesn’t want to sell their gold, let’s look more at what it means for a currency
to function.
You wrote “… I suppose if you are "oil", you want to continue to buy the currency of the CB that has
the most gold…” Is this accurate? Anyone that deals in a currency knows that the currency is good if it
functions for the purposes you need from it. Another way of looking at this is when oil trades for
currency, does it matter how much gold the central bank has if Oil is going to turn around and simply
spend the currency? Oil uses it’s resource in exchange for currency. Most of the currency is used, only
a small portion is saved. The difference is that Oil saves gold. Does it matter where the gold comes
from?
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If I were Oil, I would use a functioning currency – one that is not inflating or deflating in any extremes
and one that is honored just about everywhere you’d want to spend it. For years, the obvious choice
was the dollar. But due to the current crisis, you have to wonder how Oil will respond.
Also, I’m a little unclear about the default statement in the same paragraph. Does it matter if you save
400 ounce bars from the US verses from China? Gold is gold. When you’re a big trader you mint your
own coins. What matters is does the currency you use in exchange for oil function for acquiring gold. If
one country doesn’t have any gold for sale but another country is willing to take the currency in
exchange for gold, the currency has fulfilled its function.
The idea of default is a little weird. I guess if the country refused to allow the exporting of gold one
might say that country ‘defaulted.’ But that’s not quire accurate. The only thing that kind of makes
sense as a default is the condition where the currency not longer functions in the economy. Here, you
might look at it as the condition where no one is willing to exchange their gold (or anything else for
that matter) for the currency.
So now we walk in circles, why is the dollar used rather than some other currency? Because it’s
functional and it’s strong relative to gold. Because of the strong dollar policy, it has had an advantage
over all the other currencies.
Now, when you look at the function of a currency does the bulk of the value come from it’s ability to
buy gold or from it’s ability to function? If the dollar has the advantage of being strong with regards to
gold but not functioning, will it still be supported by oil?
Does this put a new twist on the amount of gold held in Fort Knox? If they sold oil for a million dollars
a barrel yet couldn’t find anyone willing to except the currency what would they do with it, buy gold in
that currency? Ha. The gold is a small part of the equation.
Ultimately, the question is, will the dollar continue to function. If not, what will Oil do for a currency?
Before you ponder on that to long remember that the right to print currency for function in an economy
is more valuable than gold and if you openly bid for gold in a way to undermine this privilege, you
make enemies. At that point, someone will take away your gold.
Before moving on, in the absence of the dollar being the world reserve currency and having this strong
dollar advantage, how might a currency gain strength? What might the world look like after the dollar
stops functioning?
September 24, 2008 at 10:13 PM
FOFOA said...
A currency gains strength through function and usage.
If the dollar lost it's world reserve currency status, then it would no longer be accepted in exchange
anywhere in the world except in America. It would also become pretty worthless here as foreigners
divested their dollars and those dollars came flooding home.
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In this case, I suppose the only alternative at this point in time would be the Euro. Also, the European
Central Banks have been willing to sell their gold in the past. Although now they are required to keep it
in reserve to be part of the Euro.
But the Euro has it's own problems right now too. I guess the key is how widely accepted the Euro is
outside of the Eurozone.
The UK has parted ways with a lot of it's gold. Is this why it didn't join the Euro? Because it was
supporting a strong dollar policy with it's gold? I don't know.
A middle eastern currency might work, but only after it gained acceptance everywhere they wanted to
spend it. That could happen because it would have oil backing it, but it would take time.
You ask how might a currency gain strength? I believe Another said that the Euro was set up in a way
that it would gain strength even if gold went up in value. Is that what you are getting at?
Will the dollar continue to function? I think the obvious answer is that it cannot. At least not
indefinitely. And I think the world is ready to get out from under the dollar. But you said that the
foreign governments will not act in defiance of the dollar. And that they cannot oppose the strong dollar
openly.
So there must be a force out there that you are leading me to. Perhaps I am just overthinking.
After the dollar stops functioning, the world will be like Babel, with no unifying currency. International
traders will find that they have to exchange currencies as they move around. Gold would make a good
unifying currency. But I don't think that is where you are leading. Then again, maybe it is.
September 25, 2008 at 1:18 AM
ender said...
There’s nothing complex about it. It’s just making the connections between the past, the present and the
outcome to come to your original article that sparked this conversation. But to get there, we need to
agree on a couple general items.
I think we already agree that a central bank and the associated political will can create any amount of
currency as needed, or desired, in the economy controlled by the politicians.
We probably agree that some of the key rolls of a central bank is to provide a unit of exchange in the
local economy that can function as a claim against future work or goods in the same economy. The CB
must also maintain the function of the currency. This requires that they do not let prices get out of hand
and they make sure that there is enough currency available in the economy to service loans.
We would also probably agree that if an economy is expanding – producing more in the way of goods,
the volume of currency will have to grow a little to keep the price of these new goods from falling.
Likewise, if the economy is contracting, the volume of currency will have to be reduced to not
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overwhelm the remaining goods.
The above is pretty important. We’ll keep it in mind.
Also these economies around the world don’t exist or work in a vacuum. Rather, they all interact. Thus,
we have to touch on exports and imports. Economies that produce enough to export gather the
currencies that function in other economies – they become savers. Likewise, if they don’t produce
enough they end up giving up claims on their currency – they become spenders. In today’s world the
‘savers’ continually grow their claims against another economy.
Remember, function of a currency is 90-95% of its value. In normal situations, the savings that you
generate is just what’s left over.
In today’s world, the bulk of the import and export trade is balanced out by eventually buying goods
and services from each other. It falls into that 90-95% range. But what about what’s left over? The
problem is that it remains a – claim. That is a problem. At least that will become a problem. As claims
build up they always get to the point where he who is in debt simply defaults. They can’t survive under
the strain. It’s either war to keep what you have or you go to auction.
Is there a better way to redeem that claim? Why not just get paid in full? This is where, you guess it,
gold finds function. Gold is payment in full. Gold is not a claim, it represents the opposite.
In today’s world, the claims that wait to be settled are so huge that the roll that gold is currently playing
while being under the influence of the strong dollar policy prevents it from functioning to settle these
claims. In other words, at strong dollar prices, there is not enough gold in the world to settle claims –
claims continue to build.
At some point, the claims will overwhelm the economy. At some point, the world will realize that their
claim doesn’t really mean anything. At that point, they will do whatever they can to redeem their claim.
That, my metal-headed friend will lead to dollar craziness – which we are currently experiencing.
In the absence of the strong dollar, gold can find its rightful roll as functioning to settle the surplus
claims in the system.
This implies that in a local economy that effectively generates a surplus gathering claims against other
economies, they will redeem their surplus claims – in that other economy where the currency functions
just like they redeem ALL their other claims – for gold.
Economies that run a surplus will slowly gather gold. Economies that run a deficit will slow give up the
gold.
So, if claims are settled this way, we get back to – how does one make their currency strong in gold so
as to win Oil support for using your currency?
Well, it takes care of itself (mostly). You see, economies that run a surplus settle for gold which makes
extra gold available in that economies currency. As more gold becomes available, it has the tendency to
drive down prices. This falling gold price over time will make the people feel that they will be able to
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get MORE gold for the currency in the future. Thus, a falling gold price will grow the usage of a
currency – more people will hold it for future payoff. Any currency that will buy more gold in the
future than today will be seen as a strong currency.
Likewise, those that run a deficit will see foreigner bit the price of their gold up as it moves into other
economies. As gold gets scarce, it will have the opposite effect on the people’s feelings about holding
the currency. Thus, the currency will weaken.
In light of our conversation, does it give new meaning to the function of gold? Does it help explain why
every other currency wants gold out from under the control of the dollar? Ultimately, surplus claims
need settlement and economies should be judged upon their ability to produce for the world and
currencies should reflect that fact.
I am looking forward to seeing your rethink of the original article. Once people understand that gold is
NOT functioning today and they can see how it SHOULD function, they start to think about the
ramifications of how they might benefit.
Thus Another’s conclusion – he who follows in the footsteps of giants will be in for the windfall of a
lifetime when gold starts to function FREE of its current control.
September 25, 2008 at 9:27 AM
FOFOA said...
Thank you for that. I did know all the principles you mention, but I hadn't thought about FreeGold in
exactly that context. I had been more focused on the practical mechanisms for it to come about, and
why that may happen very soon. But you give me another angle from which to think this through. I am
doing that now!
So then it would seem that China might be the logical choice for the next reserve currency based on
surplus reserves.
It all comes down to the functioning flow of value. As something of value flows in one direction,
something of equal value needs to also flow in the opposite direction. Dollars which represent future
claims are not of equal value because the inevitable conclusion must be a default on that value, one
way or another (either by inflation or by bankruptcy). And at current prices, there is not enough gold in
the world for gold to equal the flow of value both from Oil in the Middle East and from goods out of
the Far East.
Only at a higher value will there be enough gold to cover this flow. And the cornering of gold by Oil
was noticed by the Far East around the time that Another started writing. The Far East wanted in too.
So the question seems to be, what stopped FreeGold from happening between 1998 and 2001??? And
can that same thing stop it from happening now?
Because I know some people are following along with this discussion, I want to post an article that
Another posted. The author is unknown, but it is someone who Another learned from. It is about the
cornering of gold:
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The Cornering of Gold! (Reposted from the USAGold archives. This article was written in 1997 when
gold was around $280/oz and oil was around $20/barrel.)
The final outcome of "Too Much Oil", "Too little Gold" and "Worldwide Digital Currencies".
For years the governments could create currency out of nothing. But, during the last eight years, the
modern currency systems have taken the final step. As digital charges in a computer, they have become
but "emotional thoughts" of trading value. This is to say, "a currency unit exists only during the
moment of trade". During this time, when real things are in transit, paper currency has value as an
expected "trade completion". It exists as a human thought. Complete the transaction and the thought is
gone, the currency unit dies.
Think about it? If for a time the world commerce stopped. All would live from what they had for, say a
week. During this week, all currencies and the debts that back them would not exist! Without trade,
modern currencies have no use, no value, no purpose.
During our modern age, a currency can be anything. Corn, lamps, cars, tables, anything could be used
as a concept for a digital currency. You see, it exists in concept only. Even gold could be used as
modern money. The real item is not used, only the concept of "how it would be used during the
transaction of commerce". "Real value is not needed for modern money, as it is only used as a trading
unit"!
What does all of this have to do with oil and gold? For most people, nothing. But for some people,
everything! You see, some persons do not want to hold an "operating business" and the present value
that represents, as their wealth. Nor do they want to hold encumbered assets or debts of others. Wealth,
to these people, is not represented by a "digital trading unit of commerce".
History has shown how many persons, or groups of persons, have tried and failed while trying to corner
a commodity. Greed was always the factor, as acquiring real wealth to pass on to family or country was
never the aim. Using paper currencies ( or debts of the same ) to purchase these commodities, always
brought on the undoing of the scam. During some years, even gold was used as a purchasing unit, as
gold was the currency of that time.
But, today we come to a different period, with a different factor and circumstance. For during no period
of history has an entity used a commodity to corner another commodity! The intent is not to "corner",
but the result will be the same. This action is coming about because of a gross, huge mismatch of the
value of gold and oil! We are not talking about the price of these items ( in any currency ) . We speak of
the total amount of physical gold, worldwide and the total amount of oil worldwide. During the last
twenty years, the world has made oil an absolute necessity for life as we know it. During the same time,
gold has been degraded to a "kind of commodity that we may need sometime but, I'm not sure". With
the public, government and the business community holding these thoughts, it is easy to understand
which item is needed first and which would be dumped. In this day, people would sell gold for oil, no
contest!
Consider the amount of oil that is used daily. Consider the future value that this consumption places on
reserves in the ground. Compare this to the amount of gold consumed daily. Notice I said "consumed
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daily", not "traded daily". Clearly, the consumption of oil compared to the consumption of gold places
a much higher value on oil reserves than gold reserves. With no replacement for the use of oil ( at
present to lower prices ) and no "needed" use for gold in today's thought, we have the ingredients for a
mismatch in value of epic proportions!
The supply of oil was a problem in the 70s. Several nations actually cut off the supply to make a
political point. Many thought that the "embargo" was an attempt at "cornering" the oil market. We may
never know the true reasons for the large increase in the price of oil, but one thing is clear. The value of
oil in today's economy is of far greater importance to maintaining present "asset values" than at any
time in the past. Today, the future value of all commerce is "well bid" into every asset value! Without
oil in good supply , at a currency price that allows a reasonable lifestyle, all assets would lose much
relative value.
This "need" for supply is not lost to governments or their Central Banks. No single asset class or
segment of the economy, by itself is more valuable than the supply of oil. This brings us back full
circle, to the problem of "digital currencies" and the "mind set" of much of the simple ( and rich ) third
world persons. To many of these people, wealth is the surplus of life's work that you pass on after
death. Currency is something you, spend, trade or hold for a few years. It isn't wealth. Gold ( and
silver ) is "on the list", so to speak.
This same mindset creates a worry in the back of many a mind in the oil states. It is clear to most, that
even a small amount of gold in the asset mix, makes one appear "less western" and therefore "less
foolish" when the concept of value and currency are discussed. But, the problem has always been that
oil is "so large" in relation to gold that any attempt to convert, even a portion of ones assets creates a
distortion in the markets. Of further concern is that; everyone knows that western minds don't like or
want gold, but if they think you like it they will trade it up in price for the sake of "sticking it to you".
Enter the world of "paper gold".
Yes, gold just like currencies has been "digitized". If you bought gasoline, made from oil sold under
$20/bl, you are part of this system! For just as the "digital currencies" are created for trading only,
paper gold was created for the trade of oil. In a very broad sense, it was created as an "extra" or
"kicker" to allow the purchase of small amounts of cheap gold in return for a full supply of oil. In
reality, this gold paper represents the future production of gold ( from the ground ) to balance the
reserves of oil ( also in the ground ) . The huge amount of "paper gold" traded and outstanding today is
now in excess of all the gold in existence above ground! In essence, it is of the same value as the
currencies, "the thoughts of nations, blowing in the wind". The Central Banks gave value to this paper
by selling and lending some of their gold stocks. But, as economies became hooked on cheap oil, and
demanded more of the same, these same CBs had no choice but to use fractional reserve gold lending"
to pump the gold market.
Now we approach the final act.
There is one oil state that no one will play for a fool. The CBs will sell all of their gold or the nations
will nationalize all mines and operate them at a loss. One way or another, most of the paper gold
market will be honored. Why? Because oil will bid for gold if they do not! We are not talking about an
oil embargo or rising oil prices. Indeed, oil will become very cheap for those that can supply physical
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gold. This deal will not require the agreement of all oil states. Only one can start this, the others will
gladly follow.
A large oil producer, with plenty of reserves and unused capacity, can say: We now value gold at $10,
$20 or $30,000/oz.. That is the rate we will use to sell oil. We will go to "full" production and offer at
$10.00us/bl.. Pay us in physical gold and USD ( or EUROs ) as a 50% mix to the above rate to equal
$10/bl..
It would be a deal like none other! Oil, worldwide, would drop to $10.00/bl and every economy would
do very well, IF they had gold. All gold would immediately be arbitraged to the above prices thereby
creating a "world oil currency" large enough to handle oil. This creating of a new "specialized
currency" will be the result of the first "commodity corner" that ever succeeded!
But what of the current currency/debt structure? We will cover that in a later article.
September 25, 2008 at 11:02 AM
ender said...
Well said - It all comes down to the functioning flow of value.
Which sparks your questions: So the question seems to be, what stopped FreeGold from happening
between 1998 and 2001??? And can that same thing stop it from happening now?
These are good questions and there could be a million right answers, but ultimately the dollar continued
to function during that time, the dollar is still found strong in gold and the reach of the dollar has made
it so powerful that no one currency can complete (think military influence here).
What about today? Well, things seem a little shaky today. I would guess that as long as people around
the world accept dollars, the US should be able to maintain military influence and find enough people
willing to part with their gold to support the dollar so it can maintain oil’s support. Unfortunately,
people are starting to wake up to the fact that the dollar is overextended. In lots of cases, it doesn’t
function. People will, over time, shun the dollar which undermines more of its ability to function.
The US may have millions of ounces of gold, but of the currency doesn’t function, oil will not back it
even if it delivers a little gold.
Time will tell.
I light of this slightly different way of looking at where we’re going, is it easier to make sense of
current events?
September 25, 2008 at 11:46 AM
FOFOA said...
Yes, especially the warnings we hear coming out of China. They are no longer directed at America, but
they are about the American dollar. China seems to have conflicting worries at the moment. On one
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hand they are scared of committing more (Chinese) value to prop up failing Wall Street firms. On the
other hand, they are worried about a run on the dollar by Japan and Korea.
They don't want someone else to be the early bird that gets the worm. But they aren't ready to grab the
worm yet themselves. And they may just let the worm die before anyone gets it.
There are two things to consider. One is a future system where equal value flows in two directions.
(FreeGold) The other is, how do these countries preserve the value they have already amassed?
In a related story, I just heard on CNBC that the US Mint just suspended the gold Buffalo coin because
it is out of gold. Link. The mint said that demand was overwhelming supply.
In another related story, the price of gold plunged at 10AM today as supply overwhelmed demand.
Things are looking ominous.
September 25, 2008 at 12:10 PM
ender said...
FOFOA, I do have to say thanks. It’s been a while since I’ve even seen anyone interested in studying
the concept of Freegold. It was good to reflect and I hope it helps.
With this understanding, it may logically follow that under our current system, for all holding US
Dollars, gold is at an amazing price today. Use the Strong Dollar to your advantage and acquire gold.
For when or if the dollar fails to function, gold may be unobtainable with your dollars.
Meanwhile, we sit and wait reading the headlines with a different understanding.
You can find me in the hallowed halls that Another once visited. But before I go, who is this “Randy’s
blog” that you mentioned in the original article?
Ender.
PS. Sorry for skipping over many (most) of your questions. As time permits, I will revisit your sight
and look for new articles.
September 25, 2008 at 12:40 PM
FOFOA said...
Ender,
Thanks for stopping by. I look forward to hearing from you.
Randy's blog is a Las Vegas based "crash watch" site. It is http://economicrot.blogspot.com/
September 25, 2008 at 12:48 PM
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FOFOA said...
Also, apparently the other Randy at your other home didn't like my first post. I don't know if you
noticed but he deleted my post and your response almost immediately and then revoked my password.
So I guess I won't be contributing there after all.
At least I can still read what other's write.
I don't know if the discrete link to my site was in violation (I've seen other's link their blogs like Black
Blade), or if outright discussion of Another is discouraged because of it's conspiratorial nature. It is
unclear to me.
Anyway, at least I got lucky and found you in the short time it was up.
See you later.
FOFOA
September 25, 2008 at 12:55 PM
ender said...
I am sad to hear this, but they must conduct business. I would not want to see them hurt in any way.
Posting there is a privilege so you must be mindful of their risks.
Buy gold and get out of debt – the world of tomorrow is upon us.
September 25, 2008 at 1:21 PM
FOFOA said...
"Buy gold" - check
"and get out of debt" – check
"the world of tomorrow is upon us." - I am preparing a new post with just that message. It will be up
shortly.
September 25, 2008 at 1:50 PM
FOFOA said...
Here's some Strong Dollar, PPT, conspiracy theory food for thought. This article was posted on
Seekingalpha today. You should read the whole article, but here are a few snippets for those that like
snippets:
"I happened to come across several articles written by New York Post business writer, John Crudelle
and a number of others. They believe fervently in an organization known as the “PPT”, or “Plunge
Protection Team”, which was allegedly created by Presidential order, in 1987, after the 22% one day
market crash that year. Mr. Crudelle, along with some private economists, and Congressman Ron Paul,
apparently, all believe in this conspiracy. These folks are not fools, so it is worth giving serious
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consideration to whether or not it really exists...
After reading some of the articles, I began thinking about the $700 billion bailout. I took the time to
recalculate the Federal Reserve balance sheets, and suddenly realized that it has accepted almost
exactly $700 billion worth of toxic mortgage paper, in return for ostensible loans that many of the big
banks cannot possibly repay...
Let’s indulge ourselves, for a moment, and assume that PPT does exist. If so, the $700 billion bailout is
not only for insolvent banks...
It appears to be a bailout of the Federal Reserve, itself. The Fed, of course, according to PPT theory,
acts as the PPT’s private slush fund...
Money is taken out to pump up stock prices, and then taken back in so that prices will fall. The PPT
players profit on the movements of the market, induced by this activity...
According to PPT theory, the Fed has been used as a slush fund to support stock manipulation for over
21 years now...
Will recapitalization of the Federal Reserve allow it to create a series of false rallies to allow people-inthe-know to dump equities into a temporarily rising stock market?
I don’t know the answer to these questions. But, the arguments made by people who believe in the socalled “PPT” are interesting. If true, it would serve to explain a lot of the irrational market action we all
observed over the past years."
The PPT supposedly consists of Goldman Sachs (GS), Morgan Stanley (MS), Bank of America (BAC)
and JP Morgan Chase (JPM), and of course the Fed slush fund used to manipulate markets.
September 25, 2008 at 6:25 PM
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Thursday, September 25, 2008
FreeGold as a Theory
In scientific usage, a theory does not mean an unsubstantiated guess or hunch, as it can in everyday
speech. A theory is a logically self-consistent model or framework for describing the behavior of a
related set of natural or social phenomena. It originates from or is supported by rigorous
observations in the natural world.
In science, a theory is a testable model of the manner of interaction of a set of natural phenomena. A
theory is capable of predicting future occurrences, and capable of being tested through experiment or
otherwise verified through empirical observation.
In science, the word theory refers to a comprehensive explanation of an important feature of nature
that is supported by many facts gathered over time. Theories also allow scientists to make
predictions about as yet unobserved phenomena. (Paraphrased from Wikipedia)
Economics is a social science!
For the theory of FreeGold, the experiment is well underway. The future has arrived, so keep your eyes
peeled for empirical evidence. Some of it is already out there.
One way you can tell that a theory might be correct is by viewing it from every possible angle. If it
remains logically self-consistent from different angles there is a high probability that it is correct.
Here is a great article that speaks to me, as Another would say. It provides another angle from which to
evaluate FreeGold. Don't focus on an official gold standard which may never happen again. But think
instead about a natural gold standard. And think about whether or not a truly free floating gold price
could affect the same controls on interest rates as an official gold standard. Perhaps it would act more
like a fire alarm than an outright ban on playing with fire.
For more FreeGold theory, please read Ender's comments.
Additions:
"Oil" exchanging dollars for Euros
China fears dollar dumping
US Mint suspends gold Buffalos because of depleted inventory
Russian President tells gold mines, "Produce faster!"
The "Strong Dollar Policy" may have run out of ammunition.
So true it's almost not funny. I said almost.
FOFOA
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Thursday, September 25, 2008
A Small Prediction for Tomorrow
9:15PM 9/25/08
I'm going to go "out on a limb" here and make a small prediction. If it's right, I will take small
consolation in that fact. If it's wrong.... why, I'll just delete it tomorrow. :)
Here it is:
I think the Democrats and Republicans have assessed the situation from a political point of view and
they have both come to the decision that "no deal" will help them win the election, regardless of the
outcome. If there is no deal and there is no crash, then the Republicans have stood firm on socialism
and the Democrats have stood firm on no bailout for the rich. If there IS a crash, then the Democrats
think the Republicans will be blamed, and the Republicans think that no one will trust the Democrats in
a time of real crisis. So I think there will be no deal.
Both parties have judged this to be better than if there was a deal and it failed before the election. So
that is 3:1 odds against a bailout tomorrow!
The other player is the PPT, Paulson, Bernanke and the big investment banks. Even if they have some
ammunition left, I think they are at the point right now where they will say, "fuck it... let 'em see what a
crash feels like." This will be their Hail Mary Pass for the bailout to go through next week. Dow futures
are down right now, which says that the PPT is getting some much needed sleep.
WAMU folded today. On a Thursday no less, when banks are supposed to go down on Fridays so as not
to affect the markets. Yesterday, GM unexpectedly closed two dealerships here in Las Vegas as well as
several others in other cities, hoping to get a piece of the taxpayer handout. So the FDIC (via WAMU)
and GM (another big player) are positioning themselves in weakness while the taxpayer bailout is still
"up in the air" so to speak.
I think this is all a play for taxpayer dollars. I think we will see a crash in the markets tomorrow. How
big? I don't know. Without shortsellers to slow the decline, and without the PPT buying shitty stocks, it
has the potential to be pretty dramatic. Gold should skyrocket tomorrow. Perhaps above $1,000 per
ounce.
If this comes true, then it will likely continue on Monday. Beyond that I cannot predict. Only God
knows what knee jerk pill our saviors in Congress will swallow at that point. But most likely, it will be
exactly the wrong thing.
Posted by FOFOA at 9:19 PM
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Friday, September 26, 2008
FreeGold Archaeology
The American dollar (or any fiat currency) only has strength/value because it functions. This is called
usage demand. Americans are forced by law to use the dollar. But the rest of the world is not. So ask
yourself this. Is the dollar still functioning for the rest of the world? Does it still buy them what they
need and want? Does it still function as a store of value for those that hold it? These questions are the
key to whether or not the dollar retains its world reserve currency status.
Here is a good way to test a theory. Let's look back at some editorials and letters written by someone
who was following Another and FOA back in 1999 and 2000. Let's ask ourselves if they have any
relevance today. If the theory is logically self-consistent, then the answer should be yes.
SteveH on USAGold was kind enough to draw our attention to these archives:
June 7, 1999
http://www.gold-eagle.com/editorials_99/hickel060799.html
Aug. 9, 1999 - NEWLY ADDED
http://www.gold-eagle.com/editorials_99/hickel080999.html
Nov. 13, 1999
http://www.gold-eagle.com/editorials_99/hickel111399.html
Jan. 5, 2000 - NEWLY ADDED
http://www.gold-eagle.com/editorials_00/hickel010500.html
Feb. 3, 2000 - NEWLY ADDED
http://www.gold-eagle.com/editorials_00/hickel020300.html
Feb. 14, 2000 - NEWLY ADDED
http://www.gold-eagle.com/editorials_00/hickel021400.html
Sept. 25, 2000
http://www.gold-eagle.com/editorials_00/hickel092500.html
Oct. 18, 2000
http://www.gold-eagle.com/editorials_00/hickel101800.html
Nov. 13, 2000 - NEWLY ADDED
http://www.gold-eagle.com/editorials_00/hickel111300.html
Sept. 25, 2008
http://www.usagold.com/cpmforum/?p=165878
Steve's final thought:
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"What if this move out of the US reserve currency is all a ploy to free-up US gold to move into stronger
hands and deprive us all of our country’s gold? We hope those in charge are not playing into the hands
of those who triggered this mess. Unfortunately I think they are…"
Then Ender asked the question that was also on my mind.
Ender: "...are you hinting that it the current events of today will simply blow over giving us another 8
years to follow this Great Scramble? Or, is it just the opposite that, even though it didn’t happen before,
somehow today it’s different?"
SteveH: "I wrote those 8 + years ago. My take is that it took 8 years to come to pass. Much of what was
spoken here by others and on the other site took eight years to come to pass... It also seems to point out
that the trouble we see now was also seen then but staved out by TPTB as long as they could. Some
earthy shaking event may have had something to do with that." -Posted on USAGold 9/27/08
Posted by FOFOA at 3:48 PM
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Monday, September 29, 2008
Connecting the Dots
Today we find ourselves on two watches, one is a death watch and the other a birth watch.
The dollar is on life support and at the same time, the increasing frequency of contractions (see underlined time spans)
signals the imminent birth of FreeGold.
Let's connect the dots:
August 4, 2007 - Jim Cramer pleads for a rate cut
Then, for the next seven (7) months, the Fed rate goes down, the dollar goes down, stocks go down and gold goes up.
Finally, on March 16th, Bear Stearns collapses.
March 16, 2008 – Bear Stearns collapses and the Fed “surprises” the world with “only” a quarter point rate cut, showing its
“hawkish” stance on inflation.
March 17, 2008 – Gold peaks at $1,033/ounce.
Then gold crashes, the dollar rises and stocks rise. But for the next four (4) months, things remain pretty much steady.
Then on July 15th, things change.
July 11, 2008 – INDYMAC bank is seized by the FDIC.
July 14, 2008 - This document is signed by the Comptroller of the Currency and the Director of the Office of Thrift
Supervision.
July 15, 2008 - It is also signed by the Secretary of the Federal Reserve and the Executive Secretary of the FDIC.
July 16, 2008 – The above document is released which tells banks how much capital they must have. This is an international
issue known as the Basel II Accord. It requires banks to be properly capitalized or else foreign (European) banks will be
forbidden from doing business with them. These guidelines must be met by the end of the fiscal year, 2008, which is
September 30, 2008.... TODAY!
July 15, 2008 – Gold again peaks, stocks hit new lows, and the PPT along with the world's Central Banks go into action. For
the next two (2) months, stocks go up, the dollar goes up, and gold goes down. This is a massive intervention effort to give
the remaining banks a chance to get in compliance with Basel II. To get recapitalized. Which didn't quite happen like they
hoped.
September 15, 2008 – Lehman collapses. After this event, stocks go down, the dollar goes down, and gold goes up. Things
get more intense, almost by the day, as the deadline draws near. For the next two (2) WEEKS breathless and frantic moves
rule the day. The largest banks collapse and merge. Congress and Wall Street try desperately to get the taxpayer to pony up a
nominal sum which, I assume, is supposed to help them make the deadline of TODAY. Doesn't happen.
Now we have Rosh Hashanah. This takes us into the new Fiscal Year. What does this mean?
We know the dollar is on it's deathbed. And the birthing contractions of FreeGold have gone from 7 months to 4 months, to
2 months, to 2 WEEKS. So what is the next one? If we assume acceleration it would be 2 days, putting us at Thursday or
Friday. If we assume a straight progression, it puts us at October 7th, one week into the new Fiscal Year.
So help me fill in the blanks here. I'm starting from a big picture POV, but as they say, the devil is in the details. I will
update this article if I think of something else. Please feel free to contribute in the comments.
Hat tip to Ender for his post on USAGold which got me thinking about this. Thanks!
FOFOA
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Wednesday, October 1, 2008
TARP ver. 2.0 to the Rescue?
Changing accounting rules may prevent a Technical Knock-Out (TKO) on pumpkin day, but it only boosts the books, not
the cash, and not the willingness to lend from bank to bank. In fact it may even decrease the interbank lending because
reality has just become a little more opaque.
This is a great article from Chris Laird of the Prudent Squirrel, which explains why TARP II will not work, and what we can
expect in the coming months:
Link --> Deleveraging, Debt Deflation, Gold
Snippets:
"You can track all the major movements in the gold market since August 07 with developments in the credit crisis."
FOFOA: Just like Connecting the Dots below.
"That is because gold is cash par excellence. Even though gold has an exasperating $100 price volatility week to week, it’s
the final place of safety for cash worldwide. So, flight to cash and liquidity finds its way to gold ultimately. People know
that, despite a rallying USD, gold ultimately will be the safest place for cash.
The investing mantra, that the world economy will drive basic commodities relentlessly up, is what we heard for the last 5
years, but the markets are saying that is old hat. What’s new hat is a contracting world economy and debt deflation. But it’s
typical for the economic commentary and thinking to be 6 months behind seeing the obvious... "
FOFOA: Or how about 10 years ahead? Is this not exactly how Another and FOA described it going down?
"So, for the moment, the USD and gold rise together."
FOFOA: Yup.
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Thursday, October 2, 2008
Inflation, Deflation, Snails and 30 Days
Ender has a very good point when he says, "large changes happen at a snail’s pace". But once in a while throughout history,
large changes happen at what seems like lightning speed!
The thesis of this blog is that back in 1997 a man, who went by the name ANOTHER, had the wisdom and such a high
vantage point, the height at which leaders view the scene, that he was able to see what was coming and share that view with
a few people. And sometimes, when you are really high in the mountains, things are farther away than they appear.
On Wednesday, November 5, 1997, Another laid out a scenario which he saw happening specifically within a 30 day time
frame. Remember, at that time the price of oil was his trigger. It may still be, but as I said in a previous post, we are now
awash with potential triggers.
Here's the quote:
At this moment in time and space, the price of oil in US$ terms is about to roar! It will crush the Pacific Rim and South
America. It will drive the US$ sky high in terms of other major currencies but the dollar will collapse in terms of gold!
Short term interest rates in the USA will be driven thru the floor much the way they have been in Japan from the early 90s.
This will be done to combat a imploding equity market. Long government bonds will almost stop trading as their yield soars
from the oil price fears of "inflation"! Because of todays "new digital paper markets" this entire act will be played out in 30
days or less. Yes, you are right! During that time we will have inflation and deflation. - ANOTHER
I think we may have finally arrived at the beginning of that 30 days.
That is a bold statement to make on the eve of an historic vote by Congress, but I don't think it makes a bit of difference
which way the vote goes. Sure it makes a difference for the future of freedom and capitalism, but not for the future of
physical gold.
And on the subject of inflation and deflation, this is a short post I made on another site explaining how inflation and
deflation go hand in hand.
Just my two cents on Inflation/Deflation. If I buy a house on a street with 5 houses for $100,000, then later someone buys a
house for $200,000, all of a sudden, all 5 houses are worth $200,000. My net worth went up $100,000. The street's net
worth went up $400,000. But 400,000 dollars were not created. Asset inflation happened.
Asset deflation is happening now, which is the reverse effect. If I bought a house for $500,000, and now someone sells for
$250,000, then all the houses on the street are now worth $250,000. So the net "loss" to the street is $1.25 Million. That is
deflation.
This is happening with all types of assets, things that were assumed to be good investments. But as we bail them out, we
take some of that phantom net worth, like the $400,000 in the first paragraph, and make it real, spendable cash.
That cash is no longer going to go into bad "assets" that were previously thought to be good investments, it is going to go
into real things, like gas, oil, gold and milk. And because it is newly printed spendable cash, it is going to bid against the
previously existing spendable cash. That bidding process will cause the cost of real things to go up. That is inflation.
So we can have both asset deflation and real world inflation at the same time. Necessities will cost more. Luxuries and
Mortgage Backed Securities will cost less.
FOFOA
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Thursday, October 2, 2008
FreeGold is like a Giant Sponge that could Clean Up This Mess
The world is awash in dollars. It is also awash in assets and derivatives that are quickly deflating in value. They are deflating
because the holders of those assets are frantically trying to convert them to dollars. There are reportedly $1,100 Trillion
worth of worldwide assets and derivatives that are bidding on only $60 Trillion worth of dollars (including all currencies).
When all is said and done, that would be a deflation of 94.55%!
Can you imagine our stock markets crashing 95%? How about the value of your savings?
That is what we are currently facing!
To fix the problem, the Central Banks of the world are printing money as fast as they can. But they can never print fast
enough to keep those assets from having a catastrophic collapse in value. Besides, what would those dollars be worth even
if they could? Remember, that value was a phantom value. It was only based on what the last one sold for. There was never
$1,100 Trillion (1.1 Quadrillion) dollars in existence.
So the pain we are watching, while real, is still just a result of imaginary values being placed, and spent, on pieces of paper.
After watching Karl Denninger's 2 minute video, I have been able to read between the lines on some of the statements by
other Senators and Representatives that have spoken in public. And I believe his thesis is closer to the truth than anything
else I have seen.
Here's how I see America's problem put simply:
America has 20 credit cards all maxed out. No available limit left. Each year we apply for a new credit card and max it out
just to pay the minimum payment on the previous 20. We are only paying the interest, not the principle. And then the next
year we must get a newer and bigger credit card to pay the interest on the previous 21.
Well who is issuing us those new cards each year? It is the foreign central banks that buy our debt, like China and Saudi
Arabia. They are giving us a fresh credit line JUST to pay the interest on the previous debt we already owe them.
So now they are threatening to not give us a new card this year (fiscal year starts Oct. 1st). And we have no way to pay the
trillion dollar interest payment on our other 21 credit cards. So without this new credit card, we will go into default on those
21 bills sitting on our desk.
What does that do to our credit rating? Are we now bankrupt? And who's to say that even if we buy back $700 billion of bad
investments from them that they will honor the deal and give us one more year?
This is a pathetic situation we are in. If I ran my house this way, they would lock me up.
So where do we go from here?
FreeGold! That's where.
Imagine all the gold in the world was melted down and minted into... oh, let's say 2 rands.... no, how about 1 ounce Gold
American Eagles... like the beautiful Liberty on the right side of this blog. If all the gold was minted in that way, there
would be about 4 Billion of those.
Now I know that FreeGold is not about a number (Ender), but just for the sake of this experiment let's use the number from
my previous post of $100,000 per ounce. That would mean that each of those 4 Billion coins was worth $100,000 US
dollars in today's dollar value. I know that's a lot, but consider this. That would mean that all the gold in the world was
worth $400 Trillion. That's more than all the paper money in existence. And it's a full 36% of the perceived value of all the
paper assets in the world. Do you see where I'm heading yet?
Okay, now let's say those $1,100 Trillion in "junk" assets are now going to convert to currency with a pool of $460 Trillion
($400T worth of gold plus $60T worth of paper money). Sure there are still going to be major losses for those who hold the
worst of it, but the fall will be much softer.
Also, now imagine the US Treasury's position in this new world. Assuming the bailout goes through, the net worth of the
Treasury is something like NEGATIVE $11 Trillion. But with 8,000 ounces of gold valued at $100K, the US Treasury's net
worth would jump to a healthy POSITIVE $15 Trillion.
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Let me say that again... from NEGATIVE $11,000,000,000,000. To POSITIVE $15,000,000,000,000. And that would
happen literally overnight!
That value is already there!!!! It is simply suppressed!
I could go on and on about this, but I'd probably just bore you. Please, I know some people are reading this, so ask your
questions! Express your skepticism! How can I say these radical things if I am not crazy?
So there you have it. FreeGold is like a giant sponge that can sop up all the dollars in the world seven (7) times over. And in
the process it can bring order, confidence, national pride, and free trade back to where it belongs.... in our lives and not in
our history books!
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Monday, October 6, 2008
Congress, Remonetize Gold (and Silver) NOW and Save America From a Terrible
Fate

I would like to try a little thought experiment. Let's ignore the reasons why they won't do this, instead, let's focus on the
“what if”.
The theory my thought experiment will test is that all Congress would have to do is remonetize “the metals” and the forces
of the market place would begin to fix all of our problems through a cascade of events. So let's walk through the beginnings
of this experiment together.
All I would ask of Congress is to do the minimum, and NOT to worry about the details. Let the free market work out all the
details. All Congress needs to do is to pass a law that makes gold and silver legal tender. They do not need to denominate it,
they do not need to mint new coins (at least not for a while), and they do not need to tell the market what to do with this new
law. It can be as simple as this:
Gold and silver are now legal tender. Gold and silver are currencies and therefore cannot be taxed. Contracts written to be
settled in full or in part in “the metals” will be upheld in a court of law. Banks can take in deposits of “the metals”. Labor
can be paid for in full or in part by “the metals”. And dual retail pricing shall be allowed.
And then we let the market run with it. What would happen?
Banks: Banks could take in a deposits of physical gold. Let's say I deposit 5 ounces. It doesn't matter where the price of gold
goes. Because later, when I go in to withdraw my deposit, I still get back 5 ounces of gold. All of a sudden I have a secure
way to store my wealth.
Stores: A store could put dual pricing on items. They will likely be changing the dollar price a lot during the coming
inflation, but the “metals price” will remain the same once the metals have found their value. Let's say a flat screen TV costs
$2,000, or 1 gram of gold. Or even $1,000 AND .5 grams of gold. (I have been told that dual pricing appeared at gas
stations in Las Vegas during the 70's gas shortage. Two prices would be listed on the sign, one for pre-1965 coins and a
different one for modern and paper currency!)
Labor: Let's say I'm being hired on during a time of high inflation. My employer probably doesn't have a large stockpile of
gold, so I will negotiate a salary of $30,000 + 2 ounces of gold per year. The gold portion of my salary actually acts as a
hedge against the dollar portion.
Credit Cards: American Express will have offices in cities where I can go in and deposit a couple ounces of gold with them.
It's kind of like a prepaid credit card, but now I can use it on the gold pricing in stores if I want.
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Price of Gold: Immediately after the passing of this new law by Congress, the currency arbitrage would begin and gold (and
silver) would seek out it's true value with regard to all other currencies. This profit seeking arbitrage would very efficiently
find “the price”.
Coins: There are a lot of gold and old silver coins in “the hands of the people” already. And since gold would now be
functioning along side all other currencies, it doesn't really matter if you have some before the law or you get yours after the
law passes. All things will level out over time. (There will be great benefit if you have some ahead of time, of course.)
Eventually, after gold has found it's price and the market has worked out the details, new coins can be minted containing
appropriate amounts of gold. Of course there is enough gold in the world to power the currencies of a thousand worlds once
it finds it's price. It would be possible to mint a coin containing one atom of gold.
Denomination: This would be for the market to work out. At first there would be issues with grams versus ounces and troy
ounces, but that will all be worked out very efficiently.
The point of this exercise is that if a thought can be simple enough for the common man to grasp, it can grow exponentially.
I would like to carry this thought experiment into the world of international investment banking and find the benefits
therein. But perhaps you can help me with that. For now I want to keep this post short and readable, so I am going to jump
right to the articles that lead me to this (THOUGHT!)
The monetization of gold is bound to happen sooner or later. If it happens later, then society will have to be rebuilt from
scratch. If it happens now on the other hand, existing wealth can find it's way to a safe haven and society will survive the
coming tsunami.
The people need real money. They need a place to store their hard earned wealth where it cannot be eroded away.
All the “fixes” that our leaders are doing now are creating huge problems for the future, they are extremely expensive, they
are NOT going to work anyway, and they are simply propping up a bogus system. Here's what I mean:
(High concept alert!) Our system is based on economic abuses that hurt the common man. These abuses fall under a concept
that has been around since the Old Testament was written. It is called “usury”. These are the articles that got me rolling on
this post.
If Pigs Could Fly – by Rob Kirby (about “The Strong Dollar Policy”)
http://www.f inancialsense.com/Market/wrapup.htm
The Invisible Hand and the Pox Known as Usury – by Rob Kirby (about usury)
http://www.f inancialsense.com/fsu/editorials/kirby/2008/1003.html
And those articles reminded me of some I had read a while ago by Jason Hommel. Love him or hate him, he gets the subject
of “usury”!
On this one from last June, scroll down to “Why Banning Usury Won't Work” The first part which is a debate with A. E.
Fekete is also good and applicable to usury if you are in the mood to read.
http://www.silverstockreport.com/2008/fekete.html
Also from Hommel, Freedom from Usury:
http://www.silverstockreport.com/essays/Freedom_from_Usury.html
And Usury Enslaves:
http://www.silverstockreport.com/essays/Usury_Enslaves.html
(At least read the Rob Kirby articles, even if you skip the Hommel ones.)
So usury is a big part of the problem for the common man. And gold is the solution. The remonetization of “the metals” will
curb the abuses of usury and at the same time it will insulate those among the common that would like to be insulated from
this MADNESS!
Please help me with this one. I think there is much more to it.
Thanks,
FOFOA
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Tuesday, October 7, 2008
ANOTHER (QUOTES!) II
It's time for another edition of ANOTHER (QUOTES!). This is where I post quotes from Another, written in the late 90's
that seem eerily apropos today. This first one is a classic. And considering we may be facing a COMEX default in the next
few weeks, and that gold lease rates have shot up, this one seems like it could have been written today. Also, consider that
mere weeks ago gold was at the current "production cost" value.
Someone once said, "noone wants gold, that's why the US$ price keeps falling". Many thinking ones laugh at such foolish
chatter. They know that the price of gold is dropping precisely because "too many people are buying it"! Think now, if you
are a person of "great worth" is it not better for you to acquire gold over years, at better prices? If you are one of "small
worth", can you not follow in the footsteps of giants? I tell you, it is an easy path to follow! An experienced guide is not
needed for this trail, look around you and see. The real money is selling ALL FORMS of paper gold and buying physical!
Why? Because any form of paper gold is loosing value much, much faster than metal. Some paper will disappear all
together in a fire of epic proportions! The massive trading continues at LBMA, but something is now missing? The CBs are
no longer lending! They will not anymore! We have reached production costs. Oil will have nothing of "gold paper" if gold
must stay in the ground! And a CB values the wishes of oil far above it's return of leased gold! Hear me now, "if gold tries
to go lower than US$ $280 the BIS will buy it OUTRIGHT in the OPEN for all to see"! They must! They will! I know. For
no currency system could stand if "Oil" were to bid for gold!
Oil has kept "the deal" as the CBs sold paper to lower golds price! All is fair. Asia will bid for gold not as in the past. They
now know that the free flow of oil has more value than the Pacific economy. But the price that was paid may be more than
the world currency system can endure.
To close:
The US$ has risen on a flight of fear. That will now end as the LBMA shorts are given to wolves. If this fire burns too hot,
gold will turn and it's trading halted. The price of oil will explode as gold becomes the "world oil currency"! Even now oil
has locked the IMFs gold, Asia will bid against them no more. We come to extreame times.
Risk not your wealth in paper, we enter a period of truth.
This next quote is about silver. FOA seemed to be much harder on silver than Another was. Personally, I own some physical
silver. But since I discovered Another and FOA it has been only gold for me. I still hold my silver, and I am on the lookout
for one of a couple possible scenarios where I will either trade it in for gold, or it will become quickly apparent that my
silver will come in very handy.
This quote is also a classic. I believe it was the first time Another was questioned about silver versus gold:
Silver will always be part of "gold money". But, is far too small a market for large, modern economies. Silver will do far
better than any paper asset, only it will serve better as a "personal holding" than as a major money. If it is of your way to
balance wealth, then silver will show value.
Metals have not shown their true worth for many years as the world has done very well. This is very good. But, all things do
change! As it is our time and place to live this change, our thoughts must view the future as it must be. Who can know the
minds of men and countries as paper burns?
This next quote seems prescient given our current situation:
As you read this, persons buy companies thru your Dow Jones at values that reflect "the supply of cheap oil" and it's good
effects for business in general. What they do not see is the undoing of the currency world that "good business" must have to
operate. The "oil standard" created and held this currency world intact, thru much abuse. Today, the "derivatives", that
require a long future of "good business", are being "devalued"! Look far and wide as you are, now , at the top of this hill!
The world will head down this slope because it is not a machine and is subject to "thin air".
History has shown that as persons slip from a high stance, they grasp for items that are known to be secure! They do reach
for real things! Derivatives offer not a solid hold. It is well known that the modern gold market is fat with contracts derived
from "intentions to supply". It is also known that the US$ continues on the "oil standard" because of this paper. No doubt,
oil will continue to flow, but what currency will take this supply as we "walk down the mountain"?
In that day, "good money" will become "bad money" and "derivatives" will be paid to the holders of "derivatives"!
As we stare at the possibility of an imminent "paper gold" default, this next quote gives us a formula by which we can "see
through the curtain". I would be very interested if someone who reads this could apply this formula today...
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Look to LBMA, for currency looking for gold! Compare the Comex average open interest with it's average daily trading
volume. Now use average daily trading volume at LBMA and convert to open interest in London, using comex ratio. Here
you will find "real currency" in "paid for" gold derivatives ( not futures ) ! This money is now looking to convert to
physical! It is caught in this paper with no way out! Know that this amount covers not CB gold moved by big trader! That
wealth is safe, as it is for the good of all in those countries!
This quote is Another's standard warning to those who would rather "trade" gold on the exchanges than to go to the coin
dealer and buy some coins:
The price of "hunch" is very to high for investment! It is the reason so many paper gold buyers take on appearance of " to
much sun"! I offer this, do not use the solid reasons for owning physical gold, as a purpose to trade it. Your profits from
such trade, will, on the last day, in the heat of fire, burn as paper does! Sir, the world is going to change, and the rules of
engagement will also change. Gold will be repriced, once! It will be enough for your time of life.
And finally, this last quote for today seems completely apropos considering the reference to the Great Depression, down the
barrel of which we are right now staring. I will include the question to which Another was responding. Note that all the
above quotes came from January and February of 1998!! This particular one was made on Valentine's Day, 1998. Was it
wrong? Or are we just now being forced to face a reality that has been lingering over our heads for more than 10 years? As I
have said before, read Another's comment slowly, and read it two or three times. I think you will be amazed...
REPLY:
Date: Sat Feb 14 1998 20:00
WetGold ( to: ANOTHER ) ID#243180:
This appears to be a monumental world crisis much worse than the depression of the early 20th century. Could U expand
further ?
Mr. WetGold,
In the past, nations and states have lost all as " the world changed" and these entities lost the ability to trade, at a profit. It is
as history, and happened many times. Today, it is not the same. The "wealth of nations" are held as "thoughts of value" not
real value! And even these thoughts are "in debt" as they are owed to other nations. As it has always been, time moves the
minds of people to change, and with this, the thoughts of value also change. In this day, as not in the past, the loss of paper
value as a concept will destroy the very foundation of wealth that this economic system is built on. This drama has started
and is well underway!
There are nations that will try to "resource a new currency" as the old financial system implodes. Oil or gold or both may be
used. If it is done at the correct time, much will be gained by all! Fail this Attempt, and gold will never trade on an open
exchange again, in our lifetime! We will see this end in our time. [He means FreeGold will be born! Gold "on an open
exchange" is gold as a commodity. FreeGold is gold ONLY as a store of wealth!]
thank you.
FOFOA
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Wednesday, October 8, 2008
A Message to Congress
This is not good.
But the worst news is not in the stock market. It is in fact in some of the other indicators in the market which were
indicating potential capital flight, along with still-extreme levels of stress.
I must caution everyone - if you are not prepared for six months to two years of unemployment, you need to be. If you are
dependent on credit to survive (that is, if you couldn't make it without your credit cards) you need to fix that now.
Like today now.
Several times I have said "raise cash, get out of debt, be prepared."
I must reiterate this advice and emphasize it, as we may see a bond market dislocation and concurrent stock market crash at
any time, without warning. It could be as early as today, in fact.
No, what happened the last three days isn't a crash, although it has now hit my full "bear market" target - 1070 - and in fact
exceeded it.
Unfortunately what happened the last three days forces me to reset that target to the 2003 lows, and perhaps as low as four
hundred on the S&P 500, 4000 on the DOW.
Needless to say if that happens it will be on the back of an economic catastrophe of a scale similar to the 1930s.
Bernanke's latest load of crap with an "SIV" for commercial paper is just another example of "more of the same" stupidity.
Bernanke and Paulson need to be indicted and jailed for criminal negligence (at best) and put in the stocks where the people
can serve up some rotten tomatoes.
This evening we were "treated" to both political candidates shooting their mouths off on matters economic, but saying
nothing of substance. Neither candidate was willing to admit the truth - that this "bailout" hadn't worked, that in fact the
market had crashed by 15% since it was voted on, and that there is a zero chance of it having any positive impact on one
American household.
But no, not even the "moderator" was willing to ask those tough questions, nor was anyone present.
These "debates" are a sham, a fraud and a gigantic waste of time.
Never mind that McCain embarrassed himself by claiming to be a "maverick" and "against pork", when he had just gotten
done voting for over $150 billion of it in the Bailout Bill - pork that was not present in the original house version.
Was that claim of being "against pork" good for a "no" vote? Nope. He voted yes, as did Obama.
To those who dismissed the six petitions (you can go over to http://supportedthebailout.org and see the old ones) over the
last year, how do you feel about it now?
To those who said that "subprime was contained", how contained is it now?
To those who said that deterioration in consumer credit wasn't going to be a big deal, would you like to revisit that belief?
To those who said that "the nation would not have a recession", do you have any regrets, apologies, or perhaps an outright
retraction?
To those who told people to buy buy buy all the way down, how do you feel now that they've lost 30% of their money?
To those politicians from both parties who voted for the ESSA on the claim that it would "stabilize markets", can you show
me where it has been, in fact, stabilized? If this is "stable" I'm somewhat curious as to your definition of "unstable".
There is chatter circulating, apparently, that "global equity markets will be closed after the emergency G7 meeting this
weekend." That ought to induce confidence - just ask the Russians or Indonesians, both of whom have tried this and it has
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resulted in an instantaneous crash when they reopened (the Indonesian market was just closed AGAIN this evening, after
literally imploding - down by more than 10% - within an hour of starting to trade.)
This is no longer a US problem, but the United States continues to refuse to lead. We continue to "trust" the idiot savants
Bernanke and Paulson, both of whom have sung the same song since this crisis began more than a year ago, have been
wrong 100% of the time, and yet have found an ear in Congress repeatedly willing to listen to and follow their insanity.
By allowing this action and indeed following the advice of these two each and every one of the 535 members of that body
has taken unto themselves the responsibility for the calamity that now faces American investors and the public, as our
economic system literally "folds back" and consumes itself. Americans will not be able to retire and have no economic
security, and now are losing their jobs in increasing numbers. This will continue.
For more than a year I have tried to get the attention of Congress with petitions, phone calls and faxes. I have been ignored,
as have others who have been consistently right in our expectations and beliefs, including "Mish" Shedlock, Nouriel
Roubini, Charles Hugh Smith and others. Over 200 degreed economists urged that the "Bailout Bill" not be passed as
submitted, including two Nobel Lauretes; all were ignored.
The people of this nation have sat on their hands and watched American Idol, now turning into the NFL, while lapping up
the slop from Paulson, Bernanke and Bush about how the "economy is fundamentally strong", instead of showing up in
Washington DC to protest or flooding the fax and phone lines demanding that Congress act to reign in the fraudsters.
Let me know how "fundamentally strong" the economy is when you're walking the unemployment line and waiting for your
turn at the soup kitchen for something to eat.
Entitlements? Forget 'em. They're gone. Social Security? Medicare? Done. Not today, but in the not-distant future. China,
having gotten its money from the $700 billion "bailout", will ditch our Treasuries and refuse to buy more, as they will no
more need to sterilize export dollars as our economy collapses. We in turn will be left to twist.
We deserve it, because we could have (but didn't) stand up to their demands that we cover a private dispute instead of
handing over $700 billion we don't have. When (not if) the foreign flow of funds inward disappears due to the lack of need
for these nations to recycle dollars, we will suddenly find that we have a nearly $800 billion a year hole in our federal
budget - a hole that can only be filled by chopping Social Security, Medicare and the Military. Congratulations Congress
(and America in general); you didn't really think you'd get away with that, did you?
George W. Bush will go down in history as the President who held the office while we drove our nation's financial system
off the cliff, laughing all the while about flipping houses. And despite his protests to the contrary, the history books will
record that it was his administration that removed the 12:1 leverage limits, sued New York to prevent them from clamping
down on predatory lending, and willfully stuck its head in the sand while Bear Stearns prepared to blow up, never mind
ignoring the problem after Bear detonated in February.
Henry Paulson will go down in history as the Treasury Secretary who sold out our nation to the Chinese and London
Bankers, then fled the country with $500 million he "earned" creating and selling the very credit instruments that later blew
up and sunk the nation.
The members of the House Financial Services Committee, the Senate Banking Committee and the Joint Economic
Committee will each have special places reserved in the history books for refusing to deal with Ben Bernanke's raw power
grab after Bear Stearns, an act that will ultimately be judged to be the single most important element of the crisis, as it
forever put the market in a mood to expect "rule changes" at any time, precipitously damaging trust and liquidity.
The "no short" rule will ultimately be cited as the reason that the market crashed, being that there were no shorts to cover
and thus hundreds of stocks, on that fateful day, went "no bid" and had their prices collapse to zero - all at once.
Oil will collapse in price to $20/bbl. Unfortunately nobody will have any money to buy gasoline, or a car, so it won't matter.
As in The Depression millions of automobiles will be scrapped after being abandoned by their owners for lack of insurance
and registration fee money. Cheap scooters will become the dominant form of transportation for those with jobs, as they will
be all most people can afford.
As credit collapses distribution of food and other essentials will break down. Unable to access credit, trucking companies
will be unable to get goods to market. The current distribution system for food requires travel of over 500 miles from
production to consumption; this is untenable in a market where stable credit is unavailable. Food distribution will be
severely impacted and in some areas may break down below critical levels.
Unemployment will reach 25% within two years. Median income will fall by 30% nationally. Foreclosures will reach 20
million homes. The government will step in with HOLC-style remediation but it won't matter - the unemployed won't be
able to pay irrespective of the price.
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House prices will fall to well under $100,000 nationally on a median basis but with lending all but non-existent you'll need
50% down. A few people will make out like bandits near the bottom, being able to buy up homes for $10,000 each in blocks
of 10 at a time - for cash. 60% of America will be renters; nearly half of all homeowners will ultimately lose their homes to
foreclosure.
Civil unrest will break out in major cities when incomes fall but the cost of food and essential services fail to come down
materially, leaving millions of Americans hungry, broke and homeless. Unlike in the 1930s America will not quietly stand in
soup lines - instead they will riot, loot and burn. The National Guard will be called up but will find it impossible to exert
meaningful control without shutting down all commerce in the affected areas. The decision will be made to cordon off the
cities and deny entry to anyone who does not live in that specific neighborhood, essentially shutting down commercial
activity. GDP will fall by 30%.
The S&P 500 will fall to 150 and flatline, a 90% loss. CNBC and Bloomberg will cease broadcasting. Volume will fall to
10% of former levels.
Bleak outlook?
Yep.
Quite possible?
Yep.
Can it be stopped?
Yes, but not for much longer.
The markets are perilously close to a tipping point where they will collapse, after which all of the above will come to pass,
and Congressional action (or inaction) will be irrelevant.
Congress will then have to face the people, as will President Bush and his Cabinet, and may God have mercy on our
Republican form of government, because history shows that when government mismanages things to this degree and refuses
to respond to the will of the people, a "messiah" generally appears with a "solution" - but there will be "compromises."
Like your freedom.
To fix the problem trust must be restored. To restore trust you must stop the lying, expose the liars, prosecute and jail them
all, and stop changing the rules in the middle of the game.
This must happen now. Today. Immediately. Not tomorrow, not next week, not after a series of hearings.
Right now.
Market participants must be able to know that when they engage in a transaction it will be transparent, handled fairly, and
their rights will be protected.
Our politicians must stop demanding the impossible - that home prices "levitate." House prices cannot be maintained at
more than 3x incomes - it simply can't be done. We must encourage home prices to contract to sustainable, affordable levels
quickly and efficiently.
Mortgages must return to 30 year fixed notes, 20% down, no more than 36% DTI. No government-linked paper in any GSE
may issue outside these guidelines. We must reliquify the mortgage market, and this is the only way to do it - by writing
only sustainable mortgages.
Strong consumer protection laws must be written that bar negative balance auto and home loans. The practice of "rolling
over" an old car loan into a new one, producing an instant 20% or more deficiency against the vehicles value, must end.
Usury laws must be re-imposed, limiting credit card and other consumer loan interest to no more than a reasonable spread
over funding costs. Yes, this will limit credit to less-worthy borrowers. So be it. Unbridled credit got us here, and we must
prevent it from happening again.
The excess, unsustainable debt in the system must be defaulted. Whether held by corporations or individuals, it must be
purged from the system. Those firms and individuals that are bankrupt must be so declared and their assets liquidated, so
they can start over and the market can clear.
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People will say that what I ask is unreasonable, unable to be achieved, or "needs study."
You're free to study all you want, but if these actions are not taken immediately, right now, today, the above forecast will
come to fruition.
You are seeing the global credit markets unravel in front of your eyes, and it is happening precisely because the fraud,
avarice and outright theft has gone unpunished and left in place to siphon off wealth from the average American for more
than 20 years, and our President, in that environment, went on national television and threatened the world with a global
Depression unless his Treasury Secretary got a $700 billion blank check.
The markets, correctly perceiving there was a problem, did exactly what they did when this same gambit was run during the
Fannie and Freddie debacle - they called the bluff.
The check is now on the table and we have but two choices - either pay it or suffer the consequences.
The above is from Karl Denninger. I would add one thing to the prescription... REMONETIZE REAL MONEY! This will
begin a cascade of good things for everyone (except Paulson and Bernanke).
Oh, and mark to frickin' market the US Treasury's gold like the ECB does, instead of the ridiculous Marked-to-1973 price of
$42.22 per ounce you are now using. Sheesh. Are you frickin' kidding me?
FOFOA
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Saturday, October 11, 2008
The Thoughts of Another are Now Blowing in the Wind
Some of ANOTHER (THOUGHTS!) on the value of paper, circa 1997:
In essence, it is of the same value as the currencies, "the thoughts of nations, blowing in the wind".
How can one know value in currency, when paper does not lie still? It moves at night, where noone can see, and this we
hold to prove our worth? Real things know not this paper value, for they hold tight in the earth. In this time, we do stand
firm with value and watch as "thoughts of others change in the wind"!
All persons hold wealth as never before, but search in vain for "this measure", one that "blows not in the wind of thought".
Hold your worth firm on the ground as no storm will move a true value with weight, a weight for the winds of this season,
gold!
How long do persons continue to make these paper claims to "bonds", "stocks" and "currencies" that are produced in
numbers as the leaves on the trees? These seasons of spring and summer of twenty years time, have offered a harvest to
gather wealth that lasts for centuries. When the economy of the dollar, becomes as your "Autumn" and arrives suddenly,
they will pause from this foolishness. In that time, the savings for the future of their children will be as these dried
"leaves"of winter, blowing in the wind!
Jump ahead to October 11, 2008:
AP: All that money you've lost — where did it go? By ERIC CARVIN, Associated Press Writer Sat Oct 11, 12:41 PM ET
<--Link
Full text of the article:
NEW YORK - Trillions in stock market value — gone. Trillions in retirement savings — gone. A huge chunk of the money
you paid for your house, the money you're saving for college, the money your boss needs to make payroll — gone, gone,
gone.
Whether you're a stock broker or Joe Six-pack, if you have a 401(k), a mutual fund or a college savings plan, tumbling stock
markets and sagging home prices mean you've lost a whole lot of the money that was right there on your account statements
just a few months ago.
But if you no longer have that money, who does? The fat cats on Wall Street? Some oil baron in Saudi Arabia? The
government of China?
Or is it just — gone?
If you're looking to track down your missing money — figure out who has it now, maybe ask to have it back — you might
be disappointed to learn that is was never really money in the first place.
Robert Shiller, an economist at Yale, puts it bluntly: The notion that you lose a pile of money whenever the stock market
tanks is a "fallacy." He says the price of a stock has never been the same thing as money — it's simply the "best guess" of
what the stock is worth.
"It's in people's minds," Shiller explains. "We're just recording a measure of what people think the stock market is worth.
What the people who are willing to trade today — who are very, very few people — are actually trading at. So we're just
extrapolating that and thinking, well, maybe that's what everyone thinks it's worth."
Shiller uses the example of an appraiser who values a house at $350,000, a week after saying it was worth $400,000.
"In a sense, $50,000 just disappeared when he said that," he said. "But it's all in the mind."
Though something, of course, is disappearing as markets and real estate values tumble. Even if a share of stock you own
isn't a wad of bills in your wallet, even if the value of your home isn't something you can redeem at will, surely you can lose
potential money — that is, the money that would be yours to spend if you sold your house or emptied out your mutual funds
right now.
And if you're a few months away from retirement, or hoping to sell your house and buy a smaller one to help pay for your
kid's college tuition, this "potential money" is something you're counting on to get by. For people who need cash and need it
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now, this is as real as money gets, whether or not it meets the technical definition of the word.
Still, you run into trouble when you think of that potential money as being the same thing as the cash in your purse or your
checking account.
"That's a big mistake," says Dale Jorgenson, an economics professor at Harvard.
There's a key distinction here: While the money in your pocket is unlikely to just vanish into thin air, the money you could
have had, if only you'd sold your house or drained your stock-heavy mutual funds a year ago, most certainly can.
"You can't enjoy the benefits of your 401(k) if it's disappeared," Jorgenson explains. "If you had it all in financial stocks and
they've all gone down by 80 percent — sorry! That is a permanent loss because those folks aren't coming back. We're gonna
have a huge shrinkage in the financial sector."
There was a time when nobody had to wonder what happened to the money they used to have. Until paper money was
developed in China around the ninth century, money was something solid that had actual value — like a gold coin that was
worth whatever that amount of gold was worth, according to Douglas Mudd, curator of the American Numismatic
Association's Money Museum in Denver.
Back then, if the money you once had was suddenly gone, there was a simple reason — you spent it, someone stole it, you
dropped it in a field somewhere, or maybe a tornado or some other disaster struck wherever you last put it down.
But these days, a lot of things that have monetary value can't be held in your hand.
If you choose, you can pour most of your money into stocks and track their value in real time on a computer screen,
confident that you'll get good money for them when you decide to sell. And you won't be alone — staring at millions of
computer screens are other investors who share your confidence that the value of their portfolios will hold up.
But that collective confidence, Jorgenson says, is gone. And when confidence is drained out of a financial system, a lot of
investors will decide to sell at any price, and a big chunk of that money you thought your investments were worth simply
goes away.
If you once thought your investment portfolio was as good as a suitcase full of twenties, you might suddenly suspect that it's
not.
In the process, of course, you're losing wealth. But does that mean someone else must be gaining it? Does the world have
some fixed amount of wealth that shifts between people, nations and institutions with the ebb and flow of the economy?
Jorgenson says no — the amount of wealth in the world "simply decreases in a situation like this." And he cautions against
assuming that your investment losses mean a gain for someone else — like wealthy stock speculators who try to make
money by betting that the market will drop.
"Those folks in general have been losing their shirts at a prodigious rate," he said. "They took a big risk and now they're
suffering from the consequences."
"Of course, they had a great life, as long as it lasted."
Just how often do we see this kind of an explanation being made to the public? The answer is not very often. I made a
comment about this the other day:
FOFOA said...
Ender,
This is what I think is hard for people to understand. Let's think about a stock market crash of 3000 on the Dow. That would
be a massive bloodbath. But do any stocks disappear? No. All stocks that have been issued by companies still remain. If
there were 100 Trillion shares before the crash, there are 100 Trillion shares after the crash.
So do dollars disappear? Nope. There are still the same amount of dollars in the world as there were before the crash. If
there were $60 Trillion dollars before the crash (counting all currencies), then there are still $60 Trillion dollars after the
crash!
So what just happened? There was such a bloodbath. So many people went broke. Suicides, chaos... But what actually
happened? There are still the exact same number of dollars and the exact same number of stocks in existence.
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What actually happened is difficult to understand. Money wasn't lost. If you lost something, it wasn't money. This is the key
to everything IMO.
FOFOA
ps. This imaginary scenario is a real possibility right now.
October 5, 2008 12:50 PM
Ender said...
Perceived value is an interesting thing. It depends on another.
Functional value does not.
October 5, 2008 1:02 PM
It is interesting that over the years the public has been conditioned to be scared of this:
Back then, if the money you once had was suddenly gone, there was a simple reason — you spent it, someone stole it, you
dropped it in a field somewhere, or maybe a tornado or some other disaster struck wherever you last put it down.
And then "they" gave us a more "secure" place to "put" our "money". And the icing on the cake? They called it a "security".
How about this one... a "Mortgage Backed Security". And all the while, even to this day, they talk trash about gold,
especially about the crackpots that actually hold physical gold in the security of their homes.
As Another said long ago, "My thoughts are as free as the wind", "Secrets are for fools", "All paper will burn", and "Time
will prove all things."
Those are powerful words, especially if you consider, as I do, that Another might have been an actual European Central
Banker, not unlike those meeting this weekend to plan out the future of paper.
FOFOA
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Sunday, October 12, 2008
A Message to CNBC
I don't usually like to simply repost stuff, but this one is just so on the money. It also sounds very similar to some of my
recent posts. This is FreeGold by dictum! What I would suggest to Steve is that this same outcome can be reached through
free market means by simply monetizing gold. But what the hell, if they will accept this plan, I won't complain:
The Golden Bailout Plan
(in answer to CNBC’s request for a plan)
By Steve Hickel - Posted on USAGold forum (Steve's writings from 1999-2000 can be found in this post.)
CNBC has asked business leaders, CEO’s to come forward with their plan to bailout the economy. They claimed that few
were taking the challenge. Well here is a simple plan that may be crazy enough to just work.
CONFESSION
Before any bailout plan can be implemented, it is a must that all financial skeletons be brought out into the light. If all the
skeletons see the light of day, then transparency will reign. Confession is good for the soul and apparently ultimately
financial markets. The problem is some financial entities hold secrets too powerful for the confession called the Public.
Despite that, all time bombs need to be made known. Until that happens, we will not rise above the current financial
debacle.
The most important confession of the day needs to be from the folks who are holding back the price of gold. They need to
inform JQP (John Q. Public) how they have worked in conjunction with the Federal Reserve, the Treasury department, the
Plunge Protection Team, and all the other cohorts involved in suppressing the price of gold to keep it from reaching its
natural level. We just need a few insiders in the above “conspiracy” to come forward on the QT (quiet) and confess. They
will feel better, I assure them.
Why is this particular confession important?
Primarily because the Dow to Gold ratio has seen a ratio of 2:1 or better in the last 100 years at least twice. We are currently
in a third such correction of this ratio. In fact, we are well on the downward leg of this correction that promises – based on
past performance – to be swift and brutal. As the Dow appears to be headed towards 7,000 (or lower), that would mean that
gold will either raise to meet the DOW at $7,000 or the DOW will lower to meet gold at 860.
The author believes that most of us would prefer the DOW to not fall so low. Logic dictates that gold rise to the level of the
DOW (and the sooner the better). Some have predicted that the DOW to Gold ratio will actual surpass historical corrections
and go to a .25 to 1 ratio. That would mean that if gold holds its own currently, that the Dow will go to 200.
Ridiculous as this sounds, the confession of the gold suppressors needs to come as soon as possible. Once they have
confessed to suppressing the price of gold, then those involved can reverse their position on the long side and keep the
DOW from dropping further.
Once the skeletons expose themselves through contrition of those involved, it will be time for action.
ACTION
In order to prevent the DOW from reaching 1000 (or less), the financial powers (that got us into this mess in the first place
and who confessed and now feel much better) need to make an immediate adjust in the price of gold. What about the matter
of free markets that would normally perform this function?
Well we know that such matters of free markets no longer matter in the current crisis. Besides, someone confessed to Gold
not having been privy to a real free market anyway. So, stop kidding around. Raise the price of gold to a level that allows
the US and Europe and the rest of G-11 countries to pay off their imbalances with gold and retain half their gold in the
process. What level would gold have to “be risen” to in order to accomplish the above?
That is a tough question because we don’t even know if the US or Europe has the gold we think they do. So perhaps we
should have a public inventory of the gold (since the above confession will have made the holders of gold feel better in the
knowledge that all skeletons are in the public realm). Once we take an inventory of gold held (and owned) by the US and
Europe and the remainder of the G-11 countries, we will then need a true accounting of all the debt that needs to be “paid
off.” The author believes that these steps (inventory and an accounting of debt) should be done in parallel. Don’t wait to do
one until the other is completed. Keeping the DOW from falling further is imperative.
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As a point of discussion, let’s say that we limit our discussion to the US Debt levels (both on the books and any that might
be confessed above to not be on the books – until now). Let’s just say that $20 Trillion is the actual number of US debt
obligations. We will know more once the GAO or some independent organization let’s us know our real debt levels and the
counters of US gold let us know the actual amount of Gold held free and clear in US depositories.
For argument sake (based on public domain information), lets assume that the amount of gold held by the US (free and
clear) is 8,000 tons of gold. Eight thousand tons of gold equates to 8,000 X 32,000 troy ounces (there are 12 troy ounces in
1 troy ton). This adds up to 256,000,000 ounces. Current market value of gold (based on COMEX, the US-based futures
market – which some folks believe is one of the culprits involved in the prices suppression scheme of gold – but this will
already have been confessed so no worries) is $860. For some unknown or forgotten reason, US gold appears to be priced at
$42.22 per ounce. So much the better for reasons explained below.
In order to determined what value gold needs to “be risen” to in order to pay off $20 Trillion in debt and still have one-half
of US gold free and clear, we simply need to divide $20 Trillion by 256,000,000 ounces and double the value (keeping half
– remember?). The author’s calculator suggest that amount to be $XX per ounce ($XX per ounce doubled). Or, if you
prefer, divide $20 Trillion by one-half of 256,000,000 or 128,000,000 ounces. In any case, the answer is 20 trillion divided
by 128 million = one hundred fifty-six thousand two hundred fifty or $156,000 per ounce.
We need to factor in the current value of the audited US gold at $42.22. Subtracting $42.22 from $156,000 gives us the
amount that the gold needs “to be risen to” in order to pay of the assumed $20 Trillion in US debt and to keep half of US
gold in the process. That amount is $156,182.78. To put this in perspective, gold needs to rise from $860 (current value last
Friday) to $156,128.78 – that is a 181.54 increase in the current price of gold. If someone disagrees with the above math,
please speak up now.
As far fetched as this plan would seem and to account for any variances that may arise due to European confessions and
audits and accounting of debts and other countries such as China and Russia factoring their thoughts, it will actually keep
the DOW from falling to 1,000 and will put the US and Europe and other countries on much more solid financials. DEBT
Free!
If some financial institutions failed to confess that they may have been naked short gold as this process unfolds (and failed
to go long), they may find having to buy gold at $156,128.78 per ounce daunting. In fact, it would most likely bankrupt
them and their 3rd generation offspring. But that was what the process of confession was to accomplish – show us where all
the skeletons are so we can deal with them prior to “having gold rise” to $156,128.78 per ounce.
Some may take exception here and state that this is the same as inflation rising by a factor of 181 times. They may also
claim that it is the same as going on the gold standard. The author respectfully disagrees. He thinks that this a one-time
adjustment. Raise the price of gold, pay off the debts, then figure out a better way to do things going forward.
In case the confessors believe that gold should be kept from the hands of the masses by attempting to confiscate gold or
make it illegal for common man to own, the author believes they are missing the point. The points is to raise the price of
gold one time very quickly to $156,128.78. Pay the debts public and private and come out the other end with a better system
that those smarter than the author would know how to do.
The author is not sure why CNBC has not had any business leaders come forward to suggest the plan of Confession and
Action but no one has heard of another better plan other than create more debt to pay off other debt. It is time to act NOW.
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Tuesday, October 14, 2008
Chilling
Jim Willie, PhD has a source!
I have known something like this was coming for about a year now. But to read about it actually being planned in today's
environment gives me the chills. Paulson is like the embattled exec who is frantically trying to save his bankrupt company,
not knowing that the board of directors has already decided to fire him. If Jim Willie is right, then Paulson and all his plans
are doomed. The only hope left for America is to remonetize gold NOW before the world dumps us.
I am glad that I have prepared, but even so, it is truly frightening to think about the events we will soon witness if Jim is
right. First, like a hypothermic patient, all the blood will rush to the heart and the head, sacrificing the limbs. All federal
money will go to pay Congressional salaries and the military (to keep up "appearances"). The sacrifices will first show up as
a delay in checks to Social Security recipients and financial aid payments to states and local governments. Next we will see
small and regional banks start to drop like flies. Then a couple of the big ones, the ones we thought were too big to fail...
will fail. Without the rest of the world buying our TBills, we can no longer prop them up.
Then the pain will reach extremes. The bank runs will be in earnest and the FDIC will have no way to cover all the
guarantees short of printing all new money. But now, without the rest of the world to sop up our excess printing, we will
truly have a Weimar Experience. Bernanke's belief that "it can't happen here" is based on the dollar being a "worldwide
currency". If Jim Willie is right, then we are months away from losing that. And then, all the printing just to save the FDIC
and Social Security will leave us worse than Zimbabwe...
JIM WILLIE…
I got a great source of info who is involved in the current "Post-US World" planning, execution, positioning utterly
frightening / jw
"some incredibly nasty "S" coming the USDollar is to be killed off, along with the USTreasury Bond it is to follow a plan,
already agreed upon numerous global forces concluded and decided to kill off the US entirely since they could not separate
the innocent from the crime syndicates they want to surgically cut off the Wall St guys, big bankers, arms dealers, Dept
Treasury, a few global bank centers (IMF, WB) and more but they could not determine a method to do so, while sparing the
US population
SO THEY DECIDED TO KILL OFF THE US
a new global currency has been agreed upon, a basket
it will be based upon the euro, ruble, yen, dinar notice the dollar and psterling are not included, therefore to become Third
World Nations the common factor is that all four come from export surplus nations the dinar will be gold-backed and bring
a sudden end to the Petro-Dollar the ruble is expected before long to also be gold-backed, but smaller in scope after Europe
is forced to purchase all energy products from Russia in rubles, big changes word has come to me that a global basket will
SOON displace the USDollar that will immediately kick the US into the Third World
the Canadian Dollar will survive ok since demanded to purchase commodities
the Chinese will want to keep it down somewhat, in order to render cheap their commodity bill
gold will be over 2000 by January, silver over 25
the paper gold and paper silver prices are now meaningless
the COMEX is setting up for a metals default
look for defaults in oil, gold, silver, and USTBonds before too many months
absolutely frightening nasty "S" is coming
/ jim
If we are going to survive this, much more drastic measures need to be taken by Congress NOW. And I'm not talking about
more "liquidity". WAKE UP! It's over unless we change the paradigm OURSELVES. Otherwise it will be changed for us!
And then you will wish you had bought a gun and gold while you still had the chance.
FOFOA
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Thursday, October 16, 2008
FreeGold is In The Works
Here's a good radio interview with Jim Willie discussing some of the info from my previous post:
Click here for the audio.
I would like to discuss a couple of Jim's topics. First, from the first half of this audio, I want to take a look at the EU, Russia,
(Japan?), and Middle Eastern plans to replace the dollar with something else as the world's reserve currency. I would like to
put forth a theory that they all might be planning this... but only one of them has the Ace of Spades.
Now think about Dubai.
What do you know about Dubai?
Here's a little reminder:
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Even Donald Trump is building a hotel there! Click Here
So what does Dubai have to do with FreeGold and Jim Willie? Well, Dubai has spent the last 10 years building "the future".
And now the future is almost here!! Think about when Another was writing in 1997. Look at the "before picture" above. Do
you understand? What Another predicted didn't happen back then. Now they are ready for it IN SPADES.
Dubai now has a fully operational stock exchange! Gold and oil will all be traded through this exchange.
The UAE has the Dirham, but they are supposedly close to a unified Dinar for the Middle East. (Many currencies in the ME
are called the Dinar, derived from Greek meaning "give").
The point is that I believe we will soon have a big surprise out of Dubai, one of the seven emerates in the United Arab
Emerates. Dubai is going to be the equivalent of New York City in the new world, as far as international commerce and
glamour is concerned.
And in this world... FreeGold! Remember, they may get less gold per barrel under FreeGold, but all gold is worth more, and
that includes the 200 Tonnes they have accumulated since Another's warnings were delayed by 9/11 and Alan Greenspan.
Our folly has given them untold wealth in the past 10 years, while what WE thought was wealth was just a desert mirage.
I am sure Jim Willie's "source" is correct about the plans in Europe, Russia and Japan. But right now, the Arabs hold all the
cards. They have oil, they have gold, they have a currency in the works, and they have a shiny new exchange and a shiny
new city.
None of this was true when Another was writing. "Oil" has had ten years to prepare since Another first saw this coming.
Now "oil" is ready, and the rest of the world is failing. The EU may have plans... Russia may have plans... but the Arabs
have a shiny new city, currency and exchange to go with their oil and their gold.
Look out world... this is the hidden news of tomorrow! And you heard it here first.
The other thing I would like to discuss is Jim Willie's comments about silver versus gold. Jim has clearly placed himself in
camp with the likes of Ted Butler and Jason Hommel. But this is in clear contradiction with what Another and FOA said, as
well as a growing contingent.
With the gold/silver ratio at a record 83:1 today, this has become a hot topic. People like Jason, Ted and Jim are telling you
to play the ratio... exchange all your gold for silver. DON'T DO IT.
Jim's rationale is that the CB's can't sell silver because they don't have any. Therefore, they can't drive down the price. Ted
and Jason proclaim the relative scarcity of silver. But here are some messages about silver that were posted in the last 24
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hours from people I respect... all in line with the (THOUGHTS!) of Another:
From Jim Sinclair:
10. Exchange Traded Funds will not return the assets upon which it is based to you.
11. Sliver will demonstrate the fact that it is more industrial a metal than precious.
12. Silver is not a currency because it is simply too HEAVY to settle debts or to be universally fungible.
13. Silver performs best when there is reasonable industrial demand and distrust of currency. When this happens rounding
up the gang and their money will have a lot to do with which party is elected.
From USAGold:
Randy (usagold.com 16October2008; 15:03)
Some thoughts for Topaz
This is in response to your 4:17 commentary regarding silver’s market behavior being torn between “money” and
“commodity”:
“Those who watch the red (or green) Ag line on it’s daily meander across the screen will be aware of her price tendency one
minute to resemble and track Gold …and otoh at times to resemble her commodity cousins.
She just can’t seem to make up her mind - am I a commodity …or am I money!”…etc…
I’m going to put some thoughts out there as an opening premise that you might not immediately agree with, but just bear
with them for a bit and we’ll see whether it all stitches together in the end.
You said, “If the free market held sway, I think you’d find it would come down squarely on the side of ‘money’…”
Since that premise leaves ample room for the consternation you’ve expressed, let’s simply try the other premise on for size
— that silver is an industrial commodity first and foremost over any other role at which it may dabble. (And frankly I think
it is appropriate to take this commodity-oriented view of silver because, whereas central banks are not shy about making use
of gold reserves, they do not similarly hold silver.)
And with this premise being at odds with the one you initially hold, let’s gently ease into to by imagining it none the less
remains a close race, with the commodity play dominating the monetary play by a slim margin of, say, 52% to 48% among
bidders averaged over time.
For the sake of brevity and simplicity (but which I hope is still adequate to be instructive) we’ll limit our musings to what
would be the naturally expected outcome of silver’s performance on the price-setting futures markets. Granted, it’s a dodgy
business, but for the time being there is no getting around the fact that the futures markets hold sway with regard to the price
quotes that make the headlines.
With central bankers pumping liquidity in the face of a credit seizure and an imminent economic downturn, there is
certainly a mental tug-o-war in a silver investor’s mind regarding whether they should seek a monetary safe haven (from
expectations of currency depreciation and/or financial system default) versus whether they should run away from a
commodity that will almost certainly experience less industrial demand during an economic recession.
Looking at the downdraft in the wider commodity complex, our opening premise that silver is foremost a commodity goes a
long way toward explaining it’s general price direction at the moment — with short sellers dominating the futures markets.
But we can’t forget that there is a significant camp of investors who steadfastly believe silver ought to perform more in line
with its ancient (bimetallism) monetary kinship with gold. There are inevitably days in which the commodity camp players
are largely on the sidelines according to the ebb and flow of economic and financial news, times at which the silver
monetary camp can get the occasional upper hand in dominating the action on the futures market and thus setting the day’s
price performance. These monetary silver boys would generally choose one of two alternatives. They would either simply
go long silver, or more likely they would be bewildered by the current 83:1 silver:gold ratio (compared to the ancient
monetary/currency kinship between 12:1 to 15:1) and would therefore go long silver while simultaneously shorting gold in
an expectation that the ratio will eventually narrow.
This goes a long way toward explaining how you can witness the flip-flopping days of performance for its split personality.
But of course, with the majority of participants trading silver according to industrial commodity, downward pricing pressure
will tend to win out in the current market environment. And on the other side, there is a larger (deeper pockets) contingent
of participants who turn to gold as the foremost monetary safe-haven, thus putting upward pressure on the silver:gold ratio,
overwhelming the silver camp’s lesser efforts at shorting gold. And eventually, in drips or in droves, the participants in the
silver money camp capitulate their loss-making positions — they sell their silver contracts and unwind their gold shorts,
thus driving the ratio to new heights, perhaps even to ratios large enough and tempting enough to lure in the next herd of
silver monetary sheep to be unceremoniously sheared.
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Steer clear of those meadows, or at least step nimbly, my friend, it’s a minefield out there!
R.
Ender (usagold.com 16October2008; 15:48)
Sir Randy, can’t help but view your public thoughts
When the Ender looks at these two metals, it appears that there is a commodity - along with a monetary - function. IMHO,
anyone would do well to hold either metal until the system breaks.
There is one significant difference between the two, one is a reserve asset on the books of the banks and the other is not.
This is a significant distinction in the realm of monetary function. Gold stands ready to bailout the system, silver does not. If
a bailout is required, CBs will not wait in line for Silver, but rather use what they already own – free and clear – to perform
the job.
Silver will do very well if gold cannot perform the function.
Trade silver, save gold.
Ender.
I must say that I agree with the above. I still have a considerable amount of silver myself. But it was all purchased BEFORE
I discovered the truth that ANOTHER spoke ten years ago. And I would add that I have read dozens of opinions on this
subject, and I find the opinion that Another spoke to be the most likely. Not just because it came from him, but because of
thoughtful analysis based on all my readings.
That said, I would simply encourage you to not panic about the silver you already hold. It is much better than dollars or
even Dinars. But I would encourage you to put all future efforts into gold. That's if you find what I say to be at least a little
bit credible.
Silver may hold value, but gold will explode!
Remember, the future is known by nobody. It is only a collection of probabilities. And my goal is to identify the most
probable of these.
I will post more later hopefully. Be sure to check comments if you are looking for updates. Sometimes will put new "finds"
not worthy of a post in the comments section.
One final note. This does not make me in the least bit happy. I support Israel and I am at odds with these developments. But
to survive in this world, you must look at reality without bias and then react. In this case, the only thing to do is to buy
physical gold with any money you have that you do not need to live on for the next 6 months to a year. That's it. It is how it
is and it is as simple as that.
FOFOA

Friday, October 17, 2008
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OPEC

Perhaps $70 per barrel of oil ($10 less than it was a year ago) is a truly scary thing for the rich oil producing countries.
Perhaps (even though it just reached the high of $70 per barrel for the first time two years ago) this is so serious that they
had to move up the meeting scheduled for mid-November by about 3 weeks to next Friday. Perhaps the thought of 3 extra
weeks of lower oil prices due to a worldwide recession needed immediate attention.
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But the fact of the matter is that the oil producers who are hurt most by 3 weeks of lower prices are the ones with the least
influence within OPEC. The wealthy producers like Saudi Arabia and the UAE are "cushioned... by vast budget surpluses
and foreign reserves...not all member states are facing such an acute squeeze. The UAE is still announcing big new
construction projects in Abu Dhabi and Dubai. Saudi Arabia, easily the world's biggest oil producer and Opec's de facto
leader, is comfortable with oil prices at a lower level." It is the weak members like Iran who need oil to stay near $100 per
barrel. Link
So why the rush to meet? That is the question I am asking.
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As I look around I see a potential opportunity for OPEC that goes far beyond 3 weeks of higher prices. I see that the world's
banking system, currency systems, and credit systems falling apart. I see that big changes have happened in America in the
last four weeks and that even bigger changes are right around the corner. For one thing, the American Presidential election is
3 weeks away. The final debate was on Wednesday, so there are no more obvious opportunities for major swings. Yesterday,
Drudgereport featured a Gallup Poll with the two candidates in a statistical dead heat. Obama 49%, McCain 47%. 2% is
within the margin of error. Today a second and similar poll was added.
So what if the big difference between the November meeting and the meeting next Friday is that the new meeting is
happening BEFORE the election? What if the leading OPEC countries have calculated that it would be better to make a
move now? For whatever reason?
And if so, what is that move? Just a drop in oil production? I doubt it.
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On the surface, this OPEC meeting is what it is. What is much more interesting to me is what will be discussed in back
rooms between select members. What move is one particular OPEC member planning that would require coordination with
a few others?

These thoughts bring me back to Another. There were a few statements Another repeated many times. "Oil and gold will
never flow in the same direction." "All paper will burn." ... and so on.
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In all the media coverage of the current economic crisis over the past few months, the Middle East has been surprisingly
absent. How many banks have failed in Dubai? How many Saudi hedge funds have gone under? How many bailouts have
the Arabs had to endure?
Our entire western world is built and priced based upon full production of oil. Is it a coincidence that physical gold supply is
so tight right now? Is the COMEX on the eve of a major default? Is "oil" aware of all of this?
I leave you with Another's very first post from October 5, 1997. In his first post, you would assume that he would
summarize the principle (THOUGHTS!) he was trying to get across. I think he did. And to put OPEC's "emergency
meeting" next Friday in the context of Another's first post raises a lot of question in my mind.
Date: Sun Oct 05 1997 21:29
ANOTHER ( THOUGHTS! ) ID#60253:
Everyone knows where we have been. Let's see where we are going!
It was once said that "gold and oil can never flow in the same direction". If the current price of oil doesn't change soon we
will no doubt run out of gold.
This line of thinking is very real in the world today but it is never discussed openly. You see oil flow is the key to gold flow.
It is the movement of gold in the hidden background that has kept oil at these low prices. Not military might, not a strong
US dollar, not political pressure, no it was real gold. In very large amounts. Oil is the only commodity in the world that was
large enough forgold to hide in. Noone could make the South African / Asian connection when the question was asked,
"how could LBMA do so many gold deals and not impact the price". That's because oil is being partially used to pay for
gold! We are going to find out that the price of gold, in terms of real money ( oil ) has gone thru the roof over these last few
years. People wondered how the physical gold market could be "cornered" when it's currency price wasn't rising and no
shortages were showing up? The CBs were becoming the primary suppliers by replacing openly held gold with CB
certificates. This action has helped keep gold flowing during a time that trading would have locked up.
(Gold has always been funny in that way. So many people worldwide think of it as money, it tends to dry up as the price
rises.) Westerners should not be too upset with the CBs actions, they are buying you time!
So why has this played out this way? In the real world some people know that gold is real wealth no matter what currency
price is put on it. Around the world it is traded in huge volumes that never show up on bank statements, govt. stats., or
trading graph paper.
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The Western governments needed to keep the price of gold down so it could flow where they needed it to flow. The key to
free up gold was simple. The Western public will not hold an asset that going nowhere, at least in currency terms. ( if one
can only see value in paper currency terms then one cannot see value at all ) The problem for the CBs was that the third
world has kept the gold market "bought up" by working thru South Africa! To avoid a spiking oil price the CBs first freed
up the publics gold thru the issuance of various types of "paper future gold". As that selling dried up they did the only thing
they could, become primary suppliers! And here we are today. In the early 1990s oil went to $30++ for reasons we all know.
What isn't known is that it's price didn't drop that much. You see the trading medium changed. Oil went from $30++ to $19
+ X amount of gold! Today it costs $19 + XXX amount of gold! Yes, gold has gone up and oil has stayed the same in most
eyes.
Now all govts. don't get gold for oil, just a few. That's all it takes. For now! When everyone that has exchanged gold for
paper finds out it's real price, in oil terms they will try to get it back. The great scramble that "Big Trader" understood may
be very, very close.
Now my friends you know where we are at and with a little thought , where we are going.
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Sunday, October 19, 2008
The Currency War
Reality is a funny thing. It exists mostly in the Thoughts of men. During times of change those Thoughts will eventually
coalesce into physical reality. Right now there are many different Thoughts making their way through the world. Everyone
knows that we are in a time of change, but the reality of that change has yet to coalesce.
We are truly in the opening rounds of the "currency war" that Another spoke of:
If one closely follows "in the footsteps of giants" ( not the book ) , he will also be preparing for a "currency war"! Time
passes, thoughts change, people consider and value is perceived differently. Persons say, "the seasons are all the same", but
we know "the weather is never the same". A storm approaches YOUR SHORES from across the pacific! -Another, March
26, 1998
There is much talk circulating right now about "a new currency". Jim Willie hears talk that there is a plan to "kill off the
US" with a currency basket that includes the Ruble, the Euro, the Yen and the Dinar.
Europe is presenting "a blueprint for a new worldwide currency system" to President Bush this weekend!
(Hat tip Randy)
The UAE is talking about "isolating" itself from "negative global sentiment".
The UAE stock markets must conclusively break their correlation with global exchanges to sustain upward momentum in
the longer term...If this is achieved, the UAE could become a safe haven for overseas funds, especially now that the
government has guaranteed all bank deposits.
On Friday, Bahrain denied rumors that it will depeg it's currency from the dollar.
"There is no change affecting the relation between the Bahraini dinar and the dollar, and we will maintain the ratio," he said.
Kuwait, the fourth largest OPEC producer, continues to struggle with high inflation exported by the US even a year and a
half after depegging from the dollar.
Emerging economies such as China and India are now to be included in the November G8 "global bank reform summit" in
the US.
Here is a short and interesting South African perspective.
And here is what I think is going on:
In hindsight, Paulson's "rescue plan" of the past 3 months comes into very clear focus. From the beginning it was a topdown confidence game (a con) on the rest of the world in favor of the dollar. The plan was to shore up a select few of the top
financial institutions (the one's that Paulson could "count on") with other people's money, pay off a few of the most powerful
victims of the fraud (perhaps China's central bank), and make the dollar appear to be strong.
And because the Euro has squandered it's initial promise over the past decade in favor of the dollar faction, it was easy for
Paulson to get the European central banks to cooperate which provided cover for his very self centered actions.
This mountain of money injections by Paulson and Bernanke have helped only a select few at the very top by removing the
consequences of their bad bets and making someone else pay those consequences. Everyone else has been screwed.
Americans have watched their 401K's evaporate and the rest of the world has felt equal or greater pain.
And the "smoke and mirror" efforts to make the dollar appear strong have caused grievous injury to almost every other
nation around the world. If you listened to the Jim Puplava audio in my previous post, it is clear that these efforts began in
great earnest on July 15th, 2008. Paulson, through the President's Working Group on Financial Markets, also known
informally as the PPT (the Plunge Protection Team), which includes JPMorgan, Goldman Sachs and the US Federal
Reserve, began a massive campaign of short selling gold, oil, and other worldwide commodities.
At the same time, Paulson banned the short selling of US Financial firms like JPMorgan and Goldman Sachs through the
SEC. This had the effect of reversing the market trend of 2008 up to that point. It caused great losses in the net worth of
many people who had been making correct bets in the markets, and it did massive damage to countries around the world
who stake their international claim as suppliers of gold, oil and other commodities.
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The dollar appears strong when less dollars can buy more oil, gold and commodities. That is the way it works. Also, by
getting the European central bankers to adopt his tactics, he ensured that the Euro would continue to decline faster than the
dollar, making the dollar appear to rise on the USDX which is a worldwide accepted gauge of dollar strength, even though it
is mostly measured against the Euro.
So in other words, Hank Paulson "stopped the bleeding" on Wall Street by rescuing his friends (and his own retirement,
scheduled to begin January 20th, 2009), paid off the most immediate threats (China dumping dollar holdings), and screwed
over the entire world to create the false impression that the dollar is still the strongest currency on earth and should be
loved and used by everyone because it is so great.
Now this might have worked except that it is soooo damn transparent that even a commoner like me can see what he did.
And the clearest sign that his con job on the world has failed is all this talk now about a new world currency.
So that brings us to the Middle Eastern oil producing countries. They have something THE WHOLE WORLD NEEDS! Oil!
And what do we have to offer in return? Paper! Do they need our paper? I think not. They are perfectly capable of making
their own paper.
In fact, as it stands right now their valuable commodity, oil, is at the mercy of our "paper oil" in New York City. This was
clearly evident on September 22nd when oil prices briefly spiked up 25% as buyers insisted on physical delivery and the
sellers of "paper oil" had to scramble to find some "real oil" to deliver.
Now if I know this, don't you think OPEC does too?
Which brings us to this OPEC meeting on Friday in Vienna. What is the purpose of an OPEC meeting? The real purpose is
the press conference after the meeting and the statement that they will make. It is this statement that affects the markets.
Again, reality is in the Thoughts of men.
One thing all these players know is that whomever owns the press that prints the currency in which oil is priced and sold,
owns something much more valuable than gold!
Ownership of that very printing press is what has made America into THE superpower.
The battle lines have been drawn. Talk of a new currency is "in the air". Who will print the new reserve currency? As
Another taught us, it is the currency that prices oil that IS the reserve currency of the world.
Here are the faces of the Dollar/Euro faction:
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And here are the faces of OPEC, as found in a simple Google image search of "OPEC":
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Can you see the difference?
The world should pay close attention to the press conference after the OPEC meeting on Friday. My guess is that there is
about a 25% probability that it will be VERY important.
One question still needs to be answered. On March 31, 1998, Another asked:
The world US dollar based economy is about to change, and America will find "no point" for warships in the Gulf. I ask you
now, "who will defend Arabia"?
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Does anybody know the answer?
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Friday, October 24, 2008
Fractals, Chaos Theory and Black Swans
In Jurassic Park (the book), Michael Crichton introduced us to fractals and Chaos Theory through the character of Dr. Ian
Malcolm, a mathematician and self-professed "chaotician," a title which he used to describe his work in applying Chaos
Theory to practical real-life scenarios. Malcolm was played by Jeff Goldblum in the movies. His character explained,
through fractals and Chaos Theory, how the "meddling" created such disastrous results.
In the video link at the bottom, you will meet a real life "Dr. Malcolm" in Benoit Mandelbrot. His Jurassic Park is today's
economic crisis...
Start with this post today from Michael Kosares, the owner of USAGold, CPM (Centennial Precious Metals) and host of
Another/FOA from 1998 until 2001:
MK (usagold.com 24October2008; 10:06)
Why gold ownership is so important. . .
“The next Fourth Turning is due to begin shortly after the new millennium, midway through the Oh-Oh decade. Around the
year 2005, a sudden spark will catalyze a Crisis mood. Remnants of the old social order will disintegrate. Political and
economic trust will implode. Real hardship will beset the land, with severe distress that could involve questions of class,
race, nation, and empire.” — William Strauss and Neil Howe, The Fourth Turning, 1997
“We are in the midst of a once in a century credit tsunami. . .Those of who have looked to the self interest of lending
institutions to protect share holders’ equity, myself especially, are in a state of shocked disbelief.” — Alan Greenspan,
10/23/08, Congressional testimony
“I don’t know… if we’re entering the most difficult period since, not since the Great Depression — since the American
Revolution. . .Never in the history of the world have we faced so much complexity combined with so much incompetence
and understanding its properties. Now you understand why I’m worried. I hope I’m wrong. I wake up every morning actually I don’t wake every morning now, I start to wake up at night the past couple weeks hoping I’m wrong. Begging to be
wrong. I think that we may be experiencing something that is vastly worse than we think it is.” — Nicholas Taleb, author,
The Black Swan, PBS interview, 10/21/08
____________
Taken together, these three quotes summarize the current situation, not just as an assessment, but as a call to action. Those
of you who have read my writings over the years know that I put stock in the idea of fractals and chaos theory, though I
think “chaos theory” a misnomer. There is a great deal of structure to the chaos Mandelbrot and Taleb describe. Thus, I was
very interested in the interview linked here by gLod (Thanks, sir!).
In this context, an event like the Iceland breakdown, for example, is important not so much in that it will cause further,
knock-on problems in the financial system. It is important because it is the result of circumstances which exist everywhere,
i.e., provocative circumstances in place system-wide. Iceland becomes a template, by this this way of thinking, for what
might occur elsewhere, and thus, not an isolated event. In essence, Iceland might be seen as a fractal. It follows then that
Icelands may exist everywhere because of the global spread of fiat money systems — economies prone to stagflationary
breakdown.
As I have said before, the first stagflationary breakdown of this type was the United States in the 1970s. The same sort of
breakdown occurred in Asia in the 1990s, as well as in Mexico, Argentina and a host of others thereafter — same symptoms,
same disease. And now — some 35 years later — we have come full circle back to the United States. In this wave, the
number of state participants has risen, i.e., the nature of the crisis as Mandelbrot and Taleb point out has become global with
global consequences.
I can see why Taleb is having trouble sleeping nights. He is not the only one. Individual investors/citizens should take note.
In the same way, what is happening in the gold market is not an isolated event. Gold could be a fractal in its own right
signaling what might happen in other commodities, most notably, oil, natural gas and foodstuffs if collapsing prices cause
shortages. Be aware. This is not a time to beg off as a casual observer.

Here is glOd's post referenced by MK which contains audio and transcript links:
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gl0d (usagold.com 23October2008; 19:21)
Black Swans & Mandelbrots
A short interview with Nicholas Taleb and Benoit Mandelbrot on NPR [mp3] [some transcripts]
Taleb: “I don’t know… if we’re entering the most difficult period since, not since the Great Depression — since the
American Revolution”.
g.
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Friday, October 31, 2008
A Season of Change
Hurricane season officially runs from June 1st through November 30th. I have read the analogy of the "Chrismas Tsunami
of 2004" as it applies to the financial crisis. The tide has gone out and now those that did not seek shelter will soon be
overtaken by the wave. This is a good analogy, but I may have a better one.
Someone asked me why I have been so quiet for the past week. It is because I have been quietly observing the writings of
others, both in the mainstream and in the gloom and doom crowd. And I have noticed a divergence of opinions over the past
week or two. Opinions are swirling fast, yet the markets seem surprisingly calm.
The inflation/deflation debate has picked up steam. And so has the bull/bear debate. I even heard someone on CNBC today
say that the bear market clearly ended on October 10th and that we are now in the new bull market for stocks. Interesting.
What we are IN right now is the eerie calm that you experience in the eye of the storm.

Here's my analogy: We (everyone in the world) are all on an oil platform in the middle of the Gulf of Mexico. Somehow we
managed to fit 6 billion people on a square mile of manmade real estate, but that's beside the point, it's called "suspension of
disbelief". Anyway, we have just ridden out a major Category 3 hurricane. It washed away most of our supplies, wiped out
much of our safety structure, demolished our satellite links and communications, and left us in a bewildered state of halfpanic, half-relief. At the moment we can see blue sky overhead, and people are finally starting to come out of hiding.
As the people come out they are talking. And debates are forming in every corner of the platform. Some people are saying
we survived the hurricane, let's call it Hurricane Hank. Other people are saying that we've only survived the first half of
Hurricane Hank, and that we are right in the eye of the storm. Just over the horizon lurks the ominous eye wall as the stalled
Hank gains energy and moves from a 3 to a 4 to a Category 5.
The Eyewall of a Hurricane
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There are even a few in the group that think the storm is gone and have set out for land in the few small lifeboats that
remain. Don't be surprised if they are never heard from again. I am here to tell you that we are currently sitting in the eye of
the largest financial storm ever to come our way! Hunker down folks, because the next wave to hit is going to be unlike
anything we've ever seen before. And it is coming soon. Remember, we are right, smack dab, in the climactic closing act of
a season of "CHANGE".
I have a new mathematical equation for you. Here it is:
This ariticle + This post = FreeGold
"VALUE" is the term that I use to describe both real things that people want and need as well as the human effort that makes
and gathers those real things. VALUE covers both goods and human effort. "FIAT MONEY", on the other hand, is only a
temporary proxy for VALUE. As VALUE passes from one person to another, it must move quickly through the proxy FIAT
MONEY, or else the exchange of VALUE between the people will favor one over the other. And for those that choose not to
pass VALUE quickly, they sit exposed to the scam that is FIAT MONEY. And as FIAT MONEY is exposed as the scam that
it is, it quickly moves into VALUE. This quick movement is called velocity, and it has the effect of raising the "price" of the
destination.
"STOCKS AND BONDS" are proxies for FIAT MONEY, in the same way as FIAT MONEY is a proxy for VALUE.
Actually, they are a "DERIVATIVE" of FIAT MONEY. And beyond STOCKS AND BONDS, there are "DERIVATIVES OF
DERIVATIVES". This actually goes on and on much deeper than you would believe. But as each of these are exposed as
scams, they strive to reach VALUE. So a DERIVATIVE OF A DERIVATIVE, must go into a DERIVATIVE, and then go
into FIAT MONEY before it can finally reach VALUE. And right now we are in a stage of velocity where FIAT MONEY is
the destination whose price is rising. But it is not the FINAL DESTINATION.
As Denninger's post shows, there is a revolution under way. It is a revolution against the scam of FIAT MONEY and
DERIVATIVES. And Price explains how all VALUE exchanges happen in the present, not in the future. FIAT MONEY and
DERIVATIVES are scams meant to trick you into giving up VALUE in the present for a promise of a return of VALUE in
the future. That scam has now been exposed.
So as all the FIAT MONEY seeks VALUE the world over, it will ultimately end in FreeGold. That is my simplest
explanation. To get there you must think through the amount of DERIVATIVES and FIAT MONEY that will be bidding on
the limited supply of real VALUE. Remember, VALUE is real things and human effort. And your "savings" are the extra
VALUE you create above and beyond what you need and want. Those "savings", the world over, will overwhelm the limited
supply of gold.
And believe me when I tell you that this show is coming very soon to a theater near you!
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In closing, I will leave you with a few ANOTHER (QUOTES!)...
The US$ is soon to become a " regular paper currency"! To this end, holders of US dollars and US$ assets, must make a
decision that will impact all assets, worldwide! To this end, assets will move to "physical gold " and cash dollars" first,
driving up the dollar against all currencies. Then the dollar will be sold as it is deployed into real things.
Everyone understands the implications of this. Or do they? In reality, when the US government needs money, it doesn't sell
debt! It "TRANSFERS" the obligation of it's citizens to pay future real production ( taxes ) as a "backing" for it's newly
printed currency! As this process has been going on for decades, it has built up a debt of "real production payments" that it's
citizens can never pay. Further, as the world reserve, this currency is held thru proxy "by every single person on this planet"
that uses paper to trade anything!
From the day of our birth we are taught to value all things using the one factor alone, currency! Can one contemplate the
value of all possessions in other terms? Do you not have to think first as to "how many dollars is that worth" then "how
many dollars is this worth" to compare two items? If it is deep within our mind, that we can know value only in terms of
paper, to this I ask, can one know value at all!
Some say, "gold fall because noone was buying it". I say, "gold fall because many were buying it"! They buy as the "trading
market" was made "much fat" with added paper! Understand this: The US$ price of gold could only fall if a market existed
for paper gold priced lower each time of offer! If the price did not fall, this paper market "could not function" as "it would
not be profitable to the writer"! It was, for many years, in the good interest of all, for the dollar to find a gold price close to
production cost. That time has now much passed!
Think about that last one. Paper gold markets like COMEX are ONLY profitable to the sellers when the price is falling!
And finally...
This change in "World reserve currency" will be "the unfolding event of our time"! As in conflict, the deployment of
forces/assets is never a final decision! But, for persons of simple thought, such as I, we do well to "follow in the footsteps of
giants"! Today, this trail does show deep prints from the weight of GOLD! For myself and my country, I stand with the
proof from the past, I stand with gold! I thank you for your effort, "for all your days, walk tall with wealth"!
FOFOA
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Sunday, November 2, 2008
More on Chaos Theory
The financial and economic landscape today is so complex, so massively complex, that it is impossible to deduce what
exactly is coming next. There are billions and billions of individual influences all working in concert to shape our future
from one day to the next.
We have a shifting political landscape, moving in different directions at different speeds in every corner of the globe. We
have unknown and unseen moves being made by Central Bankers around the world, some in concert and some in secret. We
have unseen flows of capital from dark pools of liquidity into short positions and then back again. We have individual
households making their spending plans for this year's Christmas gifts. We have oil barons and gold titans discussing their
world-control options. We have a multitude of opinions moving at the speed of light over the internet, changing and shaping
the thoughts of millions of people in every country of the world.
So if someone tells you they know for sure exactly what is coming next and when, you can know one thing for sure... that
person doesn't know!
The inflation/deflation debate is almost comical at this point. Most of the disagreements I read these days boil down to
misunderstood definitions. Many people I see arguing are actually in perfect agreement if they would only properly define
the terms.
The point I am getting at is that the only way to view such a complex landscape is from very far away. That is, if you really
want to see what is happening. And one way to view it in this way is through Chaos Theory, which was mentioned in this
post.
For those of you who don't know much about Chaos Theory, the name can be somewhat misleading. It is a theory that deals
with complex systems that, on first glance, appear completely chaotic or random. But the reality is that these complex
systems are actually deterministic. That is to say that seemingly chaotic gyrations in the future are actually amplifications
of the initial condition of the system, and do not require the interference of random elements to explain.
Through the observation of chaotic behavior, patterns start to appear. As the billions of individual influences on our
economic landscape act, and then react, then react again (called "iterations"), a pattern will emerge which is "self-similar".
What this means is that the pattern at the smallest scale, the individual, will start to resemble the combined pattern of larger
and larger groups. This will continue to develop until the fullness of the pattern has revealed itself, and that will be our
future. This pattern, called a "fractal", appears everywhere in nature. It can be seen in clouds, snow flakes, crystals,
mountain ranges, lightning, river networks, fern leaves, heat burns, coastlines, and the list goes on and on.
The closer you look, or the farther away you get, the pattern is still apparent. Look at the pattern of a spiral galaxy. Almost
looks like a hurricane, yeah? This pattern repeats at each scale as you move in closer. It is seen in the individual solar
systems, in the weather patterns on the planets, in a river eddy, even down to an atom with spinning electrons. In nature,
fractal patterns abound.
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Here are some other common fractal patterns:
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The Fibonacci Ratio is an observation that came out of this natural phenomenon, and it is used in the Elliot Wave Principle
which most of you are probably familiar with. I only mention this to show that everything is connected. But Fibonacci and
Elliot are outside of the scope of this post.
Back to the economy...
At the individual level, a pattern can be seen when it comes to a person's wealth. All over the world individuals are coming
to terms with the fact that they have lost some wealth. Their response is the pattern. And the pattern is that the remaining
wealth is moved. It's movement may seem chaotic in any individual case, but it is generally following the pattern of
moving away from paper promises (perceived danger) to real things (perceived safety).
Often, the first move is not ideal. Value moves from one paper promise to a different one until new danger is perceived, then
it is moved again. This "migration" continues, and WILL continue until perceived safety becomes real safety.
As this pattern develops in the individual, it also appears slowly in larger groups, like funds. Pension funds, hedge funds,
etc... will all begin to migrate value to safety.
Then, soon the pattern will emerge at the national level, then the international level, and finally the galactic level.
It is my belief that Another recognized this fractal pattern as long ago as 1997, and perhaps sooner. Our path in getting from
there to here has been circuitous, to say the least. Many "chaotic" detours have muddled the pattern; 9/11, the housing
bubble, etc... But the fractal pattern remains intact. Therefore, I believe that we are still on the path that Another laid before
us, and I believe we are closer than ever to the end that he predicted.
You see, it doesn't matter so much what happens along the way. It will make perfect sense to us once we are well beyond the
end and can look back. Hindsight is always 20/20. And what happens along the way will most definitely appear chaotic to
the close observer. But the pattern will ultimately emerge from the chaos and, in the end, the whole system will be shown to
have been deterministic from the beginning.
In this case, the beginning is the mid-90's (or perhaps much earlier), and the end is FreeGold, because that is our focus.
So look for the pattern to appear in the larger scales. I have already seen it appear in my own home. And I can already see
the signs that it is coming.
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Inflation/Deflation? It doesn't really concern me. I have my opinion, and that is massive hyperinflation at some point in the
not-so-distant future. But as I have said before, FreeGold DOES NOT REQUIRE hyperinflation.
As Another said...
The winds blow well on this cloudless night. All are asleep with the dreams of what tomorrow may bring. Yes, this is a fine
evening to consider gold!
FOFOA
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Friday, November 7, 2008
The 100 Year Clearing
Let's start with this article. In it, Hugo Salinas Price points us to an observation he makes that he hasn't seen mentioned
anywhere else. And that is the sudden decline in the non-gold reserves held by the Central Banks of the world.
He concludes the article with this question:
What is the significance of the drastic change in the growth-trend of International Reserves, from explosive growth, to the
sudden beginning of a contraction?
I hope others, more competent than myself, address this question. I believe it is quite important that we have an authoritative
answer to it.
I certainly don't consider myself more competent than Mr. Price, nevertheless I will take a shot at addressing his question
with a little help from the most perspicacious A.E. Fekete.
First, let's take a look at the graph in Price's article because it is a little misleading:

If you notice the first 80% of the graph goes parabolic, then it levels off for the last 20% with a slight decline. What is
misleading is the x-axis of time. The first 80% covers 60 years of time, and the last 20% covers only 3 months of time. So in
reality, if we were to compress that last 20% so that it matched the time progression it is not a leveling off at all, it is the
very beginning of a sharp decline.
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This is important to understand because any parabolic function like this cannot be maintained for very long. What goes
straight up, must come down very quickly. A good example of this kind of parabolic rise and subsequent crash is this chart
of the price of gold, which peaked in 1980:

So the question is, what is going on with the Central Bank "paper" reserves? To find the answer, I turn to some history and
theory from Antal E. Fekete. On Monday, he spoke to the Civil Society Institute at Santa Clara University in California. In
his address I found a thought that leads me to what may be happening with the decreasing Central Bank reserves. You can
read Fekete's paper here.
The issue I am focused on is the clearing mechanism of the entire world's economy. A smaller, fractal example of this is a
clearing house for stock market trades. By the end of each day, all buy and sell orders are cleared either internally or
through a trade on the floor of the exchange. There is a time limit to the clearing mechanism. It must be done each day. The
orders fly around all day, but by the end of the day the net of all the orders must be settled, or cleared. And once this is done,
the bills, or orders just disappear because each party has received his net of money and/or stock. You could say that these
orders to buy or sell throughout the day were "self-liquidating" by the end of the day.
Fekete takes us back to the Middle Ages with a fine example of self-liquidating credit, clearing, and final settlement:
A ‘fairy’ tale
Let us look at another historical instance of clearing that was vitally important in the Middle Ages: the institution of city
fairs. The most notable ones were the annual fairs of Lyon in France, and Seville in Spain. They lasted up to a month and
attracted fair-goers from places as far as 500 miles away. People brought their merchandise to sell, and a shopping list of
merchandise to buy. One thing they did not bring was gold coins. They hoped to pay for their purchases with the proceeds of
their sales. This presented the problem that one had to sell before one could buy, but the amount of gold coins available at
the fair was far smaller than the amount of merchandise to sell. Fairs would have been a total failure but for the institution
of clearing. Buying one merchandise while, or even before, selling another could be consummated perfectly well without
the physical mediation of the gold coin. Naturally, gold was needed to finalize the deals at the end of the fair, but only to the
extent of the difference between the amount of purchases and sales. In the meantime, purchases and sales were made
through the use of scrip money issued by the clearing house to fair-goers when they registered their merchandise upon
arrival.
Those who would call scrip money “credit created out of nothing” were utterly blind to the true nature of the transaction.
Fairgoers did not need a loan. What they needed, and got, was an instrument of clearing: the scrip, representing selfliquidating credit.
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You see the clearing mechanism, the scrip money, figured the final settlement of gold. At "the end of the day", the trades
were netted out and those who were owed received a final payment of gold. I say this payment was final because it didn't
require the future performance of any counterparty. You took your gold home and you were done.
But what's important, is that all debts were cleared on a regular time basis. Fekete also talks about the Real Bills Doctrine in
which debts are cleared within 91 days of creation. This time restraint is based on the length of a season, because that is a
sufficient amount of time for seasonal products to get from a producer to a final user. The Real Bills Doctrine originates with
Adam Smith.
Thousands of years ago, all debt was cleared every 7 years through debt forgiveness. This worked because it was known by
everyone and was therefore figured into the lending practices of the day. Christopher Laird of the Prudent Squirrel put it
well in his latest excellent article:
The second thing that might get the world out of this impending economic depression and a collapse of the USD later would
be to forgive all debts. Possibly that would wipe out the USD too anyway. But that would set the stage for a huge world
economic recovery.
The trouble with debt forgiveness is it never seems to happen. Believe me, I am not talking hogwash about debt forgiveness.
The Bible, for example, talks about how every 7 years and every 70 years there is to be total debt forgiveness. It’s called the
Jubilee. The idea is a legitimate concept that can work and has worked.
You don’t think that’s viable? Well it can work because all that happens is that the lenders who offer credit have to factor in
either payment in full or forgiveness over a 7 year period. This can be done and would actually result in the biggest
sustained world economic boom ever imagined.
Perhaps this is where we get our 7 year bankruptcy laws?
Fekete goes on to explain how this periodic clearing mechanism was surreptitiously eliminated by the passage of legal
tender laws in France and Germany in 1909. This was done in preparation for WWI, but what it also did was to set in
motion a sea change in which debt was now required by law to be settled in non-self-liquidating bills issued by
governments, rather than the self-liquidating bills previously issued by private banks which were periodically cleared by a
settlement in gold.
So now, because these government bills did not disappear upon the final consumer paying for the final product in gold coins,
they would start to accumulate. This was a slow process that happened over many years. People would not notice a
difference right away because gold coins still circulated in the system.
But on the largest scale, the worldwide scale, these legal tender bills began to pile up, or accumulate as the final settlement
of any net national trade deficit or surplus. In our modern world this happens as a Chinese exporter is paid in US dollars for
his shipment of goods sent to the US. Then he takes those dollars to his local bank and trades them in for his local currency.
The bank then trades those US dollars with the Chinese Central Bank for freshly printed currency and the Central Bank uses
those dollars to buy US Treasury bills to hold in reserve. The Treasury bills are preferred because they pay interest.
Up through the 1960's this was accepted by the world because it was thought that this debt could be cleared at any time
through the final settlement of gold from the US Treasury. But in the late 60's, the French tried to clear their accounts and
take final payment and the "gold window" was promptly closed.
Ever since then, the world has somewhat reluctantly accepted the continuation of this system because they could still use the
dollars to buy cheap oil and gold on the open market, even if there wasn't an official clearing mechanism any more.
But as you can see from Price's graph, their holdings of our paper debt products has greatly exceeded their need to spend it,
and has gone parabolic, an unsustainable rise.
So now, 100 years after legal tender laws eliminated the periodic clearing mechanism at the smallest scale, the fractal
pattern of debt has grown to it breaking point on the largest scale. We have arrived at the forced clearing of debt on a
worldwide scale. And because there is no official clearing mechanism, this will happen on the open market.
Of course it is a little more complicated than that. For one thing, the ultimate debtor/purchaser, the American consumer, has
run out of "scrip money". Imagine if Fekete's Medieval Fair went on for a really long time without it's daily clearing
function. As time went by, the paper scrip money would pile up with the sellers, and the buyers would be going farther and
farther into debt, until finally the fair would stop issuing new scrip money to the buyers, and the sellers would demand a
clearing, a final settlement.
That is what is happening right now on a worldwide scale. The creditors are forcing the clearing of the debt. This is
probably intentional, though it could easily be a natural response to that parabolic rise in reserves. From 1909 through 2000,
the US debt rose to $1 Trillion. Then from 2000 to 2008 it rose from $1 Trillion to $10 Trillion. That is a parabolic rise that
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directly matches the rise of reserves in the world's Central Banks.
And because this debt must now be cleared on the open market, the only outcome that I can possibly see is a world where
FreeGold prevails. This debt will be cleared by the purchase of "real things", of which gold is a major component. I'll end
with a quote from FOA which speaks about the "world's massive trade settlement":
During the events directly before us, any and all contracts will be swept along on this raging river of economic turmoil. Be
they contracts for, gold, currencies, bonds, stocks or commerce, all of them will lose credibility as the worlds massive trade
settlements shifts from one medium to the next....when the armies invade they grab the rare coins, art work and gold.
Forget the currency!
FOFOA
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Thursday, November 13, 2008
D17, E18, F19...
It's just a feeling I have, but I sense a subtle shift in The Matrix over the past few days. Anyone else feel that?
“If we can’t print money fast enough to fend off another deflationary Great Depression, then let’s change the value of the
money.”
ANOTHER
" How can they reprice gold to $30,000? "
Mr. Sharfin,
This question from you, it proves for my eyes what I have said. Indeed, if I viewed as a western person, gold money as
$30,000 paper dollar credits, my thoughts would also show " this cannot be"! But, from another world, I view this US$ and
say "how can it be of such value to all and have numbers as the stars in heaven"? Please understand, money as paper or
metal is as "perception of value in the minds of people". If all the gold held by earth were placed in the hands as money, it
would be used to revalue every "real thing" at a fair price. A tiny fraction of gold would buy much production of goods and
services, on a basis equal for all men, not as a debt for later settlement, as currencies are now!
Thank you - Date: Sat Apr 04 1998 22:42
If you think this weekend’s G-20 meetings in Washington are only about designing short-term fixes to the financial system
and regulatory reforms for banks, hedge funds, brokers, mortgage companies and investment banks … think again.
Behind the scenes, a far more fundamental fix is being discussed — the possible revaluation of gold and the birth of an
entirely new monetary system.
I’ve been studying this issue in great depth, all my life. And given the speed at which the financial crisis is unfolding, I
would be very surprised if what I’m about to tell you now is not on the G-20 table this weekend..... Link
"It seems more than likely that the world's central bankers will eventually convene to reprice gold to a level sufficient to
persuade a world of paper skeptics that the metal must be reinstated as the numeraire."
- John Hathaway, Tocqueville Asset Management L.P.
November 18, 2003
Some Thoughts from Steve Hickel on this subject:
What should Gold be valued to to relinquish National Debt…?
Per article below, $60T is amount of US debt. US holds 8,000 tons of Gold (we think) plus or minus a few tons. US would
want 1/2 of its Gold reserve remaining after the pay down, so here is the math:
60 trillion divided by 128 million = four hundred sixty-eight thousand seven hundred fifty dollars per ounce.
$468,750/ounce of gold (and growing).
Funny how the last three digits is where gold is now… $750(ish). Only $468,000 to go.
Immediate action:
Inventory US gold.
Link Dollar to gold at $500,000/ounce (overnight and swiftly with no leaks).
Peoples’ jewelry would then pay off all personal debt. Peoples’ wedding rings and teeth will pay for cars. (the heck with
chewing)
Fire all Wall Street insiders in government or prevent them from going back to wall street after their jobs are up.
Fire all upper management on all major banks.
Change rules of public firms such that fate of profits is the fate of salaries and bonuses at the public firm. Put skin back into
the game.
I am sure there are more ideas you have…
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But....
The uptick in gold to $500K/oz must be secret until done…
Any leak on that would cause a run extraordinaire…
All this talk about gold may go to $10K would not satisfy debt and cause a depletion of all gold reserves. The debt and
notional derivatives around debt is simply too large. It will take over $100K/oz or more to do the trick and any such move
would have to be a secret until done, imo.
The Group of 20:
1. Argentina 54.7 Tonnes of gold
2. Australia 79.8 Tonnes of gold
3. Brazil 33.6 Tonnes of gold
4. Canada 3.4 Tonnes of gold
5. China 600 Tonnes of gold
6. France 2562.3 Tonnes of gold
7. Germany 3417.4 Tonnes of gold
8. India 357.7 Tonnes of gold
9. Indonesia 73.1 Tonnes of gold
10. Italy 2451.8 Tonnes of gold
11. Japan 765.2 Tonnes of gold
12. Mexico 2.9 Tonnes of gold
13. Russia 402.8 Tonnes of gold
14. Saudi Arabia 143 Tonnes of gold
15. South Africa 124.3 Tonnes of gold
16. South Korea 14.3 Tonnes of gold
17. Turkey 116.1 Tonnes of gold
18. United Kingdom 310.3 Tonnes of gold
19. United States 8133.5 Tonnes of gold
20. European Union 563.6 Tonnes of gold (ECB)
(Source: World Gold Council)
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Sunday, November 16, 2008
Gresham's Fractal
Gresham's law states that "bad money drives out good". What this means is that bad money drives the good money out of
circulation. Think about silver coins, pre-1965. If someone had $50 in silver coins and $50 in paper money, they would put
the silver in a jar in the closet and they would spend the paper money. So the paper would stay in circulation and the silver
would go into hiding.
In our current environment, legal tender laws do not allow gold to function as money. Nevertheless, central banks around
the world still hold gold as a "foreign reserve". So the world has not forgotten its "money function".
Also, in our current environment, it is a widely held belief that the value of physical gold is greater than the price of paper
gold. So in a way, it is behaving like a competing currency. If you have $700 in cash and one ounce of gold, you are more
likely to spend your cash and stash your gold.
This explains the apparent shortage of physical gold right now. It is Gresham's law in effect, even though gold is not legal
tender.
But on the national scale, we hear stories about China, Russia, the Middle East and others "diversifying" their reserves into
gold, and away from the dollar. So are we seeing the large scale fractal pattern of Gresham's law?
One thing we know from Ender is that the dollar gains value from usage. In other words, the USDX will rise when the
dollar is being used in great quantities. The USDX does not go up if everyone is stuffing greenbacks in their mattress.
And the flow of value from unreal derivatives to real things, like gold, must pass through dollars. So that explains the recent
rise of the dollar on the USDX. It doesn't mean that people or nations are stashing their dollars in the closet... it means they
are SPENDING them. All the trashy derivatives in the world cannot be used to directly purchase real things like real estate
or gold. They must first be sold for dollars, then those dollars can be used to buy real things. This is happening right now.
So let's go back to Gresham. The "good money" disappears into a glass jar in the closet. This is gold. It is not available on
the open market in great quantities right now because those that have it are net-hoarders, not net-sellers. On the other hand,
the "bad money" is spent. This is the dollar, in which an increase in transactions is reflected in a rise on the USDX.
So I propose to you that we are currently witnessing the fractal pattern of Gresham's law being played out on the largest
scale. The close view of this will seem confusing, or "chaotic". But the long view makes perfect sense.
Look at Hugo Salinas Price's graph again. Foreign paper reserves (which are mostly dollars) are declining at $30 billion per
month. At that rate, they would reach $0 in 20 years. That's pretty fast when you consider that they took 40 years to reach
this height. Also, that would be a completely linear decline. But we had a parabolic climb. So it is likely that we are just
seeing the topping right now, and the steep decline is yet to come. In any case, these reserves don't have to go to $0 to cause
major problems for the dollar. In fact, just by not increasing exponentially, the dollar dies, simply because this change
causes the inability of the US to keep paying its mounting interest payments with new debt. This would mean either a
crushing economic super-depressionary collapse, an outright payment default, or a hyperinflationary printing default, a la
Zimbabwe. These options are unavoidable in this situation, which is almost assured at this point.
So the bottom line is that Gresham's Law is killing the dollar right now. And it is an exponentially accelerating process. So I
will go out on a limb here and predict that given the G20's impotence this weekend, we should see gold over $1,000
possibly by December 1st, and probably by Christmas. I give it a 25% chance for Dec. 1 and a 50% chance for Christmas.
In other words, some unknown, unpredictable human action is required to stop this from happening, and I give that
unpredictable event a 50% probability.
Further, I believe we will see a major sea change taking us in the direction of FreeGold possibly by January 20th, and
probably by February 20th. Personally, I put a 25% probability on this. Increase that probability to 40% by the April G20
meeting and 50% by July 1st. I give FreeGold a 75% probability by the end of 2009. So please, by all means, be sure to
"diversify" your financial portfolio accordingly.
Best,
FOFOA
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Saturday, November 22, 2008
Is This It?
Yesterday, Lemetropolecafe.com explained gold's $50 up move as follows:
From Lance Lewis this am:
8:50 EST: Gold Officially Goes Into Backwardation
This morning, gold officially went into backwardation for the first time since the announcement of the Washington
Agreement in 1999, which sent gold shorts scrambling to find physical metal after the world's major central banks agreed to
limit sales of gold going forward and ended the one-way trade to the downside in gold that had been in place in the late
1990s.
We know gold is now in backwardation because the gold forward offerred rate (GOFO) has now gone negative. The 3M
GOFO has fallen 12 bps to -0.07%, and the 1M GOFO has fallen 20 bps to -0.1167%.
Unlike other commodities, gold very rarely goes into backwardation, and only when 1) the market fears a collapse in
the currency, and/or 2) the market is worried about counterparties making good on their promise to deliver gold
(which was briefly the case in 1999, when the Washington Agreement was announced and shorts were squeezed).
Translation: Gold is about to meltup, and the dollar is about to have an accident.
Buckle up, gold bulls. Gold is set to blow its top soon in my humble opinion.
From Wikipedia:
Backwardation is a futures market term: the situation in which, and the amount by which, the price of a commodity for
future delivery is lower than the spot price, or a far future delivery price lower than a nearer future delivery.
The opposite market condition to backwardation is known as contango, in which the spot price is lower than the futures
price. Different from contango, backwardation ... is unlimited.
On June 3, 2006, Antal E. Fekete wrote:
People from around the world keep asking me what advance warning for the collapse of our international monetary
system, based as it is on irredeemable promises to pay, they should be looking for. My answer invariably is: "watch for the
last contango in silver".
It takes a little bit of explaining what this cryptic message means. Contango is that condition whereby more distant futures
prices are at a premium over the nearby. The opposite is called backwardation which obtains when the nearby futures sell
at a premium and the more distant futures are at a discount. When contango gives way to backwardation in all contract
spreads, never again to return, it is a foolproof indication that no deliverable monetary silver exists. People with inside
information have snapped it up in anticipation of an imminent monetary crisis.
More from Wikipedia:
Some argue that backwardation is abnormal, and suggests supply insufficiencies in the corresponding (physical) spot
market. [FOFOA: This argument refers to monetary metal] This is empirically false: many commodities markets are
frequently in backwardation, specially when the seasonal aspect is taken into consideration, e.g., perishable and/or soft
commodities. [FOFOA: Gold is not a perishable or soft commodity. In fact, I would argue that gold is not a commodity at
all. And that backwardation in gold is akin to negative interest rates in Treasuries. It doesn't make much sense, and therefore
it is a signal that something deep is happening. Comments anyone?]
Backwardation very seldom, if ever, arises in money commodities like gold or silver, except one situation in the early
1980's when there was a one day backwardation in silver while some metal was physically moved from COMEX to CBOT
warehouses. [FOFOA: I believe this refers to the Hunt Brothers. Comments?]
Then on August 30, 2008, A.E. Fekete touched on this again in a new article. Here's a snip:
That will be the most dramatic event in the entire history of money, an event that I have, tongue in cheek, called "The
Last Contango in Washington". The basis will give you an early warning signal...
...The basis will tell you well in advance when all the offers to sell real gold or silver are about to be withdrawn in all the
markets of the world. Once that happens, infinite demand will confront zero supply. Don't say it can't happen here. It has
happened locally in France in 1796, in Germany in 1923, in China in 1947, to mention but three episodes. This time it will
happen globally.
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So I ask again, is this it? Is this the beginning of the end for the dollar, and the opening round of Freegold? We will have to
watch the COMEX action for the next four weeks to know. Will there be a default in a large delivery of physical metal? Will
a buyer ask for physical gold and get only paper fiat money in settlement? If this happens, I would expect the future price of
gold on the COMEX to head down toward $0/ounce, the intrinsic value of paper, while face to face exchanges of paper for
physical gold become difficult to make happen, and very expensive when they do happen.
I expect the COMEX price of gold to continue rising for a while. Perhaps "the Cartel" will allow it to rise in hopes that the
longs will be tempted to take their paper profits or roll over their long positions into the future. But if the basis is saying
what I think it is, some of those longs will say "screw your paper, gimme my GOLD!" Let's hope enough of them do this to
"break the bank" at the COMEX warehouse and the "warehouses" of the naked short sellers like JPMorgan.
As ANOTHER said, "We watch this new gold market together, yes?"
I say yes!
FOFOA
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Monday, November 24, 2008
Backwardation
If I understand Fekete correctly, "backwardation" (in gold) is the signal the market gives us that the sellers of gold (the CB's,
the BB's, the shorts, and the naked shorts) have realized that there truly is a shortage of physical gold. And they have
realized it will be more beneficial to them in the near future if they keep their physical gold and settle any outstanding
contracts in dollars.
This development is evident right now in the European CB's recent statements about reducing gold sales, other region's
buying of gold, rising gold lease rates, and the reduction in short positions on the COMEX. And then Friday morning it
showed up as a backwardation in the basis.
The scary part of this is that A.E. Fekete says that backwardation in the monetary metals market will usher in hyperinflation.
He says that hyperinflation is not simply a function of the quantity of money, it is also a function of shortages.
Think about that while you read this. It is well worth the effort to read the whole thing. But here are some snippets to get
you going:
As the regime of irredeemable currency threatens to crumble under the weight of the inordinate debt tower of Babel, people
increasingly take flight to gold. Supplies will get tight and the gold basis will fall. The gold futures market may even go to
backwardation briefly at the triple-witching hour, i.e., the hour when gold futures, as well as call and put options on them
expire together. Later, flirtation with backwardation may occur even more often, at the end of every month when gold
futures expire. Gold will get caught up in a storm.
Backwardation in gold has a perverse effect. In the case of agricultural commodities backwardation provides a most
powerful incentive for traders to sell the cash commodity and buy the futures. Not so in the case of gold. Rather than
bringing out deliverable supplies of gold, backwardation tends to remove them. The more the gold basis falls the less likely
it becomes that owners will exchange their cash gold for futures. Please remember that you have seen it here first. This
perversion of the gold basis constitutes the self-destroying mechanism of the regime of irredeemable currency. The longs
tend to take delivery on their gold futures contracts in ever greater numbers, and refuse to recycle cash gold into futures,
regardless how low the gold basis may go. As it is not set up to satisfy demand for delivery on 100 percent of the open
interest, the gold futures market will default. Exchange officials will declare a “liquidation only” policy to offset long
positions in gold. At that point all offers to sell cash gold will be withdrawn. Gold is not for sale at any price. The shorts are
absolved of their failure to deliver on their gold futures contracts.
Previous descriptions of hyperinflation purporting to explain the descent of a currency into the abyss of worthlessness do so
in terms of the quantity theory of money. My explanation of the hyperinflation that is staring us in the face is very different.
I dismiss the quantity theory of money as a linear model that is not applicable. Every previous episode of hyperinflation
took place in the context of a war replete with shortages caused by the destruction of stockpiles and productive facilities. In
this situation it is not possible to sort out the effects of an increasing demand (due to a flood of printing-press money) and a
decreasing supply (due to the destruction of stockpiles and production facilities). We want to show that prices may also
explode in the presence of unsold stockpiles and ongoing production.
Moreover, previous episodes of hyperinflation affected isolated countries which had embraced the regime of irredeemable
currency out of desperation, while the rest of the world stayed the course of monetary rectitude. In the present situation the
entire world has been inflicted with irredeemable currency. There are no gold standard countries around that could lend a
helping hand to countries that want to stabilize their currency. My description of hyperinflation is not in terms of the
quantity theory of money, but in terms of a model where the relentlessly declining gold basis leads to backwardation
destroying the gold futures market. When all offers to sell cash gold are withdrawn, producers of essential commodities
such as grains and crude oil refuse payments in dollars, and demand gold in exchange for their product. The dollar and other
irredeemable currencies will go the way of the assignat.
Backwardation in gold should therefore be considered the self-destroying mechanism for the regime of irredeemable
currency that “only one man in a million may identify and understand” (my thanks to Keynes for the felicitous phrase). This
is where supply/demand analysis is utterly useless. The huge stocks of monetary gold are still in existence, yet zero supply
confronts infinite demand.
The only way to fend off this outcome is for the government of the U.S. to come up with a credible plan to stabilize the
dollar in terms of gold. Presently there is no hint that contingency plans for the rehabilitation of the gold standard exist. It
doesn’t matter. Any country, e.g., China, India, Iran, could do it through the back door by opening the Mint to the free and
unlimited coinage of gold and silver. The alternative may be mass starvation in the midst of plenty as world trade comes to a
halt for want of a universally acceptable medium of exchange.
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Here is a question for the U.S. President and Treasury Secretary to contemplate: How many innocent lives are they willing
to sacrifice on the altar of doctrinaire purity in defense of their untenable gold policies?
How many indeed. The following is a good podcast which discusses hyperinflation. It is an interview with Steve Hanke of
Johns Hopkins and the Cato Institute. He is an expert on hyperinflation and is currently studying Zimbabwe.
He says that our current deflation could switch very quickly to inflation and catch most people off guard.
The statement that caught my attention was that once hyperinflation starts, there is no tax base for the government to subsist
on. So the only tax they can take at that point is the inflation tax. This forces them to accelerate the inflation to suck a
constantly shrinking amount of value out of the population.
And if Fekete is correct, we may only be a few months away from hyperinflation.
All I can say is... got gold?
FOFOA
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Thursday, November 27, 2008
Are You In a Union?

If you are, then read this important new article from A.E. Fekete. Read it again and again until you understand it, and then
send it to your labor leader with the highest IQ. As Fekete says, only one in a million will understand this. But we need to
start somewhere. And awareness is the key.
This system of dishonest money which started in earnest in 1971 is killing our countries' capital structure, and thereby
killing employment. Only the bankers at the very top are reaping the reward of this printing game. The scam lies in the
creation of new money when the Treasury prints it's paper, and then the Federal Reserve prints different paper to buy the
Treasuries' paper. This feedback loop has been sucking real value from our economy for 37 years and it is coming to a very
destructive and deadly head right now.
In the ongoing last-ditch effort to keep their golden goose alive (which won't work, by the way), the Fed will deliver the
coup de grâce, the great death blow to US labor. If you think a General Motors bailout will save your job, think again. The
only thing that can save what little capital value is left in our economy is a shift from a dishonest currency system to an
honest currency with real, worldwide credibility.
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November 27, 2008
Thou Shalt Not Crucify Labor On This Cross Of Paper Money
by Antal E. Fekete
A Message To American Labor Leaders
The "crime of 1873"
My title is a paraphrase of the 1896 battle-cry of William Jennings Bryan during his presidential bid. He was talking about
'crucifying mankind on a cross of gold'. Bryan was protesting against the unconstitutional closing of the U.S. Mint to silver.
Congress inadvertently suspended the unlimited coinage of the standard silver dollar, which it had no authority to do under
the Constitution. Bryan called it "the crime of 1873".
No battle-cry was issued during this year's presidential campaign by the finalists in protest against our present
unconstitutional paper money system, even though it has started a wave of unprecedented unemployment that would sweep
through the land in the wake of the current financial crisis and the official response to it: further serial cuttings of the rate of
interest.
Politicians have long ago vacated the field of warning people about the danger caused by violations of the monetary
provisions of the Constitution. It is now incumbent on the leadership of American labor to call the workers to rise in protest
against the job-destroying policies of the government. Please take a few moments and bear with me as I go through a simple
monetary explanation of the job-destruction process that has been going on in America for the past thirty years through
serial cuttings of the rate of interest, that will reach fever-pitch next year.
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Serial rate-cuts destroy the wage fund
Suppose you are a worker taking home $50,000 a year in wages. When your income-flow is capitalized at the current rate of
interest of, say, 5 percent, you arrive at the figure of $1,000,000. The sum of one million dollars or its equivalent in physical
capital must exist somewhere, in some form, the yield of which will continue paying your wages. Capital has been
accumulated and turned into plant and equipment to support you at work. Part of your employer's capital is the wage fund
that backs your employment. Assuming, of course, that no one is allowed to tamper with the rate of interest.
Suppose for the sake of argument that the rate of interest is cut in half to 2½ percent. Nothing could be clearer than the fact
that the $1,000,000 wage fund is no longer adequate to support your payroll, as its annual yield has been reduced to
$25,000. This can be described by saying that every time the rate of interest is cut by half, capital is being destroyed, wiping
out half of the wage fund. Unless compensation is made by adding more capital, your employment is no longer supported
by a full slate of capital as before. Since productivity is nothing but the result of combining labor and capital, the
productivity of your job has been impaired. You are in danger of being laid off -- or forced to take a wage cut of $25,000.
Lemming-like rush into certain disaster
I have news for you. Employers are not in the habit of compensating for the destruction of capital caused by falling interest
rates. Rather, they welcome the cut as manna sent from heaven. They are kissing the hand that is strangling them. They are
as badly misinformed about the lethal effects of a falling interest rate structure as the rest of society. They confuse a low
interest rate structure with a falling one. No less than employees, employers are hurt by the destruction of capital caused by
serial rate cuts. After all, it is their capital, too, that is being destroyed. Nevertheless, they accept at face value the official
propaganda line that "falling interest rates are good for you". Employers are like lemmings running to their own certain
disaster.
The "crime of 1971"
In the euphoria of celebrating the advent of the irredeemable dollar in 1971, politicians and economists have 'forgotten' to
look at the untoward consequences of the New Brave World of synthetic credit. Not only was the dollar destabilized by the
'crime of 1971'; interest rates were cut adrift as well. The U.S. Treasury was soon forced to print 16 percent coupons on its
30 year bonds which would not otherwise sell.
This did not present much of a problem to the Treasury, since interest on bonds was now payable in irredeemable dollars.
The same paper, the same amount of ink, and the same printing press would produce the coupon at the same cost, whether it
carried the figure 4 or 16, with which the obligation would be discharged.
However, bringing down the rate of interest from 16 percent to its normal level of 4 percent was a different story altogether.
It meant that the rate had to be halved twice from 16 to 8 and from 8 to 4 percent, destroying three quarters of the wage
fund. Is there any wonder why so many well-paid American industrial jobs were driven offshore in the intervening years, as
production was being outsourced?
Academia and media were silent on the real cause of the de-industrialization of America: the destruction of capital through
serial rate-cutting. They are still silent as they expect that the Federal Reserve will do more money magic and pump still
more money into the economy, causing rates to fall still more. They are oblivious to the fact that this will destroy still more
capital in the process, pulling more rug from underneath employment.
Vanishing capital
The problem is vanishing capital. During the past thirty years capital was destroyed across the board as the long-term rate
was pushed down from 16 to 4 percent, and the short-term rate from 22 to 1 percent. The process is insidious: only one in a
million can identify the causal relation between vanishing interest and vanishing capital. As a result the captains of industry
are not aware of what is happening to the capital of their enterprise until it is too late and they are forced to fold tent. Even
then, they have no idea what has hit them. It would never cross their mind to blame irredeemable currency and the serial
cutting of interest rates for the disaster. Hat in hand, they go to Washington to beg for bailout money with which they can
shore up their capital structure. They don't realize that Washington will claw it all back just as soon as the next round of rate
cuts are announced.
Make no mistake about it: vanishing capital does not disappear without a trace. It is being siphoned away clandestinely from
the capital account of businesses, to benefit the issuers of irredeemable dollars and their cohorts. These honorable gentlemen
cut rates with their right hand and grab the obscene profits thus generated on their bond portfolio with their left hand. It is
legalized embezzlement. Keynesians say that the government can turn the stone into bread through driving down the rate of
interest to zero. It would be more accurate to say that the government, in a vampire-like fashion, sucks the blood of labor
through the bleeding of their wage fund.
The fate of the auto industry
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As a result of vanishing capital the American auto industry, not so long ago the envy of the world, is tottering at the brink.
The statistical likelihood of the three giant auto-makers running out of capital at the same time is nil. The fact that they do is
the evidence of outside interference. The capital of the auto industry has been eroded and ultimately destroyed by the serial
rate cuts of the Federal Reserve. It is true that the industry has been adding new capital in the form of state-of-the-art
technology. But it could not keep up with the relentless serial rate-cutting. The Fed can cut rates faster than the auto industry
can build and equip new factories.
The blame for the suffering should be put squarely on the criminal check-kiting conspiracy between the Treasury and the
Federal Reserve. They issue and swap liabilities which they are neither willing nor able to meet. It is a charade, pretending
to serve the interest of the national economy when, in fact, they are destroying the nation's capital.
The destruction is not visible to the naked eye. The details are in the book-keeping. That's why the sabotage is so hard to
detect. As the rate of interest is being pushed down, it makes inroads on the wage fund. Employers are unable to meet their
payroll because the falling interest-rate structure calls for ever larger capital to fund it. Unemployment is the result, which is
becoming widespread and chronic.
Under a stable interest rate structure none of this would happen. The auto industry and its workers would have a bright
future, as they did before the 'crime of 1971' hit them. Every worker who is being laid off should be reminded of that fact.
They should know that they are being sacrificed on the altar of Mammon. They should understand that they are being
crucified on the cross of paper money.
Capital destruction at an ever faster rate
Please also note that the rate of capital destruction is accelerating as we are getting closer to the black hole of zero interest.
In principle halving the rate can continue indefinitely. In reality, ever smaller absolute cuts will have ever greater destructive
effect on the wage fund. While in the 1980's it took an 8 percent decline to wipe out half of the wage fund, right now a 2
percent, and thereafter a mere 1 percent cut will do the trick, causing the same amount of damage to employment. This
means that the level of economic pain increases ever faster, soon reaching the point where it will become unbearable.
The situation is more than desperate. The political process has failed. The president-elect has committed himself to the
status-quo. He will not challenge the unlimited power usurped by the Fed, as his nomination of the president of the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York to the post of Treasury Secretary indicates. This nomination evoked the comment, echoed in the
New York Times on November 25, that "Geithner deserves retirement, not promotion". (He is 47.) Obama's utterances
during the election campaign seem to suggest that he believes in Keynesian prestidigitation, turning the stone into bread
through serial cuts in the rate of interest, and in Friedmanite money magic of the printing press.
Labor's finest hour
The only remaining hope the country has is that labor will not tolerate the ongoing destruction of capital. It will not take it
lying down any more. It will take to the streets and confront the small reactionary elite running our monetary regime,
including Geithner. This is the most destructive system ever devised: the regime of irredeemable currency. Every time it has
been tried in history it failed miserably. As the current crisis clearly shows, this time is no different. What is different is that
this time the entire world is on irredeemable paper money. That has never happened before. Accordingly, the stakes are
immeasurably higher as irredeemable currency is getting ready to self-destruct.
Labor must take the initiative and demand that Congress put an immediate end to the mindless destruction of capital.
Congress should stop the Federal Reserve from pursuing a monetary policy of open-ended deliberate interest-rate cuts. The
economy is now like a runaway train with brakes disabled, entering a downhill section of tracks. Crash is certain. At the end
of the run the country could be completely denuded of capital, with a large part of its labor force idled.
Labor could be the savior of the country in forcing a return to constitutional money at the eleventh hour, by demanding that
the Obama administration open the U.S. Mint to gold and silver. That measure would enable the brakes on the money-train.
It would stabilize foreign exchange and interest rates and stop the shredding machine, now spinning out of control, from
destroying capital. This would be labor's finest hour: saving the United States from financial ruin and ignominy.
This country has an intelligent, dedicated, and industrious labor force. The best in the world. It should step into the breach.
Time for street action has come, if we want to prevent blood from flowing in the streets later.
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Revisionist Theories of Depressions: Can It Happen Again? November 4, 2008
These and other articles of the author can be accessed at the website www.professorfekete.com.

Note that the Fed is planning to cut interest rates in half next month, from 1% to .5%. In nominal terms, that is only a 50
basis point cut. In real terms, that is a 50% cut, and a 50% destruction of the wage fund. This is the danger as we approach
zero.
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Here are some more articles on this subject from Fekete:
The Gold Standard Strikes Back (Part 2 of 2) Especially the section on Capital Destruction!
The Mechanism Of Capital Destruction
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Saturday, November 29, 2008
Will Obama Be Blamed for Giving Away the Gold
by Steve Hickel
In 1971, the US created a bifurcated currency market forcing the gold and silver market between countries underground.
Nixon took the US (and the rest of the world) off the gold standard and set the US dollar as a money based solely on the
good faith and credit of the US and other currencies.
When the US did this, it set the stage for the Grand Depression of 2008. When the US forced the gold and silver market
underground, it created an immoral market place in which the husband (the US government) hid its gold and silver
purchases and sales from its wife (the US people). No democracy can function when the financial system is built on
obfuscation and lies.
In fact, this is exactly what happened. The oil countries have always wanted gold and not dollars. When gold and dollars
were one and the same, then they were fine with dollars. When Nixon removed the link of gold and dollars, the US scared
the Oil countries. The oil countries began to wonder if they should continue to accept dollars or if they should simply go out
and bid on gold. I believe they attempted to bid on gold in the early 70’s but were persuaded (if not by diplomacy, then by
force) that the US would secretly link the dollar and gold for each barrel of oil sold. That may be why we saw and continue
to see a 1 to 10 ratio of gold to oil (1/10th of an ounce of gold will approximately buy one barrel of oil).
Instead of setting an official gold price as was the practice prior to 1972, the US and the UK had to rely on the secretive
gold markets to accomplish this feat. This worked for many years until the US started to print money and create deficits in
an attempt to make the dollar the currency of choice and become the predominant world power. This concerned the rest of
the world, including the Europeans, who were concerned that at some point the dollar would not be able to remain viable.
During the 90’s the US had financially destroyed the Iron Countries, but it had to deal with the saber rattling of Iraq and its
attempt to control Middle East oil supplies. A new phenomenon surfaced: to wit, speculators, mostly far eastern, entered the
secretive gold market and started redirecting the gold meant for the Middle East towards Asia. This caused great noise in the
dollar:gold:oil ratio and threatened to cause a break in the supply of cheap oil supply for the US.
At the same time, the Europeans began discussions (secretly at first) of creating the Euro as an alternative to the dollar, in
case the Middle East attempted to bid directly for gold again. Such a bid would drive gold through the roof and disrupt the
supply of oil to both Europe and the US. Thus, it appears that one purpose of the Euro was to be a possible replacement or
alternative for the US dollar as the world’s reserve currency. In the meantime, the LBMA (London Bullion Market
Association, a secretive gold market in London), was seeing huge trades in gold that amounted often-times to more gold
than was mined in one year.
Since the US can not trade directly in the gold market, it must work through secret proxies. As you can see, the US would
have wanted to control the price of gold in order to control the price of oil. And so it appears that they did. By using its
influence and in conjunction with London, the practice of leasing official gold reserves was the primary tool to control the
dollar:gold:oil ratio.
The leasing of gold involved the backing of LBMA gold trades with official reserves. Much of these trades were simply
paper. Some of the “official reserves” likely did end up in the hands of the Middle East Oil Countries, but much of it was an
attempt to control the price of gold and thus oil. As the Asians entered the mix, however, some of these official gold reserves
risked being diverted away from oil price control. Most of the trades were settled in paper, but some were not.
Some pundits estimated that this official leasing of gold has put from 10,000 to 15,000 tones (one-half of the official gold
reserves of the G-7) of official reserves at risk. So, about 10 years ago, the Europeans decided to limit the amount of
reserves that would be sold per year. This caused the US some concern. How would they maintain the price of oil if the
Europeans did not want to play ball?
Moving forward to today. As you can see, the entire control of the price of oil depended on two major principals: control the
physical security of the Middle East oil supplies and control the price of gold. We all know how the US has secured the
physical supply of oil, but what most don’t know is how the US has controlled the price of oil.
Some of this is pure conjecture, due to the lack of transparency in the gold market today. But, it seems that ever since the
Europeans limited the supply of their gold to control the price of oil in secretive gold markets, the US has had to resort to
even more questionable and secret gold and silver market shenanigans. It appears that the US FED and perhaps Treasury are
working through two or three banks, including JP Morgan Chase, to control the price of gold on the US COMEX futures
trading market.
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Proven by other gold-related papers on the web, the COMEX appears to account for a 92% negative influence on the price
of gold. Every time other gold markets attempt to drive the price of gold higher, it is knocked lower in the US COMEX
market. This was mathematically proven recently on the gold-eagle.com website editorial section.
Assuming any of the above has any merit whatsoever, the conclusion is that JP Morgan and possibly two other banks
control the entire world price of gold (as proven by other gold-related papers on the web). In perspective, up to three or
more US-based banks on public commodity-based futures markets now control the price of silver and gold at the apparent
behest of the US government.
I repeat, in secret, three US banks control the price of gold and silver to control the price of oil. As we all know, if three or
so US banks were to control commodities, the bankers behind such a feat would be in jail. Yet, they are not.
The only conclusion is that the FED or Treasury is behind this gold and silver and oil market manipulation. They have
warned off the SEC and CFTC (the two US regulatory bodies that would investigate such matters). As such, these banks
(and the traders within) hold INSIDER information about the price of gold and silver and oil and appear to be taking
advantage of the information. Instead of being in jail, the deception continues in greater force.
This insider information is also power — the power to control the price of gold, silver, and oil. If you want proof of this
control, you might want to explain how the price of oil has dropped 50% in just a few months. You want further proof, look
at how commodities of gold and silver lost 30% or more of their value in the same period of time in as many months. So,
even if the above is a fairytale explanation of how pricing is determined on these markets, it appears to be the only viable
explanation.
This control has not come without consequence. Europe and Asia and the Middle East are all talking about pricing oil in
their own currencies. Some countries are banding together to create their own currencies. They all appear to be sick of the
US stranglehold on world commodities and the US Policy that ensues from such control.
From the perspective of Joe Sixpack, what they should know is that the US banking system is responsible for controlling
commodities in secret government deals. These deals gives these banks preferential treatment and makes them immune
from prosecution. It gives the US special pricing on oil by allowing the banks to control the price of gold and silver on
publicly traded markets – on which the non-banking traders (not in the know) think it is a non-rigged market. Such
deception is no way to run a banking system or Country, for that matter. Such lies end badly.
Proof of ending badly can be seen today in the high demand for gold coins and bullion. The price of gold and silver on nonCOMEX deals is rising above the COMEX deal prices – by up to 50%. COMEX is loosing credibility to price commodities.
More back-room and off-COMEX deals in gold and silver are now taking place, because COMEX pricing is not to be
believed.
If these banks lose control of the price of gold when they hold such large short positions, it could destroy them. This has
created a no-win situation. This is why all the stops appear to have been removed for these banks to continue to control the
price of gold. But, the cost of doing this will be that the US will have to start (if it has not done so already) giving these
banks US gold from Fort Knox. How else can they come up with gold to stop the price of gold and silver (and ultimately
oil) from rising?
If I were the incoming President-elect, I would not want to go down as the President who will be blamed for giving away
the US gold supply. If I were he, I would call for an immediate inventory and accounting of gold and investigate the
manipulation of the gold and silver markets by these US banks. Unfortunately, the husband (the US government) will most
likely hide the truth of its affair with these immoral banksters until the wife (the US people) find out and call the husband to
task for its illicit affairs. We all know what happens then…
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Tuesday, December 2, 2008
FOA: "that default on COMEX"
Perhaps some of you already saw this repost by Disciple on the USAGold forum. I think it is a good catch, and a timely
repost.
FOA (06/12/01; 11:23:21MT - usagold.com msg#77)
“Onward
By now everyone should understand that for every dollar that can be bet on a rising price of “paper gold”; three dollars can
be made available to create and sell them the other side of that bet. When the big political moves come later and change our
currency game, therefore our gold pricing game, this very same fiat contract creating ability will stand against your
receiving the later value of physical gold. As expressed in a paper price.
Truly, the market is not manipulated so much as it has found a short term opposing balance. A timely political balance that
has used this unlimited fiat creation as the gold price controller. A force being used to smooth a transition from one currency
to another. Gold Bugs use this very same fiat creation to buy long “fiat gold contracts” and then complain because the
banking reserve system, we all use can do the same. These “Anti Gold Bug” traders can create and supply just as much fiat
power to sell us gold as we can use it to buy gold. Then when our futures / paper price remains the same and it’s a cabal
killing us. Actually, it’s the modern Gold Bug’s desire to shun physical gold ownership that’s killing him as that desire was
discovered and exploited for political means. It’s free enterprise,,,,, Gold Bugs created a demand for something paper and a
paper supply creation is delivered.
I marvel at how advocates of paper investing spend their time trying to determine when someone is going to buy up and
corner this kind of paper market. Forget it, it’s not going to happen. No one can force a paper market that has unlimited
creation potential. And only a fool would try to demand delivery of a good he doesn’t have the assets to pay for,,,,,, and do it
in a market he knows doesn’t have the metal to deliver. I know this, you know this, the government knows this and the
Giants know it. Far better to just keep buying gold that will one day be correctly valued when this market’s political use is
done. So, have you somewhat positioned yourself for the great cornering of this “gold printing press”,,,,, or are you more
smartly playing the Kings game?
Climbing now
So what are we looking for when I watch the paper gold prices and comex? What gets me excited when the market begins a
little move? Well, it’s not the fact that it’s going up, rather we are looking to see if the impact of political change is working
the gold derivative’s credibility yet? I am looking for some wild spurt of trading that lasts for several days or weeks. Open
interest rapidly surging hundreds of thousands of contracts, then just as fast plunging away. A paper gold market, containing
tremendous price changes ($100++ or more per day, both up and down) that begin to call into question the ability of Comex
to function. Not so much question it’s function as an price setting exchange, rather question if it can later function at all in
the metal settlement process.
Where the big positions on the opposite side of the longs (shorts) find themselves in a changing world market without
physical supply,,,, at almost any price. Brought on by a currency transition. Where big physical bullion dealings (one tonne
++) between real buyers and sellers,,,, outside and away from the exchanges,,,,, begins to run at a huge premiums to our
contract based paper trades. Perhaps hundreds of dollars or percent higher,,,,, even impacting the ebb and flow in the coins
world as misguided investors quickly sell for profits only to find no market goods later at twice the price.
In this environment, the big shorts on all paper based exchanges will be selling these new “cash created contracts” to the
very limits of their capital. And trust me, they will not reach those limits because an unlimited amount of credit will be
made available to them. Remember,,,,, for them,,,,, regardless of the supply,,,, the demand,,,, or the price of physical traded
metal,,,, as long as the paper contract price doesn’t close “up” too much,,,,, there is no risk or call on their capital. They can
just keep on selling.
But, eventually (perhaps over only one day!) the outside the exchange demand for physical and it’s escalating premium, will
most likely see legal force from their physical buyers driving long players to demand delivery. Even if it cannot be
delivered. Long,,,,,, longggggg,,,, before these delivery demands ever fully surface, comex will state position limits, cash
settlement and trade for liquidation only. For you new people, this is exactly what they did during the Hunt silver fiasco.
They have to do this because the articles these exchanges were created under manifest these trading places as price setting
and price hedging establishments. Where the greatest majority of their trading is meant for cash contract settlement, not
physical delivery settlement.
In this light, only Gold Advocates understand that default on Comex is really the forced non metal settlement of a contract
at a contrived paper price. A price far below the physical traded price. Most likely a last day of trading price that settles out
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hundreds of percent below the world price for physical metal trading,,,,,, as it appears the very next day.
And from Jim Sinclair and Trader Dan, this:
Dear Comrades In Golden Arms,
Taking delivery is one thing, but leaving the delivery at the COMEX is another. Leaving the gold at the COMEX warehouse
does something but NOT MUCH. In order to level the playing field you must take the delivery OUT OF the COMEX
warehouse.
Do not for a moment buy the disinformation that if you take delivery of a 100 ounce gold bar from the COMEX that is has
to be re-assayed to sell it. That is DISINFORMATION as it is a COMEX rule put in to dissuade you from, taking delivery
out of the warehouse. You get to register bars by serial number in COMEX delivery exactly how you would get from any
international bank. Those bars, after examination, will not be questioned in the selling process away from the COMEX.
I am giving you today the cost of storage of gold at the Zurich Airport Free Zone in SEGREGATED FORM. A German
Bank purchased this depository with offices in Switzerland. After having checked every international storage point for you,
the charges are reasonable. Shipping it there is totally legal. Having valuables in a safe depository is not having a foreign
account. Please confirm that point with your tax or general attorney.
You will shortly get the cost of shipment and insurance by Brinks or a similarly rated shipper of valuable as soon as I am
able to compare charges to see you are treated as any other professional would be.
Jim,
I called Tom Kelly whom I spoke with this morning at Brink's regarding storage. I spoke with him to get information just on
transport to and from as follows:
NY to Zurich - he would need to have the exact business info/addresses for to and from locations. Each sealed
package/container must not exceed 50-60 pounds and you would need to advise them how many there are. You need to
submit this to them via email and it takes a few days to get a response.
Dar-Zurich - he would need to contact their offices with the above information and to get clarification on whether they could
actually transport the gold.
Regards,
CIGA Anna
Jim Sinclair's Commentary
With this information you need not place a financial intermediary between you and your gold. You do not need to buy
certificated gold in Australia or send any money to a website.
You handle the entire situation yourself with the help of JB. I will be teaching JB how to see that the gold is properly
transferred from COMEX delivery to the shipper, making your life even easier. JB has promised me that he will not solicit
your business in speculative dealings but simply aid you in taking delivery and shipping to an international depository
where it will be held in segregated form.
Don't think for a moment that using Australia or the Internet offers you any privacy because if the boys want to know you
can be sure the records of an Australian, Canadian or US website can be secured by the proper authority or for that matter
any authority today.
I believe in doing things in the light of day.
Please be assured I have no financial relationship with either the depository, the bank that owns it or CIGA JB Slear, either
directly or indirectly.
Anyone wishing a sworn affidavit concerning the above will receive it.
Trader Dan says:
The more buyers that can be recruited to this effort, particularly buyers of large size, the more difficult the life of the paper
shorts will become. Short of taking delivery of the actual metal, preferably pulling it out of the warehouses, the shorts can
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reign supreme over this market. What's more - they are doing this with impunity as they pay no price financially to do so
and profit quite handsomely I might add. Strip them of the metal and they are cooked. Then they will have to compete on a
level playing field like the rest of us. Who was it that said, "He who sells what isn't his'n, must pay the price or go to
prison"? If the paper shorts are selling what doesn't exist, namely tons of actual gold, forcing them to show us the actual
metal will work to modify their behavior. This is the only way to keep the Comex gold market honest.
Speaking of deliveries, another 307 deliveries were assigned this morning. I can tell you that 43 of those were retenders by
Greenwich Capital Markets. The total so far this month is 11,473 contracts or 1,147,300 ounces. I want to see the warehouse
totals over the next couple of days before commenting on that. Time is needed to actually move the metal that is going out.
And don't forget about the COMEX countDOWN:
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Thursday, December 4, 2008
Conspiracy Leakage?
From Wikipedia:
A conspiracy theory is a hypothesis that alleges a coordinated group is, or was, secretly working to commit illegal or
wrongful actions, including attempting to hide the existence of the group and its activities. In notable cases the hypothesis
contradicts what was, or is, represented as the mainstream explanation for historical or current events. The phrase
"conspiracy theory" is also sometimes used dismissively in an attempt to portray hypothetical speculation as being untrue or
outlandish.
Some theorists, like Charles Pigden argue that the reality of such conspiracies should caution against any casual dismissal of
conspiracy theory. Pigden, in his article "Conspiracy Theories and the Conventional Wisdom" argues that not only do
conspiracies occur but that any educated member of society will believe in at least one of them; we are all, in fact,
Conspiracy Theorists. Authors and publishers, such as Robert Anton Wilson and Disinfo, use proven conspiracies as
evidence of what a secret plot can accomplish. In doing so, they demonstrate that the label "conspiracy theory" does not
necessarily indicate that a theory is false.
The argument is often advanced there cannot be a conspiracy without leakers or whistle blowers...
As I have stated elsewhere, I do not consider myself a conspiracy theorist. However, when I encounter a potential "leaker"
or "whistle blower", I pay close attention to what is said. In most cases these "leakers" do not announce themselves as such.
Lindsey Williams is an example of one who does announce himself as a whistle blower, but I watch his videos because I
believe that he believes what he is saying. I don't think he is intentionally lying, although it is possible he is being used by
someone else.
Those who don't wish to be forever branded as a "whistle blower" or to be exposed to the wrath of the conspirators will
often share their "wisdom" under the cover of anonymity. It is possible that this is the case with ANOTHER.
I have also previously stated that of the myriad of opinions on the internet, most are based on either speculation or analysis
of public data. But once in a while an opinion comes along that appears to be based on insider information. This is when I
really perk up.
This may seem like an overly long introduction to the following article, but in my opinion it contains insight and clarity that
can only come from someone with an extraordinary view of recent Fed activities. It is also well written, as by someone with
history of more than just 11 articles. Perhaps I am totally wrong about the author, "James Conrad", but I am not the only one
with a raised eyebrow.
Chris Powell of GATA said,
A gold investor writing under the name James Conrad for whom no biographical information is provided has posted a
fascinating essay at Seeking Alpha...
In fact, James Conrad does have a short biography on Seeking Alpha, though it is quite mysterious in my opinion:
James Conrad, Ph.d., is and has been, an investor and trader of stocks, bonds, options, and precious metals for 37 years. He
is also the editor of a closed circulation daily market newsletter, which provides investment news, analysis and opinion.
Because of the time-sensitive nature of the information contained in the newsletter, subscriptions are not currently open to
the public. New subscribers are accepted only on recommendation of existing subscribers. His articles on Seeking Alpha,
and elsewhere, however, mirror the subject matter, analysis and opinions currently covered in the newsletter.
Furthermore, his article-writing on Seeking Alpha only began recently, on August 18th, 2008, in the middle of this crisis.
So on pure speculation I ask, why would someone with such writing skill and apparent insight use a pseudonym?
Also noteworthy, this article was initially submitted to two or three sites, not the usual "goldbug venues". This tells me that
he's not trying to preach to the choir. It is a great article, so I'm sure it will be on several gold sites later today, but as of this
writing, it is James Conrad's 11th submission on Seeking Alpha, his first submission on bnet.com, a business site, and a noncredited submission on thenetworknewsletter.com, a financial site.
Anyway, here's the article from SeekingAlpha.com:
The Manipulation of Gold Prices
by: James Conrad December 04, 2008
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There is no other leveraged commodity market where short sellers increase their positions, materially, as the price rises, and
increase them even more when prices are exploding, except gold and silver. The reason traders don’t normally do that is that
it exposes short sellers to unlimited liability and risk. Yet, in both March and July 2008, and on countless occasions over the
past 21 years, vast numbers of new gold and silver short positions were temporarily opened up, with the position holders
seemingly unconcerned about the fact that precious metals had just risen exponentially, and that there was a very real
potential they would bankrupt themselves with unlimited upside potential. Normal traders would not expose themselves to
such unlimited risks.
I conclude, therefore, that over the last 21 years or so, “fake” precious metals supply in the form of promises of future
delivery have habitually been increased when prices increase until increased “supply” managed to overwhelm increased
demand, leading to a temporary price collapse. This is compounded by the fact that the futures prices on COMEX tend to
dictate the “officially” report price for the precious metals elsewhere.
After the market is broken, shell-shocked leveraged long market participants have always been thrown out of their positions
by margin calls, and/or have been happy to sell contracts back to the short sellers at much lower prices. This process has
always allowed short sellers to cover short positions at a profit. If for some reason naked shorts needed to deliver, they could
always count on various European central banks (and some say the Fed basement repository) to backstop them, releasing
tons of physical gold into the market. It seemed that there were always another 34 tons or so of gold dumped at strategic
times to bring down fast rising prices. Meanwhile, huge physical market demand in Asia and severe shortages buffered the
downside. Because of the physical demand, prices steadily increased but, perhaps, at a much slower pace than would have
been the case in the absence of market manipulation.
Rarely was there ever a serious short-squeeze. Rarely, that is, until Friday of last week when the deliveries demanded by
non-leveraged long buyers reached record levels. In spite of an avalanche of complaints from gold and silver investors, the
CFTC (Commodity Futures Trading Commission) has never bothered to audit even one vault to see if the short sellers really
have the alleged gold and silver they claim to have. There is a legal requirement that, in every futures contract that promises
to deliver a physical commodity, the short seller must be 90% covered by either a stockpile of the commodity or appropriate
forward contracts with primary producers (such as miners). Inaction by CFTC, in the face of obvious market manipulation,
implies a historical government endorsed price management.
Things, however, are changing fast. As previously stated, the first major mini-panic among COMEX gold short sellers
happened last Friday. As of Wednesday morning, about 11,500 delivery demands for 100 ounce ingots were made at
COMEX, which represents about 5% of the previous open interest. Another 2,000 contracts are still open, and a large
percentage of those will probably demand delivery. These demands compare to the usual ½ to 1% of all contracts.
The U.S. economy is in shambles. Both commercial and investment banks are insolvent. European central banks no longer
want to sell gold. China wants to buy 360 tons of it as soon as humanly possible, and as soon as it can be done without
sending the price into the stratosphere. A close look at the Federal Reserve balance sheet tells us that Ben Bernanke
eventually intends to devalue the U.S. dollar against gold. There has been a vast expansion of Fed credit, which has risen
from $932 billion to $2.25 trillion in the last two and a half months. The Fed has bought nearly all toxic bank assets that
were supposed to be purchased pursuant by the $700 billion Congressional bank bailout.
Official bailout funds have been used to buy equity interests in the various banks instead. By avoiding the use of monitored
Congressional funds, the Fed has embarked on a secretive campaign to buy toxic assets. They have refused to give any
accounting of their activities, even though they are using taxpayer money to do this. The Fed has refused, for example, to
comply with a “freedom of information act” request from Bloomberg News. That refusal is now the subject of a major
lawsuit.
The Federal Reserve has embarked on the biggest money printing surge in history, though the world economy has yet to feel
its effect. To prevent newly printed dollars from causing immediate hyperinflation, these newly printed dollars have been
temporarily sequestered into the banking industry’s reserves, rather than being released for general use. This was done in a
number of creative ways.
First, the number of “reverse repurchase agreements” has been increased to $97 billion. A “repurchase agreement” is a nonrecourse method by which the Fed increases the money supply by paying dollars for collateral. The collateral, in this case,
are toxic defaulting mortgage bonds that banks want to be rid of. The cash enters the system and theoretically stimulates the
economy because it supplies banks with money to make loans with.
A “reverse repurchase agreement” is the exact opposite. It is a method of reducing the money supply by selling bonds to the
banks, and taking the cash back out of the system. In this case, the Fed gave banks cash for toxic defaulting mortgage
bonds. Then, it took the same cash back by selling the banks new treasury bills just received from the U.S. Treasury. The
Fed, in turn, bought these T-bills with the newly printed dollars. The banks, having gotten rid of toxic assets, were allowed
to transfer private risk to the taxpayers. This process bolsters bank balance sheets by privatizing bank profits, and socializing
bank losses.
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At the same time, the U.S. Treasury has been very busy selling newly printed Treasury bills to anyone foolish enough to buy
them. To a large extent, the fools reside overseas, but some reside inside this country, and the sale of these U.S. bonds has
resulted in a substantial inflow of foreign reserves to the Treasury. Banks have also been offered favorable interest rates on
both reserve and non-reserve deposits held at the Fed.
This was combined with what is probably a tacit agreement by which the banks were given the money and led to redeposit
most newly printed cash back into the Fed, in a category known as “Reserve balances with Federal Reserve Banks”. This
category has ballooned from $8 billion in September to $578 billion on November 28th.
On October 9, 2008, the Federal Reserve began paying interest on deposits at Federal Reserve Banks. The overnight rate
happens to have dropped way below the “official” federal funds rate. Meanwhile, rates paid by the Fed on required deposits
are only .1% less than the federal funds rate, and on voluntary deposits only .35% less than the federal funds rate.
Accordingly, U.S. banks can engage in a dollar based one-nation carry trade, which further sequesters the newly printed
dollars.
Banks are borrowing from the Fed, then taking the same money, redepositing it, and earning a spread on the interest rate
differential. Banks can also deposit newly printed dollars into a category known as “Deposits with Federal Reserve Banks,
other than reserve balances.” This category also earns interest in a similar way, and has risen from $12 billion to $554
billion in the same time period. The funds will eventually be used for direct lending from the Fed to open market borrowers,
at huge levels of risk that even the free-wheeling cowboys who run things at America’s private banks are not willing to
accept.
That being said, most money center banks in America are certainly NOT risk averse, even now. People who are bailed out of
foolish decisions never become risk averse. They are, however, very insolvent, and, aside from the non-recourse provisions
of Fed repurchase agreements, they would prefer, for bad publicity reasons, not to default on their obligations to the Fed.
Aside from the newly printed dollars given to them by the Fed and the recent transfer of all risk to the taxpayers, they have
no liquidity of their own with which to make new loans. That is why they aren’t making any. The Fed will eventually make
the loans itself and take all the risk, while using the private banking system as merely a means for delivery.
Right now, however, the Fed wants to sequester the new dollars, until the U.S. Treasury has finished the major part of its
funding activities. That will allow the Treasury to borrow money at very low rates. The Fed intends to feed money into the
system, but at the minimum rate needed to prevent the DOW index from staying under 8,000 for any significant period of
time. Right now, most measures are designed simply to stop U.S. banking laws from automatically requiring the closure of
most big banks.
The extent of manipulations engaged in by this Federal Reserve is mind numbing. The total number of sequestered dollars
has now reached well in excess of $1.2 trillion dollars. That means that Fed credit, so far, has been effectively increased
only by about 10%, over the last 2.5 months, rather than 150% that appears on the surface of the Fed balance sheet. The rest
is temporarily sequestered.
Back in July, the U.S. Treasury, through the ESF (Exchange Stabilization Fund), sold billions of euros and, I believe,
established a dollar sequestering “derivative” by paying interest, perhaps in Euros, to foreign money center banks. This was
designed to keep dollars out of circulation, overseas. It was the beginning of the dollar bull back on July 15th.
I had thought, at the time, with good reason, that the U.S. would run out of foreign exchange and would be forced to close
down the operation within a few months. I underestimated Ben Bernanke.
Instead, the Fed managed to establish currency swap lines with various foreign nations, under the guise of supplying them
with dollars. This need for dollars arose partly as a result of the actions of the Fed, in sequestering Eurodollars in July, and
partly as a result of the multiple credit default events which triggered over $2.5 trillion worth of selling in the stock and
commodities markets, as 50 to 1 leveraged players were forced to cover about $50 billion worth of credit default insurance
obligations.
In truth, the Fed needs the foreign currency more than the foreign central banks need dollars. The Fed is using its new
foreign currency resources, in part, to control the value of the dollar, and to insure that U.S. bailout bonds are sold for the
highest possible prices at the lowest possible long term costs. Anyone who buys long term Treasury bills is going to lose a
fortune of money in the long term.
The Fed has also taken a number of steps beyond those already discussed to restrict aspects of the normal money supply
which most strongly affect exchange rates. For example, they only allowed “currency in circulation” to rise by $33 billion in
aggregate, while at the same time increasing foreign reverse repurchase agreements to reduce foreign availability of dollars
by $30 billion, and reducing the “other liabilities” category dollar availability by another $7 billion. Since it is likely that
“other liabilities” involve foreign held dollars, this resulted in a net deficit of $4 billion on foreign exchange markets, as
compared to September, 2008.
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All these actions, taken together, have supported the dollar overseas, and led to a breakdown of the commodities markets.
The adverse effect of a paradoxically rising dollar has been especially severe in dollar dependent commodity producing
nations, such as Ukraine.
The net effect is that the U.S. dollar, in spite of terrible fundamentals, is now King of the Currencies once again, at least
temporarily. The rising value of the dollar happens also to support naked short sellers of gold and silver, on COMEX, and
these are old friends of the Federal Reserve. Supply and demand ultimately determine the price of gold but, in the shorter
term, it is inversely tethered to the dollar. When the dollar is artificially high, gold prices will often plunge artificially low.
But, in short, the Fed currently has gained complete control over the value of the dollar. It can now adjust and micromange
the dollar on a day-to-day basis. All it needs to do is open and close the “dollar spigot.” When they want the dollar to rise,
the Fed can reduce the number of sequestered dollars. When they want it to fall, they simply ease up, releasing dollars into
the financial markets. There is only one problem. Real investors are fleeing the stock market, and stock indexes are
becoming more and more dependent upon government cash in order to avoid collapse.
People are liquidating holdings in mutual funds, and redeeming against hedge funds at a fantastic rate. This has created
heavy downward pressure on stock prices. If the DOW falls below 8,000 for any significant amount of time, most big
American insurance companies will be forced to recognize huge losses on their portfolios, and will become insolvent.
Insolvent insurers, like insolvent banks, must be closed by their regulators as a matter of law. Obviously, mass insurer
bankruptcies would be yet another major destabilizing slap in the face to an increasingly unstable economy.
The Fed now has only two ways to stop this. One is by brute force. It can buy securities directly, through its primary dealers,
thereby supporting and pumping up stock prices. It has done a lot of that in the past few weeks, but this method is highly
inefficient and costly. It is better to catalyze upward market movement rather than force it. Catalysis of markets involves
opening up the money spigot a bit, allowing some of the sequestered funds to bleed back into the system. This allows the
stock market to rise or stabilize naturally, as the equivalent of inflation is created mostly in the stock market without
substantial bleed through. At the same time, however, opening the money spigot reduces the value of the dollar and causes
gold prices to rise. Rising gold price adversely affects COMEX short sellers who are, as previously stated, old friends of the
Federal Reserve.
Gold buying enthusiasm, everywhere but at the COMEX, is at record levels, whereas stock market investing appetite is low.
For this reason, when the Fed tried to constrict the money supply on Monday, it caused more damage to the stock market
than to the price of gold. Gold declined by over 5%, but the S&P 500 collapsed by over 9%. The next day, the Fed eased up
on the money supply spigot, allowing the dollar to fall and the stock market to reflate. If the Fed repeats this performance
over and over again, stock investor psychology will be seriously harmed. Withdrawals from mutual and hedge funds will
accelerate. The stock market will sink at an uncontrollable rate, and the world will surge onward toward Great Depression
II, much worse than the first. At some point, there will be nothing the Fed can do about it, no matter what manipulations it
attempts. Hopefully Ben Bernanke is aware of the dangerous nature of the game he is playing.
The Federal Reserve must now make a tough choice. In the past, Federal Reserve Chairmen may have felt it necessary to
support regular attacks on gold prices to dissuade conservative people from putting a majority of their capital into gold.
Now, however, the world economy needs much higher gold prices in order to devalue paper money, not against other
currencies in a "begger thy neighbor" policy, but against itself. This can jump start the system. If the Fed continued to
support gold price suppression, that would collapse the stock market far deeper than they can afford, most insurers will end
up bankrupt, and there will be no hope of avoiding Great Depression II.
I think Ben Bernanke is aware of this. Gold shorts will be abandoned, to avoid financial catastrophe. In commenting, I take
a practical view, accepting what appears to be so, without passing judgment on the acts and omissions of the last 21 years.
Anyone who reads the written works of our Fed Chairman knows that Bernanke’s long term plan involves devaluing the
dollar against gold. This is the exact opposite of most prior Fed Chairmen. He has overtly stated his intentions toward gold,
many times, in various articles, speeches and treatises written before he became Fed Chairman. He often extols the virtues
of former President Franklin Roosevelt’s gold revaluation/dollar devaluation, back in 1934, and credits it with saving the
nation from the Great Depression. According to Bernanke, devaluation of the dollar against gold was so effective in
stimulating economic activity that the stock market rose sharply in 1934, immediately thereafter. That is something that the
Fed wants to see happen again.
It is only a matter of time before gold is allowed to rise to its natural level. Assuming that about half of the current increase
in Fed credit is eventually neutralized, the monetized value of gold should be allowed to rise to between $7,500 and $9,000
per ounce as the world goes back to some type of gold standard. In the nearer term, gold will rise to about $2,000 per ounce,
as the Fed abandons a hopeless campaign to support COMEX short sellers, in favor of saving the other, more productive,
functions of the various banks and insurers.
Revaluation of gold, and a return to the gold standard, is the only way that hyperinflation can be avoided while large
numbers of paper currency units are released into the economy. This is because most of the rise in prices can be filtered into
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gold. As the asset value of gold rises, it will soak up excess dollars, euros, pounds, etc., while the appearance of an increased
number of currency units will stimulate investor psychology, and lending and economic output will increase, all over the
world. Ben Bernanke and the other members of the FOMC Committee must know this, because it is basic economics.
Many venerable names in banking agree, although none have gone so far as to take their thoughts to the natural conclusion.
Both JP Morgan Chase's and Citibank’s analysts, for example, are predicting a huge rise in the price of gold. That is
interesting because GATA has come up with fairly compelling evidence that JP Morgan Chase (JPM) and HSBC (HBC)
may have been big COMEX naked short sellers in the past.
Goldman Sachs (GS) is also a huge bullion bank, which allegedly is heavily involved in downward gold price manipulation.
However, this month, both HSBC and GS took lots of deliveries of gold from COMEX. Given the size and bureaucracy at
such firms, it is certainly possible for the majority of traders to be entirely honest, while others, at the same firm, may be
totally corrupt.
More important, however, than dwelling on the accuracy of conspiracy theories is the fact that huge international banking
firms normally do not take metal deliveries from futures markets. They normally buy on the London spot market. The fact
that they are demanding delivery from COMEX means one of two things. Either the London bullion exchanges have run out
of gold, or these firms are finding it cheaper to buy gold as a “future” than as a spot exchange.
Smart traders at big firms may be buying on COMEX to sell into the spot market, for a profit. This pricing condition is
known as “backwardation”. Backwardation is always the first sign that a huge price rise is about to happen. In the absence
of backwardation, there is no rational explanation as to why HSBC, Bank of Nova Scotia (BNS), Goldman Sachs, and
others are forcing COMEX to make large deliveries.
The fact that this backwardation is hidden from the public eye is not surprising. In spite of the ostensible existence of a socalled “London fix”, 96% of all OTC transactions are secret and unreported. The transactions happen solely between two
parties, and are done opaquely, in complete darkness. The current London fix may well be just as fake as the bank interest
rate reports that comprised LIBOR proved to be, just a few months ago.
It won’t matter much if you purchase gold at $750, $800, $850, $900 per ounce, or even much higher. All of these prices
will be looking extraordinarily cheap in a few months. The price of our pretty yellow metal is about to explode, and it is
probably going to soar, eventually, to levels that not even most gold bugs imagine. COMEX gold shorts will be playing the
price a bit longer, in an attempt shake out some remaining independent leveraged longs. Once that is finished, however, and
it will be finished soon, the price will start to rise very quickly.
Disclosure: The author holds physical gold and is long positions in GLD and gold futures.
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Friday, December 5, 2008
Fekete - Red Alert: Gold Backwardation!!!
By Antal E. Fekete
December 2, 2008, was a landmark in the saga of the collapsing international monetary system, yet it did not deserve to be
reported in the press: gold went to backwardation for the first time ever in history. The facts are as follows: on December
2nd, at the Comex in New York, December gold futures (last delivery: December 31) were quoted at 1.98% discount to spot,
while February gold futures (last delivery: February 27, 2009) were quoted at 0.14% discount to spot. (All percentages
annualized.) The condition got worse on December 3rd, when the corresponding figures were 2% and 0.29%. This means
that the gold basis has turned negative, and the condition of backwardation persisted for at least 48 hours. I am writing this
in the wee hours of December 4th, when trading of gold futures has not yet started in New York.
According to the December 3rd Comex delivery report, there are 11,759 notices to take delivery. This represents 1.1759
million ounces of gold, while the Comex-approved warehouses hold 2.9 million ounces. Thus 40% of the total amount will
have to be delivered by December 31st. Since not all the gold in the warehouses is available for delivery, Comex supply of
gold falls far short of the demand at present rates. Futures markets in gold are breaking down. Paper gold is progressively
being discredited.
Already there was a slight backwardation in gold at the expiry of a previous active contract month, but it never spilled over
to the next active contract month, as it does now: backwardation in the December contract is spilling over to the February
contract which at last reading was 0.36%. Silver is also in backwardation, with the discount on silver futures being about
twice that on gold futures.
As those who attended my seminar on the gold basis in Canberra last month know, the gold basis is a pristine, incorruptible
measure of trust, or the lack of it in case it turns negative, in paper money. Of course, it is too early to say whether gold has
gone to permanent backwardation, or whether the condition will rectify itself (it probably will). Be that as it may, it does not
matter. The fact that it has happened is the coup de grâce for the regime of irredeemable currency. It will bleed to death,
maybe rather slowly, even if no other hits, blows, or shocks are dealt to the system. Very few people realize what is going on
and, of course, official sources and the news media won’t be helpful to them to explain the significance of all this. I am
trying to be helpful to the discriminating reader.
Gold going to permanent backwardation means that gold is no longer for sale at any price, whether it is quoted in dollars,
yens, euros, or Swiss francs. The situation is exactly the same as it has been for years: gold is not for sale at any price
quoted in Zimbabwe currency, however high the quote is. To put it differently, all offers to sell gold are being withdrawn,
whether it concerns newly mined gold, scrap gold, bullion gold or coined gold. I dubbed this event that has cast its long
shadow forward for many a year, the last contango in Washington ― contango being the name for the condition opposite to
backwardation (namely, that of a positive basis), and Washington being the city where the Paper-mill of the Potomac, the
Federal Reserve Board, is located. This is a tongue-in-cheek way of saying that the jig in Washington is up. The music has
stopped on the players of ‘musical chairs’. Those who have no gold in hand are out of luck. They won’t get it now through
the regular channels. If they want it, they will have to go to the black market.
I founded Gold Standard University Live (GSUL) two years ago and dedicated it to research of monetary issues that are
pointedly ignored by universities, government think-tanks, and the financial press, centered around the question of longterm viability of the regime of irredeemable currency. Historical experiments with that type of currency were many but all
of them, without exception, have ended in ignominious failure accompanied with great economic pain, unless the
experiment was called off in good time and the authorities returned to monetary rectitude, that is, to a metallic monetary
standard. It is also worth pointing out that the present experiment is unique in that all countries of the world indulge in it.
Not one country is on a metallic monetary standard, under which the Treasury and the Central Bank are subject to the same
contract law as ordinary citizens. They cannot issue irredeemable promises to pay and keep them in monetary circulation
through a conspiracy known as check-kiting. Not one country will be spared from the fire and brimstone that once rained on
the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah as a punishment of God for immoral behavior.
In all previous episodes there were some countries around that did not listen to the siren song and stayed on the gold
standard. They could give a helping hand to the deviant ones, thus limiting economic pain. Today there are no such
countries. If you want to be saved, you must be prepared to save yourself.
You cannot understand the process whereby a fiat money system self-destructs without understanding the gold and silver
basis. The Quantity Theory of Money does not provide an explanation, because deflation may well precede hyperinflation,
as it appears to be the case right now.
For these reasons I placed the study of the gold and silver basis on the top of the list of research topics for GSUL. These can
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serve as an early warning system that will signal the beginning of the end. The end is approaching with the inevitability of
the climax in a Greek tragedy, as the heroes and heroines are drawn to their own destruction. The present reactionary
experiment with paper money is entering its death-throes. GSUL has had five sessions and could have established itself as
an important, and even the only, source of information about this cataclysmic event: the confrontation of the Titanic
(representing the international monetary system) with the iceberg (representing gold and its vanishing basis) as the latter is
emerging from the fog too late to avoid collision.
Unfortunately, this was not meant to be: GSUL has to terminate its operations due to a decision made by Mr. Eric Sprott, of
Sprott Asset Management, to terminate sponsoring GSUL, saying that “results do not justify the expense.”
I sincerely regret that our activities did not live up to the expectations of Mr. Sprott, but I am very proud of the fact that our
research is still the only source of information on the vanishing gold basis and its corollary, the seizing up of the paper
money system that threatens the world, as it does, with a Great Depression eclipsing that of the 1930’s.
Let me summarize the salient points of discussion during the last two sessions of GSUL for the benefit of those who wanted
to attend but couldn’t. The gold basis is the difference between the futures and the cash price of gold. More precisely it is
the price of the nearby active futures contract in the gold futures market minus the cash price of physical gold in the spot
market. Historically it has been positive ever since gold futures trading started at the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange in
1972 (except for some rare hiccups at the triple-witching hour. Such deviations have been called ‘logistical’ in nature,
having to do with the simultaneous expiry of gold futures and the put and call option contracts on them. In all these
instances the anomaly of a negative basis resolved itself in a matter of a few hours.)
In the commodity futures markets the terminus technicus for a positive basis is contango; that for a negative one,
backwardation. Contango implies the existence of a healthy supply of the commodity in the warehouses available for
immediate delivery, while backwardation implies shortages and conjures up the scraping of the bottom of the barrel. The
basis is limited on the upside by the carrying charges; but there is no limit on the downside as it can fall to any negative
value (meaning that the cash price may exceed the futures price by any amount, however large).
Contango whereby the futures price of gold is quoted at a premium to the spot price is the normal condition for the gold
market, and for a very good reason, too. The supply of monetary gold in the world is very large relatively speaking.
Babbling about the ‘scarcity of gold’ reflects the opinion of uninformed or badly informed people. In terms of the ratio of
stocks to flows the supply of gold is far and away greater than that of any commodity. Silver is second only to gold. It is this
fact that makes the two of them the only monetary metals. The impact on the gold price of a discovery of an extremely rich
gold field, or the coming on stream of an extremely rich gold mine, is minimal ― in view of the large existing stocks.
Paradoxically, what makes gold valuable is not its scarcity but its relative abundance, which evokes that superb confidence
in the steadiness of the value of gold that will not be decreased by a banner production year, nor can it be increased by
withdrawing gold coins from circulation. For this reason there is no better fly-wheel regulator for the value of currency than
gold. The same goes, albeit to a lesser degree, for silver.
Here is the fundamental difference between the monetary metal, gold, and other commodities. Backwardation will pull in
stocks from the moon as it were, if need be. The cure for the backwardation of any commodity is more backwardation. For
gold, there is no cure. Backwardation in gold is always and everywhere a monetary phenomenon: it is a reminder of the
incurable pathology of paper money. It dramatizes the decay of the regime of irredeemable currency. It can only get worse.
As confidence in the value of fiat money is a fragile thing, it will not get better. It depicts the paper dollar as Humpty
Dumpty who sat on a wall and had a great fall and, now, “all the king’s horses and all the king’s men could not put Humpty
Dumpty together again.” To paraphrase a proverb, give paper currency a bad name, you might as well scrap it.
Once entrenched, backwardation in gold means that the cancer of the dollar has reached its terminal stages. The
progressively evaporating trust in the value of the irredeemable dollar can no longer be stopped.
Negative basis (backwardation) means that people controlling the supply of monetary gold cannot be persuaded to part with
it, regardless of the bait. These people are no speculators. They are neither Scrooges nor Shylocks. They are highly capable
businessmen with a conservative frame of mind. They are determined to preserve their capital come hell or high water, for
saner times, so they can re-deploy it under a saner government and a saner monetary system. Their instrument is the
ownership of monetary gold. They blithely ignore the siren song promising risk-free profits. Indeed, they could sell their
physical gold in the spot market and buy it back at a discount in the futures market for delivery in 30 days. In any other
commodity, traders controlling supply would jump at the opportunity. The lure of risk-free profits would be irresistible. Not
so in the case of gold. Owners refuse to be coaxed out of their gold holdings, however large the bait may be. Why?
Well, they don’t believe that the physical gold will be there and available for delivery in 30 days’ time. They don’t want to
be stuck with paper gold, which is useless for their purposes of capital preservation.
December 2 is a landmark, because before that date the monetary system could have been saved by opening the U.S. Mint
to gold. Now, given the fact of gold backwardation, it is too late. The last chance to avoid disaster has been missed. The
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proverbial last straw has broken the back of the camel.
I have often been told that the U.S. Mint is already open to gold, witness the Eagle and Buffalo gold coins. But these issues
were neither unlimited, nor were they coined free of seigniorage. They were sold at a premium over bullion content. They
were a red herring, dropped to make people believe that gold coins can always be obtained from the U.S. Mint, and from
other government mints of the world. However, as the experience of the past two or three months shows, one mint after
another stopped taking orders for gold coins and suspended their gold operations. The reason is that the flow of gold to the
mints has become erratic. It may dry up altogether. This shows that the foreboding has been evoked by the looming gold
backwardation, way ahead of the event. Now the truth is out: you can no longer coax gold out of hiding with paper profits.
If the governments of the great trading nations had really wanted to save the world from a catastrophic collapse of world
trade, then they should have opened their mints to gold. Now gold backwardation has caught up with us and shut down the
free flow of gold in the system. This will have catastrophic consequences. Few people realize that the shutting down of the
gold trade, which is what is happening, means the shutting down of world trade. This is a financial earthquake measuring
ten on the Greenspan scale, with epicenter at the Comex in New York, where the Twin Towers of the World Trade Center
once stood. It is no exaggeration to say that this event will trigger a tsunami wiping out the prosperity of the world.
References
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Stay tuned.
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Monday, December 8, 2008
Has The Curtain Fallen On The Last Contango In Washington?
By Antal E. Fekete
Here is an update on the backwardation in gold that started on December 2. It continued and worsened on December 3, 4,
and 5. So far this is the most serious signal of the economic crisis: the world is rushing headlong into a Great Depression,
possibly worse than that of the 1930’s. Please remember the following analogy: the serial devaluation of currencies starting
with that of the British pound in 1931 meant a drastic drop in the velocity of gold circulation. This spelled a contraction in
world trade that proved catastrophic to employment and economic health in general. The gold confiscation in America in
1933 only made things worse, in particular, it was the direct cause of the decline in interest rates that, in its turn, was the
chief cause of the widespread destruction of capital and bankruptcies. I have discussed this correlation elsewhere.
Right now the backwardation in gold also means another drastic drop in the velocity of gold circulation, and it will also
cause a tragic contraction in world trade. It will also be catastrophic to employment and economic health in general. Interest
rates will continue to fall with a deleterious effect on capital. I don’t see that confiscation of gold is in the cards this time. It
could not be enforced. People would not comply. Gold confiscation is a trick that can only be pulled off once. A con-game
won’t work for the second time.
What I see coming is that gold will be declared ‘extralegal’ by the U.S. government to prevent gold from becoming a world
currency, by withholding legal protection from contracts made in terms of gold. For example, if crude oil was bought for
gold and the supertanker carrying it was hijacked, and if the U.S. Navy captured the boat from the pirates, then the U.S.
government would confiscate the oil as ‘contraband’, arguing that it was paid for in gold. No court in the world would give
relief to the rightful owners.
I have received several inquiries how to explain the simultaneous occurrence of gold backwardation and a further fall in the
price of gold. Here is my answer. Comex is at the verge of bankruptcy, at least as far as its gold trading is concerned. The
trouble is twofold.
First, Comex has a problem that the shorts are overextended opening themselves to a squeeze or, ultimately, to a corner.
These are attempts on the part of gold bulls to buy up the gold certificates, instruments of delivery against gold futures
contracts. These certificates give you legal title to the metal deposited in Comex-approved warehouses. Such a squeeze
would cripple the operation of the exchange and make Comex lose its credibility as a viable market. When the cupboard is
empty, the game is up.
Second, Comex can no longer attract sufficient quantities of gold from investors to its warehouses which, in consequence,
get more and more depleted. Such a gold flow is the lifeblood not only of Comex, but of the irredeemable dollar as well.
There is a world of a difference between the irredeemable dollar with the gold window of Comex open, and the
irredeemable dollar with the gold window of Comex closed. The institute of the gold futures market is the prop keeping the
global game of musical chairs of fiat money going. The music stops when Comex closes its gold window.
But Comex will eventually have to declare “liquidation only” policy, effectively closing its gold window. The phrase means
revoking the right of holders of contracts to demand delivery on their expiring gold futures under certain circumstances.
Clients have to accept settlement on their contracts in cash. This has happened in the past, e.g., in silver and palladium,
although it has never happened in gold. It is not widely known that Comex would not go bankrupt de jure if it declared
“liquidation only”. Small print in the contract makes allowance for this option in case of force majeure. Nevertheless,
Comex would be considered bankrupt de facto in the eyes of the public if it declared “liquidation only” on its gold futures
contracts. Comex is the residual source of the world’s only currency that is not the liability of some government, gold.
Moreover, by implication, it would also be the end of the irredeemable dollar as we know it. I am convinced that the
managers of the irredeemable dollar are not afraid that their prodigious dollar proliferation policy endangers the value of the
currency, Quantity Theory of Money notwithstanding. What they are afraid of is that the gold bulls will force Comex to
close its gold window by cornering the supply of gold certificates. When that happens, it will be not only “gold is not for
sale at any price” but also “oil is for sale only against payment in gold”.
We have to understand that what has kept up the paper dollar’s value through thick and thin, through war and peace, and
through the burgeoning trade deficits and budget deficits since 1975, is Comex. This is the reason why the Chinese still take
the irredeemable dollar in payment for real goods and services, and large quantities of food can still be purchased against
payment in irredeemable dollars. But once Comex is forced to close the gold window, the dollar will lose its main prop and
bearings and, with them, its purchasing power, even if miraculously the U.S. could cut its trade and budget deficit to zero.
The Quantity Theory of Money is no science. It is a model, a didactic tool. It is applicable to an imaginary linear world.
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This world of ours, however, is highly non-linear.
I am convinced that the clearing members of Comex are desperately trying to avoid permanent backwardation in gold. Not
only is the gold futures market extremely profitable for them, but their bets have been backed by central banks gold sales
and leases. All the central banks have a vested interest in maintaining the global regime of irredeemable currency. The
clearing members want to have their cake and eat it: they are the consistent short sellers who keep the gold price from
breaking out on the upside. But this makes gold cheap causing mass withdrawals of gold from the warehouses, gold which
they want to keep in the warehouses for window-dressing purposes.
Please note that these are not naked short sales. The clearing members are convinced of gold’s upside potential, no less than
you are. Their game plan is that, instead of gambling with their own gold, they want to gamble with yours and mine, and
with the gold of the tech-funds. They let us buy gold futures; they let us make money occasionally. But they know that we
have to take profit from time to time because we are undercapitalized. They know that we have to use stop loss orders to
avoid bankruptcy. What is worse, our stop loss orders are an open book to them. We are sitting ducks which they shoot at
for fun. So we have to sell.
But whether we buy or sell, we buy into strength and sell into weakness, which is exactly the wrong way to do business.
The clearing members’ advantage is that they always buy into weakness and sell into strength, as they take the other side of
the trade we have initiated. They don’t worry about being undercapitalized, because they can change the rules of the
exchange capriciously, and they enjoy a back-wind due to central bank policy. So far they have succeeded.
But something ominous is happening. Most recently central banks have changed their policy. They have stopped selling and
leasing gold. Their commitment to bail out the clearing members with gold has been changed to a commitment to bail them
out with paper. This is not the same thing. Central banks have stopped feeding the market with gold sales and leases. Here is
the proof.
Take Mr. Gordon Brown, the prime minister of Britain. As the Chancellor of the Exchequer he ordered the Bank of England
to sell one half of the nation’s gold reserve in one fell swoop. He even overruled the Governor of the Bank who first refused.
The sale took place at the average price of $250 in 2000, a major multi-year bottom. Nice shot, Mr. Brown! The Chancellor
has earned the name of the bottom-picker of the century.
Now, as prime minister, he could order the Bag Lady of Threadneedle Street to sell the other half. If she did, it would be a
sale fetching a price three times higher. Better still, she could buy back the gold in 30 days at a discount. (This is the
meaning of backwardation in gold.)
But look who isn’t selling on these unbeatable terms? Why, Me-too Gordy isn’t, that’s who. He has learnt that a bird in hand
is worth a dozen in the bush. He knows that if he falls to the temptation of ‘risk-free profits’, he may never see his gold
again. It would disappear in the black hole of irredeemable currency, where the other half did. Gordy has made himself the
laughing stock of the world once as the bottom-fisher of the century. He does not want to do it again. Who can blame him?
If he did, he could earn a second nickname: the sweetest-singing crow of the century, and he doesn’t want that.
As you may recall, Aesop in one of his fables relates the story of the crow perched on a tree holding one big loaf of cheese
in his beak. The fox beneath is hungry and salivating. He decided to get the cheese by hook or crook. He knew he could not
get it by brute force, but he might get it through flattery, by massaging the bird’s vanity. The fox calls the crow his friend.
He is telling his friend that of all the singing birds he loves the sweet singing of the crow best. Would his friend be kind
enough to sing for him?
After a bit of coaxing the crow started crowing, but the fox did not stay to listen. He made off with the cheese as fast as his
legs would take him.
Mr. Brown can print pounds galore, and even swap them for dollars. But he cannot print gold. Neither can his colleague,
Helicopter Ben. That’s why he is willing to airdrop an unlimited amount of paper, but would not airdrop even one grain of
gold to alleviate the economic crisis of his own making. These gentlemen still think that the present crisis is a subprime
crisis and it can be tackled by flooding the system with newly created money. Scarcely do they see that, instead of being a
real estate crisis, a stock market crisis, or a banking crisis, this is a gold crisis. It can only be resolved by involving gold, in
particular, by remobilizing the world’s gold reserves. The most straightforward way of doing this would be to open the U.S.
Mint to gold (more precisely, to the seigniorage-free and unlimited coinage of gold on private account), as Sir Isaac
Newton, Master of the Royal Mint of London had done in the year 1717. Unfortunately, this option is no longer available
because the trust in the irredeemable dollar has been fatally undermined by the backwardation in gold. No longer will
people be coaxed out of their physical gold by the promise of risk-free profits, however large, payable in paper.
One possible explanation of the backwardation in gold is that the clearing members of Comex, who could have prevented it
from happening by allowing gold to break out on the upside, have changed tactics and decided to step aside and let
backwardation do the job. They hoped that it would pull in gold from the moon. The risk-free profits that backwardation
promises to yield would tempt holders to swap cash gold for paper gold.
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Well, so far it is not happening. Fewer than 10,000 ounces of new gold was registered at the warehouses during this episode
of backwardation so far, not enough to deliver on even 100 contracts. By contrast, an extra 132 December contracts were
presented for delivery by their holders.
A second possible explanation of the backwardation in gold and the decline of the gold price to $740 on Friday, December
5, is that the clearing members in desperation attempted to demoralize the bulls by their persistent selling of cash gold and
December futures. Hefty margin calls went out to intimidate holders of the December contract. But the tactic seems to have
backfired: while both the cash price and the December futures price fell, the futures price fell more. Backwardation was the
result. The bulls refused to swap their cash gold for the December futures, in spite of further decline in the basis (making the
swap more tempting still). The contest between the good guys (longs standing for delivery) and the bad guys (the clearing
members) may not be resolved until December 31, the last day when the latter must deliver, or declare ‘liquidation only’.
Right now it looks as if the longs are quite prepared to call the bluff. They are willing to face further decline in the gold
price to force the issue. They know full well that the last thing the clearing members want is to declare force majeure,
because that would kill the goose laying the golden eggs for them.
Please remember that the bad guys have another secret weapon. They can raise the margin requirement to any level higher
than the value of the underlying contract. Nasty, isn’t it? The idea is to force the longs to sell their contracts and, in doing so,
give up their right to take delivery. Such a measure, however, would betray the utter helplessness of the clearing members. It
would be oil on the fire, triggering a world-wide rush into cash gold, ruining other paper gold markets (including ETF’s) in
the process.
A third possible outcome is that all the gold demanded will be delivered in December, and the deterioration in the
warehouses’ holdings will be papered over in January. No matter, the battle is already shaping up for the February
confrontation when the bad guys will be in an even weaker position.
To sum up, the gold price is not the issue right now. The low gold price is a side show trying to scare the longs out of their
cash gold positions. Here the iron rule of the commodity markets applies: you can squeeze the bears, but you can never
squeeze the bulls. The reason is that the best you can do to shake the bulls out of their position is to tempt them with riskfree profits to give up physical gold against future gold. That is happening right now. But it appears that, for the first time,
cash gold can no longer be coaxed out with paper profits. After all, gold is gold, and paper is paper.
This is why this battle is so crucial: it is the first real confrontation between physical gold and the paper dollar. Paper gold is
marginalized. We know that, in the long run, the paper dollar cannot stand up to physical gold. However, as Keynes has
warned us, in the long run we are all dead. This time it’s different. The long run ends on December 31, 2008.
The “last contango in Washington” refers to the end of the hegemony of the irredeemable dollar that is in no position to
throw its weight around any more. The advent of backwardation means that a writing has appeared on the wall: “Mene
tekel, upharsin”: the dollar has been weighed and found wanting. On the last day of this year of economic and financial
surprises we shall know whether the backwardation in gold is permanent, or whether it will become permanent only after
the inauguration of the new president, at the expiration of the next active gold futures contract in February.
Either way, this is a contest the bad guys cannot win. They are at the end of their rope. The low gold price means that they
are left with just enough rope to hang themselves.
References
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Wednesday, December 10, 2008
There Is No Fever Like Gold Fever
By Antal E. Fekete
Here is an update on the backwardation in gold that started on December 2 at an annualized discount rate of 1.98% and
0.14% to spot in the December and February contracts. It continued and worsened on December 8, 9, and 10 as shown by
the corresponding rates widening to 3.5% and 0.65%. It is nothing short of awesome. This is a premonition of a coming
gold fever of unprecedented dimensions that will overwhelm the world as soon as its significance is fully digested by the
doubting Thomases. The worsening of backwardation must be viewed in the context of the gold price bouncing back from
the lows of last week. It shows that the ‘gold bashing’ on Friday was done in the December contract. It is quite revealing
that the spot price bounced back more than the futures price. The bulls are on the warpath. They have unearthed the hatchet.
They have stopped eating from the hands of the clearing members.
Mish Shedlock published a disdainful criticism of my theory on the worsening backwardation in gold, calling it “nonsense”
(see References below). A friend of his owns a seat on Nymex (a branch of Comex) who had this to say:
I have seen countless commodities go into backwardation for numerous reasons, the most frequent being a radical
temporary divergence between immediate and overall demand. I have seen backwardations that have lasted years. The
article is based on the assumption that a backwardation will necessarily lead to a breakdown of the delivery mechanism.
But for every breakdown of the delivery mechanism there have been thousands of backwardations without a breakdown.
Only if and when an actual breakdown occurred would the conclusions that the author drew make sense.
Well, well, one can buy himself a seat on the Nymex for sure, and the price is hefty these days, but Nymex does not deliver
the understanding of monetary science along with the seat. Nor does any university anywhere in the world. To fill this
obvious gap, I founded Gold Standard University Live. It is defunct today, but not because my theories are “nonsensical”.
It is defunct because Mr. Eric Sprott of Sprott Asset Management withdrew his funding after only three sessions, saying that
“results do not justify the expense”. Under these circumstances I do what I can to teach all those who want to learn, and pick
the “forbidden fruits” of monetary science that have been blotted out from the curriculum ― and from the gold and silver
pits of Nymex.
Mish says that “there is nothing special about backwardation, period. OK, they are rare in gold. So what?” Here is what.
There is a difference between “rare” and “non-existent”. Backwardation in gold has been non-existent, and for a very good
reason, too, as I have explained in my articles. (I also pointed out that there have been ‘hiccups’, or short-lived instances of
backwardation. They were temporary ‘logistical’ bumps, always resolved within a day at most, and they never ever spilled
over to the next actively traded delivery month.)
Mish needs to educate himself on the fundamental difference between a monetary and a non-monetary commodity, before
he can grasp the idea that lasting backwardation in gold is tantamount to the realization that ‘gold is no longer for sale at any
price’.
The bottom line is that there is no fever like gold fever. It is akin to St. Vitus’ dance that swept through the Christian world
just before the year 1000 A.D. affecting all the people who expected the end of the world to happen at the turn of the
millennium. It was far worse than the mania that swept through the world affecting all the people who expected the 2K
disaster to happen a thousand years later. The coming gold fever must be distinguished from tulipomania in February 1637,
when one single tulip fetched the equivalent of 20 times the annual income of a skilled worker. Gold fever is as different
from a bubble as real gold is from fools’ gold. It is visceral. It has to do with one’s instinct for survival. It has no patience
with logical arguments. It is highly contagious, ultimately affecting everybody. A bubble that never pops.
You may ridicule the idea that, during a prolonged backwardation, all offers to sell gold will be withdrawn. But a serious
analyst must answer the question why hundreds of millions of people having gold coins under the mattress and in the cookie
jar refuse to take the bait of ‘risk-free’ profits offered by backwardation. Such a thing would never ever happen to a nonmonetary commodity.
The only successful corners in history were gold corners, a.k.a. hyperinflation. Keynesian and Friedmaite economists in the
pay of the government thought that gold futures trading will permanently short-circuit the forces of gold backwardation thus
preventing hyper-inflation from ever happening. They were wrong.
In an article The Manipulation of Gold Prices (see References below), Professor Emeritus of Economics and former Dean
of the School of Business Administration at the University of Indianapolis, James Conrad argues that Bernanke is different.
He understands that he needs a much higher gold price in order to increase the efficiency of his airdrops. There is no better
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way to distribute new money among prospective spenders than putting it into the pockets of the gold bugs. (Conrad admits
that he is one.) This will induce a large spending spree, holding deflationary pressures back.
According to Conrad, Bernanke is well aware that the new money he is feverishly airdropping has not stopped and will
probably not stop the bloodbath in the stock market. Further devastation of share prices will render pension funds insolvent.
To prevent this, the dollar needs a massive devaluation, on the pattern of Roosevelt’s tinkering with the value of gold. I
quote:
Anyone who reads the written works of our Fed Chairman will know that Bernanke’s long term plan involves devaluing the
dollar against gold. This is the exact opposite of the position of most prior chairmen. He has overtly stated his intentions
toward gold, many times, in various articles, speeches and treatises written before he became Fed Chairman. He often
extols the virtues of F. D. Roosevelt’s gold revaluation/dollar devaluation back in 1934, and credits it with saving the nation
from the Great Depression. According to Bernanke, devaluation of the dollar against gold was so effective in stimulating
economic activity that the stock market rose sharply in 1934, immediately thereafter. That is something that the Fed wants
to see happen again.
It is only a matter of time before gold is allowed to rise to its natural level. Assuming that about one half of the recent
increase in Federal Reserve credit is neutralized, the monetized value of gold should be allowed to rise to between $7,500
and $9,000 per ounce as the world goes back to some type of a gold standard. In the nearer term, gold will rise to about
$2,000 per ounce as the Fed abandons its hopeless campaign to support Comex short sellers in favor of saving the other,
more productive, functions of various banks and insurers.
Revaluation of gold, and a return to a gold standard, is the only way that hyperinflation can be avoided while large
numbers of paper currency units are released into the economy. This is because most of the rise in prices can be filtered into
gold. As the asset value of gold rises, it will soak up excess dollars, euros, pounds, etc., while the appearance of an
increased number of currency units will stimulate investor psychology; and lending and economic output will increase all
over the world. Ben Bernanke and the other members of the FOMC Committee must know this, because it is basic
economics.
It is to be regretted that more of Professor Conrad’s admirable paper cannot be quoted here because of lack of space. To
summarize: Bernanke is prepared to throw the issuers of paper gold at the Comex to the wolves, as they have become
useless, even a nuisance, by now. Besides, the wolves must be appeased lest they devour whatever remains of the U.S.
banking and insurance system.
My own position is somewhat different from Professor Conrad’s. In my view we are facing a world-wide elemental grassroot movement: the flight into physical gold ― witness the backwardation in gold. It is irresistible, and will ultimately
overtake all other market forces. It will overwhelm official resistance.
An intriguing case can be made, as is attempted by Conrad, that Bernanke is intelligent enough to realize all this thinking
that he can harness, if not hijack, the grass-root movement for his own purposes. This is a wee-bit more intelligence than I
can give credit for to the Chairman, who is a former academic himself. I find the thought surrealistic that Bernanke wants to
use gold as the safety-valve through which he can release steam from an overheating deflation one day, and from an
overheating inflation the next.
Be that as it may, the Brave New World of irredeemable currency sans the paper gold factory at Comex will be an entirely
different world from what we have been used to for the past thirty-six years. I highlight the differences as I see them. This
should be helpful in the long run, even if this backwardation is temporary and gold futures trading will return to normal,
since permanent backwardation is ultimately unavoidable.
---Item 1: Barrick and other gold producers that still have an open hedge book will go bankrupt.
---Item 2: Other gold miners will, one after another, stop selling gold altogether, and go into hibernation.
---Item 3: Junior gold mines will put off starting production indefinitely. They will consider their gold ore reserves in the
ground a safer store of value than paper money in an insolvent bank.
---Item 4: The closing of the gold window at the Comex will furnish an excuse for other issuers of paper gold including the
bullion banks to declare bankruptcy fraudulently.
---Item 5: GLD and other joint depositories of gold will be under enormous pressure to default and let the owners of the
ETF shares hold the bag. Let them sue for the gold. They won’t get it: their contracts give them no right to physical gold.
They will get small change, in paper. The principals will cut up the gold pie among themselves. No crumbs will trickle
down to shareholders.
---Item 6: Even allocated and segregated metal account gold is not safe. The temptation on the account providers to default
will be irresistible. They are not going to release the gold until expressly ordered by the courts, and will make sure that no
gold will be left by then.
---Item 7: Central banks forfeit their gold under leases due to backwardation, causing an uproar of citizens whose patrimony
was sequestered and dissipated in such an ignominious manner.
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---Item 8: The only market for gold will be the fragmented black markets in various countries each charging a price
whatever the traffic can bear. All legal protection of the ownership of and trade in gold will be suspended. The Dark Age
will descend on the trading world, just as it did when the Roman Empire collapsed.
Our present experiment with irredeemable currency can last only as long as it is able to support futures markets in
gold. The declining gold basis is the hour glass: when it runs out and the last grain of sand drops, gold fever will
bleed the futures markets of cash gold, and the days of the regime of irredeemable currency are numbered.
Previous episodes of experimentation lasted no more than 18 years, or half as long as the present one which has taken 36
years so far, a world record. Of course, none of the earlier episodes were supported by futures markets. Forewarned,
forearmed. Get ready and move closer to the doors. When the curtain falls on the last contango in Washington, there will be
panic and some people may get trampled to death at the exit.
Dear Mish, lower your gun. The topic of gold backwardation is not for you.
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Thursday, December 11, 2008
FOA - Quotes from The Trail
Below are some gems from FOA that I especially like and that seem very appropriate today. Enjoy!
Within every social order, people have conflicting factions that try to dominate the whole. But if one can understand and
pinpoint the logic and reasoning of several dominant groups, we can get a grasp for the overall eventual flow. We have seen
throughout history and in our modern life that the human spirit, most always reaches for and leans towards natural
conclusions to ages old problems. There is something in us that makes mankind flow this way. (2/23/00)
Few investors can "grasp" that in reality, our dollar has already been hyper inflated, but without the higher price effects.
Years of deficit spending, over borrowing, debt expansion have created an illusion that the dollar was immune to price
inflation. This illusion is evident in our massive trade deficit as it carries on with no negative effects on dollar exchange
rates. Clearly other investors, outside the Central Banks were helping in the dollar support process without knowing they
were buying into a dying currency system.
The only thing that kept this process from showing up in the prices of everyday goods was the support other Central Banks
showed for our currency through exchange intervention. As I pointed out in my other writings, this support was convoluted
at best and done over 15 to 20 years. (3/17/00)
We will all look back on this and see that most of our trusted measuring sticks were useless to decipher the situation. If we
truly do not know what a "dollar credit" (DC) is, how can we know what it is worth in purchasing power? We do not even
know approximately how many DCs are out there, let alone their demand to satisfy debt service. What is really starting to
spook the big world players is that no one now knows what kind of currency intervention is in the pipeline at any moment in
time. This is having the effect of making one's real debt in international dollars an "unknown". The same thing goes for
dollar assets?
You could owe one million in value today, then find that an evolving political agenda has changed that amount to 5 million
in real value tomorrow. All of this was glossed over for many years by employing derivatives to hedge. Now that arena has
grown so large that there is a real threat that the derivatives need hedging too! I laugh about it but it's a real event,
happening in real time. It's scaring the hell out of a bunch of people and they are not taking if as being funny.
The camp fire is burning now and everyone is here:
Did you ever see the movie "Havana" with Robert Redford? It was a great tale about a card gambler that often went to the
casinos in Cuba. It takes place just before the revolution when Havana was a real swinging place. I don't remember the exact
lines in the show but he often made reference the the laws of probability. Saying "anything is possible, just not always
probable". To that end he explained to his girlfriend why there was a lump in the skin in his forearm. It seems he had a
diamond sewed under the skin, "just in case"!
It was an excellent example of human interaction with the laws of probability. It seems that inside all of us lies a fear that
what the world is telling us (the marketplace) may not be real. Just like ORO said what if "there is no spoon" and our
financial process is the trading of illusions! We all expect life itself to be chancy, and fully expect to lose some in the effort.
But no one wants to be "busted out" because of a freak, once in a generation "revolution in the way wealth is counted".
In reality,,,, in the real world,,,, big players never tell their whole tale,,,, not like the persona of our little trader/gamblers
talking their book on the Internet. In the big arena that really counts,,,,,, real players all keep most of the wealth "off the
table" and "under the skin". So what does this have to do with the BIS?
Remembering back:
Something that Big Trader or Another said a long time ago about trading gold off market in the thousands. Trust me, it's
there somewhere way back in the pre USAGOLD days. It seems that gold was then and is today traded between countries,
CBs, special accounts,,,,,,, at not only contract prices but in the "perceived prices" that would exist in a non dollar world.
Hard to believe? Don't be so quick to laugh. We are talking about gold traded in large amounts on the "possibility" of a no
dollar reserve world,,,,,, gold moved from "under the skin" to "under the skin" so to speak.
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In some cases more than a few people have "done the math" and come up with some startling probabilities and possibilities.
In some perceptions, it's a political certainty!
Imagine, if you will that gold,,,,, tomorrow,,,,,, was "marked to the market" and slated for 30 day physical settlement. Most
Western thinkers and investors would say that there is plenty of gold out there to cover all that paper. At worst it's price
would go to,,,,, say,,,,, $700 in the squeeze. Well, that is assuming this event happens in a world like today where the dollar
and our US economy is still running.
But these Western investors don't understand the real human world. Gold being marked to market would be the result of an
economic revolution of sorts. A currency transition, if you will.
Most of the big talkers you hear in the bar,,,,,, saying they would sell at $1,000 and buy some land,,,,,,, would be the very
last scared kittens to cut that diamond from under their skin! Believe it!
Under the circumstances,,,,,,, miners would do their best to "stop mining",,,,,,, dealers would mostly be making a market on
the buy side only,,,,,,, and our bar room paper gold trading friend,,, with all his bravado would be telling everyone,,,,,, "Gee,
I sold too early and wish I hadn't"!! All the while wearing a long sleeve shirt on a 90 degree night in Phoenix,,,,, just to
cover the lump that's under his skin!
The night is getting very still:
Today, gold is worth far more than it's traded contract price,,,, and has been for some years. That's the reason some players
have owned it while giving up any interest and stock gains they could have enjoyed.
Listen to this and listen closely: "the real value of gold today is based squarely on the probability of whether the US dollar
can survive as a reserve currency"! No problem, you say? Well, you may think a little different in a few weeks or years.
Considering the trade deficit of the US, CB dollar reserves and the interest they earn,,,, are worth between $.50 and $0 in
real good buying power.
Now, would you sell your gold into the BIS system for dollars,,,,,, at the market price today to have it returned in Euro gold
credits reserves at the real price much later?
Just as TownCrier says in his daily commentary:
the IMF gold leaves at one price and returns at "Another" ,,,,,,,, it travels far but never moves,,,,, while the BIS holds the
value for a later use in time.
It seems a neat "gray concept" to have just popped out of nowhere, no? Was that plan already "in process" somewhere ,,,,,,
someplace,,,,,,,, think about it?
Then think about the dollar price of gold today? In fact, "think long and hard about it"?
Fires out
Thanks for hiking. (be on the forum later or tomorrow)
FOA/ your Trail Guide (4/15/2000)
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Sunday, December 14, 2008
Backwardation That Shook The World
By Antal E. Fekete
On Friday, December 12, backwardation on gold was still in force at an annualized discount rate hovering around 2% in the
December contract, and 0.3% in February contract. Many readers have asked me how it is that so many other observers fail
to see the backwardation. The discrepancy is due to differences in methodology. Most analysts calculate the basis as the
difference between February and December futures prices which gives them a positive reading. They use the December
futures price as proxy for the spot price. This is clearly wrong. The December futures price is not the same as the spot price,
even though we are in December.
My methodology is to calculate the basis as the difference between the asked price for the December futures and the bid
price for spot gold. The logic behind this is that if you wanted to transfer your costs of carrying gold to the futures market,
then you would have to sell physical at the bid price of spot gold and buy it back at the asked price of the December
futures.
The opportunity cost of carrying physical gold is known as the carrying charge. It covers interest, insurance, cost of storage,
and all other incidental costs including taxes and fees, if any. The carrying charge is the upper bound of the range within
which the gold basis can vary. Holders of gold would never allow the basis to exceed the carrying charge. If it did, they
would keep selling cash gold and replace it with gold futures until their arbitrage would eliminate excess contango.
Exactly the same theoretical argument can be used to prove that the basis cannot go negative. And, indeed, it never has for
more than a few hours that it takes to send out a wake-up call to alert sleeping arbitrageurs.
That is to say, the gold basis has never gone negative -- until December 2, 2008. On that ill-starred day gold went to
backwardation for the first time ever in history, and got stuck there. This gave rise to a controversy that is still raging. What
is the significance of this event? The majority of observers shrugged: so what? Others, including the present writer, warned
of the extremely serious consequences threatening the international monetary system and the world economy because of the
highly corrosive nature of the backwardation in gold.
Why is it that the same theoretical argument is foolproof in the case of full contango, but it is fallacious in the case of
backwardation? The reason is that full contango in gold (maximum reading on the gold basis) implies full public confidence
in fiat money; backwardation (minimum reading on the gold basis) implies the collapse of public confidence in fiat money.
Let us put this into context. We have had a strange and ominous phenomenon lasting well over three decades which
mainstream economists have been utterly unable (unwilling?) to explain. When gold futures started trading in the United
States in 1975, the gold basis was close to full contango. Since that time it has shown a stubborn falling tendency, steadily
increasing its deviation from the carrying charge.
This is as if, after a brief honeymoon in 1975, holders of physical gold started to go on strike in ever greater numbers,
refusing to take the ever increasing wage offers on the bargaining table. They would rather go without any wages at all.
Of course, strikes are not out of the ordinary, so the phenomenon of the vanishing gold basis could be, and was, swept under
the rug. Mainstream economists could still lull themselves in the belief that the gold basis would never go negative. Come
to think of it, if it ever did, it would be the equivalent of employers offering to take over from the unions the responsibility
of making strike-pay available to workers on the picket line. Now, there, such a thing would truly be unheard-of!
Yet, surprise, surprise, it has now happened, although not in industrial but in monetary relations. Holders of physical gold,
now on fully-fledged strike, are offered a strike-pay by the futures market, and the offer is left on the bargaining table, but
the strikers still won't budge. There it is: the gold basis went negative, gold has been in backwardation for over a week, and
physical gold is still not coming out of hiding.
In spite of all the propaganda aimed at discrediting me and my theory of gold backwardation, what we are hearing is the
shrill sound of the fire-alarm indicating that the house of the international monetary system is on fire. For many a year I
have been warning all those who cared to listen that such a fire-alarm was coming sooner or later, and the consequences of
ignoring it would be disastrous. Well, it is sounding loud and clear now, and guess what. Fire-fighters brazenly ignore it. Yet
you can ignore it at your own peril.
What does it all mean? Not only does it mean that the market is willing to pay all your carrying charges involved in holding
physical gold, but it is also willing to pay you (allegedly) risk-free profits for the privilege of relieving you from carrying the
burden! "Let me take over your yoke just for a few days; I shall pay you handsomely for the honor" - so the clearing
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members of Comex plead.
It is as if the bank was paying all your utility bills without charging it to your account. Nay, the bank is actually offering you
a bonus for you allowing it to do you the favor. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that all the banks in the world offered all
their account holders to take over responsibility for paying their utility bills. Would it not evoke some searching questions
about the hidden agenda of the banks? Wouldn't people become extremely suspicious of the preposterous offer? Yet here we
go, the futures market in gold, the world's residual source of cash gold, is making the same preposterous offer, and nobody
is asking questions. Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes (I fear my enemies most when they bring me gifts, Virgil, Aeneid, II.
49.)
I warn the world again that the futures market would not go to backwardation in gold if the house of paper money were not
on fire. There is just no prima facie reason for a shortage in physical gold. A very large part of all the gold produced
throughout history still exists in monetary form, sitting in vaults doing nothing. (Under the gold standard it used to be doing
heavy-duty work in financing production and world trade.) Unlike all other commodities with the exception of silver, for
gold the stocks-to-flows ratio is a high multiple (by contrast, the stocks-to-flows ratio of copper is a small fraction). And, on
the top of privately held gold, there is central bank gold amounting to one quarter of all the gold ever produced since the
dawn of history. Why are central banks unwilling to take advantage of risk-free profits by releasing gold? Could it be that, in
possession of inside information, they have reason to be afraid that the regime of irredeemable currency may soon collapse
and, with their gold gone, they don't want to be left holding the bag? Could it be that the Babeldom of the debt tower is
already crumbling, but the fact is being covered up?
There is simply no explanation for the backwardation in gold, absent monetary science. And since monetary science has
been exiled from the world's universities for the past fifty years (this is what I call "Lysenkoism -- American style", see
References below), people are dumbfounded. They don't understand the phenomenon of holders of gold passing up the
opportunity to earn risk-free profits.
Monetary science gives a clear and unambiguous explanation. Here it is, and please remember that you have heard it here
first. We are facing a pathology of the international monetary system based, as it is, on irredeemable promises to pay. People
are enjoined through 'legal tender' legislation to use these irredeemable promises as if they were the ultimate means of
payment, even though they are not, and the world would rather use gold and silver as the natural and ultimate extinguisher
of debt. But gold and silver have been coercively eliminated from monetary circulation for the competition they offered to
synthetic debt-liquidating devices. Mainstream economics pretends that the issue has been settled for once and all. It asserts
that liquidation of debt through the coercively maintained payments system has no threat to the national and world
economy. Yet what is happening is that the government keeps kicking the toxic garbage upstairs which keeps accumulating
unobtrusively in the attic, only to come crashing down in its own good time to cause untold amount of social damage.
In the real world it is natural law, rather than man-made coercive laws, that prevail. The pathology of the regime of
irredeemable currency has not been attended to, and the day of reckoning has dawned. Our pathological monetary system
has allowed the burgeoning of debt beyond all rhyme and reason. It has no mechanism to extinguish debt. It pretends that
transferring debt to the banks, and ultimately to the government, is tantamount to extinguishing it. However, the truth of the
matter is that only gold circulation is able to extinguish debt. When it is stopped in its tracks, as it is under conditions of
backwardation, debt explodes.
The debt tower is toppling. Central banks work overtime printing money to plug the holes in the leaky foundation, but their
traction that they could once take for granted is gone. The money they print goes into either gold hoarding or into
government bonds. The monetary system has short-circuited and is in the process of burning out. Practically no money is
going into the production of goods and services. The bloated economy is contracting fast. Great Depression II is upon us.
The monetary system is past the point of repair. This is the story that the backwardation of gold is trying to tell those of us
who have ears for hearing and brains for comprehending.
Backwardation in gold is the sweet siren song that is trying to tempt Odysseus to his doom. But Odysseus was smart enough
to have himself tied, fist and foot, to the mast and had the ears of his oarsmen be plugged with wax. His ship is sailing
through the dangerous waters without unloading gold.
Backwardation also gives a signal to those who are not so fortunate as to have some of the precious yellow in hand. It tells
them to be prepared for a thunderous collapse of the international payments system, worse than the collapse of the twin
towers of the World Trade Center. Backwardation means the inevitable contraction of the world economy, the beginning of
an era of diminishing enterprise and employment, an era of snowballing business failures and poverty. Printing more
irredeemable promises to pay will make this condition worse, not better.
***
It can be seen that the $80 rise in the spot price from $740 to $820 during the week that just ended has not been able to
compel holders of spot gold to exchange their holdings for a promise to deliver gold a mere 18 days later, the bait of 'riskfree' profit notwithstanding, in spite of the unprecedented discount on gold futures. To tell the truth, the promised profits are
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not risk free. The risk is that the gold will never be returned and those who have listened to the siren song will be left
holding the bag.
Events of last week show the heroic resistance of the bulls: they have so far refused to listen to the sweet siren song of the
clearing members. They unearthed the golden hatchet and have not let themselves be led astray from the warpath. On
Thursday, December 11, 12,588 contracts in the December futures month (an increase of 139 contracts from the previous
day) stood in line waiting for delivery. This is equivalent to 43% of registered gold in the warehouses! As is known, the
clearing members have till December 31 to deliver; otherwise they have to declare "liquidation only", effectively closing the
gold window. If that happens, it would be a historical first, likely to cause a much bigger stir than the appearance of
backwardation on December 2, which caused a yawn. The world would be shaken out of its lethargy. This backwardation
would break the grip of the regime of irredeemable currency on the world.
The clearing members have used the carrot to no avail. Will they now use the stick, increasing margins on long positions to
exceed the value of the underlying contract? We don't know, but obviously they are hesitant to make a rash decision. Such a
move could easily backfire. It would betray their desperation, which could provoke even more notices demanding delivery
of physical gold.
Who is going to blink, the good guys or the bad? It is too early to say. At any rate, even if the good guys blink, they will be
back in force in February for a showdown to face a much-weakened opponent.
***
Mike (Mish) Shedlock published a rejoinder to my There Is No Fever Like Gold Fever (see References below). According
to him I have stated that "gold is not for sale at any price", here and now. What I have said was that if Comex declared
"liquidation only", in effect closing the gold window, and backwardation became a permanent fixture of gold futures
trading, then it would be tantamount to "gold is not for sale at any price". Mish also puts words into my mouth suggesting
that I considered this an equivalent of the gold price shooting up to infinity, a kind of initial salvo to mark the beginning of
hyperinflation in the United States.
I have been very careful to avoid any prognostication that backwardation in gold would trigger backwardation or price rises
in other commodities. I am not even talking about a price rise of gold itself. The truth is that my own position on deflation in
the United States is, and has been, very close to that of Mish. Backwardation in gold has nothing to do with the opening
salvo for hyperinflation. "Gold is not for sale at any price" is not the same thing as a runaway gold price. Rather, it is an
indication that it has dawned on people how foolish it is to accept irredeemable promises to pay in exchange for gold, the
ultimate means of payment.
What Mish seems to be missing is that it is not unthinkable that gold futures trading stops altogether for want of deliverable
material, while the price of oil, grains, and other highly marketable commodities keep falling along with the rate of interest
-- symptoms of deflation. This is precisely the problem that needs to be researched, but no university or government thinktank is doing it.
Mish says that the United States is not Zimbabwe. Who said it was? However, the United States dollar and the Zimbabwe
dollar are no different in principle, if not yet in practice. They are both an irredeemable currency. Managers of the U.S.
dollar are just making the first tentative steps to join the managers of the Zimbabwe dollar in Dante's Inferno. The eighth of
the nine circles in Hell is reserved for perpetrators of fraud and false pretenses, among others, the managers of irredeemable
currencies. As Dante describes it, their punishment is to be kept submerged in a cesspit full of excrement. Honestly, they
don't deserve to be washed clean by Mish or anybody else.
Rumors that there may be a failure of delivery in the December contract turned out to be surprisingly accurate. Mish is
premature in doubting that such a failure is in the cards. Backwardation-deniers must not jump the gun. A titanic struggle is
taking place right now, out of earshot and out of sight: the bull fight at Comex. In this bull ring it is not always the toreador
who kills the bull. Sometimes the bull kills the toreador. The fight takes place on weekdays from 8:15 a.m. to 3 p.m. EST.
While it is not carried on TV, it is carried by the wire services. The last fight is scheduled on December 31 -- unless the
toreador resigns beforehand and the bulls win by default.
Mish says that actually he hopes that there will be a failure of delivery in December gold. Be careful what you wish for, you
may just get it! Especially if you have not made a study of what backwardation of a monetary commodity means, because
you don't know what you are wishing for. It is no picnic. It is more like a monetary earthquake measuring ten on the
Greenspan scale. Hyperinflation is not the only hell on earth! Hyper-deflation ushered in by backwardation in gold could
well be worse.
***
I have received the following letter from a reader.
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Mr Fekete:
I always read your articles as part of an effort to educate myself about the gold market. Thanks for sharing your expertise
and I look forward to your future articles.
In your most recent articles you harp on Mr Sprott for no longer supporting your University.
I don't know Mr. Sprott personally but I have to say he has every right to support or not support whatever endeavours he
choses.
Your constant negative referral to him diminishes your credibility, imo.
Give it a break!
Kevin Southwest
I have sent this answer:
Dear Mr. Southwest:
Thank you for your kind words. I am delighted that you have found my writings of some value.
You are right in saying that Mr. Sprott can do with his money as he pleases. What you don't know is that I have not
approached Mr. Sprott asking for money; he has approached me offering it. Under these circumstances I thought I could
expect the courtesy of an advance notice of his decision to terminate the arrangement. Instead, he just cut me off and
ignored my repeated inquiries. When I insisted on an answer, he sent me a letter with the insulting remark that "results do
not justify the expense". For your information, the grand total of his "expense" was $22,500 Canadian.
I am sorry that you find my repeated reference to this humiliating incidence annoying. Please allow me to be the judge
whether my procedure diminishes my credibility or not. After all, nobody is forcing you to read someone with impaired
credibility.
Yours, etc.
Here is another letter:
Hi Antal,
This letter is to thank you for and congratulate you on your priceless contributions to the education of your fellow men. I
have said this to you before, but now I repeat it: Your lasting legacy to history will be your work on the 'basis'. I am sure that
a hundred years from now you will be quoted favourably by authors of financial articles and books. You have become a
truly great financial intellectual power.
Constructive criticism: I do understand your disappointment at the cancelling of financial support for Gold Standard
University Live by Eric Sprott. I am sure this was a business decision. If so, it was a bad one. Time will prove this.
But you are much too big and important of a person to let it drag you down. Get over it! Let it go! Move on! We all have
great respect for you. Your written sideways slaps at Eric's bad decision do not hurt him but rather diminish you.
Give him credit for the assistance he did provide. Rise above the hurt feeling slipping into your writings.
I do hope you understand that this is sent to you by a friend who intends only the best for you.
Regards,
Frank
I have answered this letter as follows:
Dear Frank,
Thank you for your kind words and encouragement. I can assure you that Eric's decision in no way drags me down. Nor
have I ever had any intention of hurting him.
Every week my readership is increasing by hundreds of newcomers seeking knowledge which they could not get from any
other source. I have the right to inform them about the reasons why Gold Standard University Live had to fold tent.
I have never doubted that you have but the best intentions towards me.
Your friend,
Antal
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Monday, December 15, 2008
Madoff's (Complete) Madness

As I have been following this story over the past 4 days, I have had to hit the snooze button on my BS detector several
times. I will explain.
First of all, let me say that this story is HUGE in my opinion. In fact, if it escalates like I think it could, this scandal could
bring us FreeGold earlier than even Mother Nature intended.
This is "a fresh blow to financial confidence", according to one tycoon facing a $9bn loss.
This from an article today. I think this quote says it all. When you consider the elites who have been affected by this, you
start to realize that this could be a catalyst for the changing of elite psychology toward our way of thinking.
I remember back... it was a personal loss of net worth that first turned me to the recognition of gold!
So why is my BS detector screaming? Virtually every article about the Madoff crime has used the term "Ponzi scheme".
Because that's what Bernie himself called it. But after much deliberation, I believe that once the details come out, his crime
will be far more shocking, and the fallout infinitely more widespread than a simple Ponzi scheme would have produced.
You see, Bernie's company was a "market maker" on the NASDAQ!
Follow these snippets:
[Billionaire Bernie] was charged with operating what he told employees was a long-running $50 billion Ponzi scheme...
“It’s all just one big lie,” Madoff told his employees on Dec. 10, according to the government. The firm, Madoff allegedly
said to them, is “basically, a giant Ponzi scheme.”
His New York-based firm was the 23rd largest market maker on Nasdaq in October, handling a daily average of about 50
million shares a day, exchange data show. It specialized in handling orders from online brokers in some of the largest U.S.
companies, including General Electric Co. and Citigroup Inc.
Madoff ran his investment advisory business from a separate floor of his firm’s office, keeping financial statements “under
lock and key,” prosecutors said. Early in December, he told one employee that clients wanted to redeem about $7 billion and
that he was struggling to free up the funds, the government said. After he told another staff member Dec. 9 that he wanted to
pay annual bonuses before the year’s end, two months early, a pair of senior employees asked to speak with him,
prosecutors said.
They had noticed he had been suffering from a “great deal of stress” and wanted to know what was happening, the U.S.
said. When one of them challenged his explanations, Madoff invited them to his Manhattan apartment, saying he “wasn’t
sure he would be able to hold it together” if they continued talking at the office, the government said.
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While meeting the pair at his home yesterday, Madoff conceded that he was “finished,” that his advisory business is “all just
one big lie” and “basically, a giant Ponzi scheme,” the government said. The business had been insolvent for years with
losses of about $50 billion, he told the employees, according to the criminal and SEC complaints.
Madoff said he had about $200 million to $300 million left and planned to distribute money to select employees, family and
friends before surrendering to authorities in about a week, the government said.
The Madoff firm had about $17.1 billion in assets under management as of Nov. 17, according to NASD records.
Okay, so he had his market-maker business, then he had his secretive $17bn investment "advisory". So if it was a straight
Ponzi scheme, the losses should not exceed $17 billion, assuming he spent the whole nut. And that's a lot of spending!!
Mr Madoff confessed last week that his business was "all one great big lie". The investment returns were fake, and he had
been paying old clients with money from new ones. In its conception, the scam is a classic. In its size, it is breathtaking,
eclipsing anything seen before. He personally estimated the losses at $50bn
The feds are now confirming that his estimate of $50bn will probably hold up. So where did the other $33bn come from?
From the NASDAQ!

The way a market maker works is that it takes your bets, on Scottrade, E-trade or whatever, and guarantees your return. It
doesn't run down to the floor to sell 25 shares just because you clicked a button. It waits and makes bulk trades to clear the
books. But in Bernie's case, my guess is that he thought he knew better than you. So he would guarantee your bet on the
books, but take your money and place his own bets.
He probably placed these bets with other people's money, (not money they had entrusted him to bet) on "high return"
investments like OTC derivatives of some exotic kind. My guess is that he has been doing this for years with both his
Investment Advisory $17bn as well as untold sums from his sons' market maker business. And any return he made above
and beyond your bet on, say, Microsoft, he would keep. Then his computers would credit your account for whatever your
bet on Microsoft paid.
And because he mixed the money in this way, he generated a very good (11%), but imaginary, return for his IA clients.
Then, when the market turned really bad in mid-September, the jig was up. He took huge losses. Perhaps his losses started a
year earlier even. Whatever. At that point his crime, his fraud, became a Ponzi Scheme.
He kept both businesses going as long as he had fresh money flowing in. And I have a hard time imagining that he kept this
going for 15 months, so I think he probably "hit the wall" this past September.
Of course his market maker redemptions took preference. He wasn't even ALLOWED to touch that money. But once his IA
redemptions hit a certain level, he had to give up. He realized this over Thanksgiving weekend. That's probably when he
told his sons. Then he told them again in December with a witness present.
So...... this means that money was lost that was invested through OTHER BROKERS, and was traded fairly on the
NASDAQ! These losses will be the first that the SIPC will have to cover. And $33bn will clean out the SIPC.
So that's why I say we have only yet seen the tip of the iceberg. And even the tip is pretTy bad!!
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They have poured billions of dollars into Mr Madoff's too-good-to-be-true investment fund, which appeared to post doubledigit annual returns come rain or shine.
nothing left of the money Mr Madoff had pretended to be investing for many years.
Mort Zuckerman, the owner of the New York Daily News and one of the 200 richest Americans, said "I think we have
another break in whatever level confidence needs to exist in money markets."
And from the public comments on one of the article:
Now they're talking about bailing these people out. If they bail out the rich folks and holier-than-thou "charities" who dealt
with this thieving bum you can forget about the rule of law. There will be riots.
Well, I think the fallout could actually be WORSE than riots. It could be a complete loss of confidence in all paper
investments. I mean, if you can't even trust your online broker, or your safe bank, who can you trust?
Gold! That was the conclusion I came to after the pain of coming to terms with great loss. Loss makes you think in new
ways, and it makes you search. I think we must add this (THOUGHT) to the already unfolding FreeGold and realize that the
Madoff scandal adds some serious fuel to the fire.

As ANOTHER said, "All paper will burn!"
FOFOA
Postscript: For clarity's sake (my wife says I should be more clear)... I think BB (Billion Bernie, soon-to-be Bighouse
Bernie) was definitely engaged in a long term fraud. But I don't think that fraud was a Ponzi scheme. I think it only
BECAME a Ponzi scheme recently, when his returns went massively negative. And I think that there is a high probability
that this kind of fraud is widespread, whereas, if it were strictly a Ponzi scheme (which is kinda stupid if you think about it),
he might be the only one. So that's why I think this is a HUGE story (in the making). It's not about a Ponzi scheme, it's
about a money "trustee" trying to earn a higher return (on the sly) so he can pocket the difference. And the only reason BB
busted himself was to try and spare his sons.
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Sunday, December 21, 2008
Forward Thinking On Backwardation
By Antal E. Fekete
In an earlier article Backward Thinking on Backwardation I explained that backwardation in gold is the flipside of the
phenomenon of a drastic contraction of world trade and employment. This brings out the danger in denying the fact of gold
backwardation or to belittle its significance, as most observers seem to be doing. I am reminded of the saying of the Swiss
educator F.W. Foerster: "if you don't use your eyes for seeing, later you will use them for weeping." In this article I want to
enumerate the reasons why I believe that permanent backwardation in gold would bring about the descent of our civilization
into lawlessness similar to that following the collapse of the Western Roman Empire.
The consensus seems to be that, even if backwardation in gold occurred at one point, it would not be a significant event
given the zero-interest environment. Forward thinking on backwardation shows that this is wrong.
Tom Szabo observes (see References below): "If somehow short-term interest rates were to go into significant
backwardation, it should be no surprise that gold and silver may go into significant backwardation. THIS WOULD NOT BE
A SIGN OF IMMINENT MONETARY COLLAPSE [his emphasis]. In fact, a pretty strong argument could be made for the
opposite - that the negative interest rate is a sign of excessive monetary demand (in relation to demand for capital goods and
investments). I've looked but have been unsuccessful in finding an historical example of a monetary collapse that occurred
while money was actually in high demand. Of course, high demand for money could be extremely deflationary and the only
known cure for this is to create a high supply of money, otherwise known as hyperinflation."
While I would disagree with the use of the word "imminent" in describing the coming monetary collapse, I must maintain
my stand that a durable backwardation, such as we have experienced for two weeks earlier this month, is a premonition that
there will be repeated episodes of the same kind, ever more frequent, ever deeper, ever longer, each episode significantly
weakening the monetary system - regardless of the zero or negative short term interest rate. (Let us leave the question aside
that zero or negative interest rates in and of themselves show an alarming pathology of the monetary system!)
I have argued that we must carefully distinguish between a fiat money regime with an undisturbed flow of gold to the
futures market; and a fiat money regime where the flow of gold to the futures market has been blocked by an unprecedented
surge in the demand for cash gold. In the first case confidence in fiat money is high; in the second, it is low and waning fast.
In the first case paper gold is an effective substitute for physical gold in most applications; in the second, paper gold has
been unmasked as a fraud, and discredited beyond repair. In the first case the economy works pretty well the same way as
under a gold standard; in the second, all hell is turned loose as the exchange of goods and services is on the decline and
autarky on the rise.
Tom says that "it is incorrect to claim that gold and silver could be in true backwardation without at least some inversion of
the futures price curve where the nearer contracts are trading at a higher price than the further out contracts. Well, exactly
that's what has happened at Tocom during the first two weeks of this month and is happening still. Tocom publishes its
trading summary at the close of trading every day on the Internet: TOCOM LINK. I don't understand how Tom could miss
it. Backwardation is jumping off the Internet page covering the standard kilobar contract, even as I write this, on December
19.
Tom is complaining that the spot price for gold is difficult to ascertain: "the spot price for gold is elusive… because they are
third-party quotes that suffer from a variety of problems that can make them unreliable and imprecise." I disagree. I have
asked my student, Mr. Sandeep Jaitly of Soditic, Ltd., London, U.K., who is tracking the gold basis for me, to explain. Here
is what he had to say on December 15: "Tom Szabo comments that spot prices are difficult to obtain. Not true! They are not.
You just have to be plugged into the right feeds. My spot price quotes include all the five price fixers at the LBMA, plus
everybody else worthy of quoting… The spot gold price I use is the best or highest bid (and the best or lowest offer) from
300 banks world-wide [list attached, not reproduced here]. The data I use is directly from the exchange, and the prints I see
for the carry available are super precise. I can get 90¢ per oz profit on the December contract versus my spot quotes that
come from every bank on earth…" Sandeep goes on, dateline December 18: "Everybody of note is inferring that gold is in
backwardation because of the zero interest. Let us explore that a little further. One can achieve 0.25% annualized by
carrying gold for 190 days till June 26, 2009. 190 days in maturity is about equivalent to a 6-month T-bill with a current
yield of 0.18%. The cost of carry for 190 days is 0.25 - 0.18 = 0.07%. If we compare this with the cost of carry for 11 days
till December 27, 2008, and, again, for 69 days till February 27, 2009, [calculation included, not reproduced here], then we
get that the cost of carrying gold is as follows (all percentages are annualized)
for 11 days: 1.005%
for 69 days: 0.9%
for 190 days: 0.07%
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That is pathological without any need of further explanation! It costs more to carry gold for shorter periods of time than for
a longer period - according to the futures market. That puts a hole in the zero interest-rate argument, and explodes the
explanation that the extra-low contango or outright backwardation in gold is nothing more than "normal backwardation" of
a non-monetary commodity!"
Tom says that he does not see things evolving in the same catastrophic manner as I do. For example, he believes that "there
will always be willing buyers and sellers of gold in some quantity if the price is right." Buyers - si, sellers - no! That's just
the whole point. The lack of credibility of irredeemable currency will be such that no one in his right mind will accept it in
exchange for gold, the ultimate liquidator of debt. Previously, people were willing to trade their gold because they could
always replenish their supply from Comex warehouses. That means, in other words, that the irredeemable dollar could still
be used as a liquidator of debt (i.e., gold still has a competitor). But let them close the Comex gold warehouses. This is a
quantum jump; it means that the irredeemable dollar can no longer be used to liquidate debt, e.g., debt incurred by those
holding short positions in gold futures. It is essential not to belittle the import of this observation.
Tom thinks that I am an alarmist in believing that the permanent closing of the gold window at the Comex will mean a
cessation in gold mining, loss of segregated metal deposits, and institutionalized theft of ETF holdings.
To answer this I have to go back to the collapse of the Western Roman Empire after the abdication of the emperor Romulus
Augustus on September 4, 476 A.D. It was followed by the Dark Ages when the rule of law, personal security, trade of
goods against payment in gold and silver could no longer be taken for granted. Gold and silver went into hiding, never to reemerge during the lifetime of the original holders. It is plausible to see a causal relationship between the fading of the rule
of law and the complete disappearance of gold and silver from trade. Virtually all observers say that the first event caused
the second.
I may be in a minority of one to say that causation goes in the opposite direction. The disappearance of gold and silver coins
as a means of exchange was a long-drawn-out, cumulative event. In the end, no one was willing to exchange gold and silver
coins for the debased coinage of the empire. At that point the empire was bankrupt; it could no longer pay the troops that
defended its boundaries against the barbarians threatening with invasion. This is not to say that the empire did not have
other weaknesses. It did, plenty of it. But the overriding weakness was the monetary weakness. Centuries after centuries the
Mint of the empire could attract less and less gold and silver. Because of this, the empire was forced to debase its coinage
and the deterioration continued until the bitter end, when the gold flow to the Mint completely dried up.
Compare this with the Eastern Roman Empire that lasted until the fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Turks in 1453 A.D.,
or almost one thousand years longer than the Western half, and during most of this time it could keep its Mint open to gold,
producing the gold bezant, which also became the coin of the Muslim world. Is this difference between the two empires
trying to tell us something about the importance, from the point of view of political and economic survival, of keeping the
Mint open to gold?
The history of the monetary system of the United States shows an ominous parallel to that of the Western Roman Empire.
As long as gold and silver was still used in trade at least to some extent, the Western Roman Empire was limping along. The
modern equivalent of the disappearance of gold and silver is epitomized by the progressive vanishing of the gold basis.
There is simply no continuous transition from the paper dollar cum contango to the paper dollar cum gold backwardation,
Tom's prayer notwithstanding. The transition will necessarily involve a sudden and fatal weakening of the legal system.
Remember, the legal system works only as long as most citizens are law-abiding. It breaks down as soon as the majority of
the citizens find that the law protects thieves in high places, but offers next to no protection for the honest hard-working
middle class. I am not going to elaborate here on the proposition that irredeemable currency is a system that protects thieves
in high places, but robs the little guy by plundering his savings.
Tom notes that it may be technically possible to delay the collapse of the fiat money system by "allowing" gold to appreciate
in a hyperinflationary scenario. That is precisely the phase that will end with the entrenchment of backwardation in gold.
Thereafter one can no longer talk about an "appreciating gold price", or any gold price for that matter, as the pricing
mechanism will have self-destructed, at least as far as the price of gold is concerned. As Tom himself observes in the same
article, local prices in India, China, and in the jungles of Papua are not relevant. Only gold prices in New York and London
are, and the arbitrage between the two.
I have nowhere said that the end of the fiat money system will follow the closing of the gold window at the Comex in a
matter of days. Sure, finance ministers and central bankers will try to "muddle through". It is not possible to predict how
long the death throes of fiat money will continue. Tom may be right in suggesting that it will take many years, and claims of
an imminent monetary and economic collapse will again turn out to be wrong.
But where Tom is certainly mistaken is his suggestion that all this agony will take place while the Last Contango in
Washington is still going on. You can't have contango and backwardation at the same time. Backwardation is like a black
hole, once it grabs a currency, it will swallow it, and gold quoted in that currency will never return to contango.
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I think Tom's greatest mistake is to interpret the move into backwardation, or gold to enter the 'fever phase', as "gold's
regaining fully-recognized monetary status". Unfortunately, just the opposite is the case. Whether officially recognized or
not, gold's monetary status was never in doubt. Gold has always been the monetary commodity par excellence, due to the
fact that it has constant marginal utility (or, if you will, the fact that the marginal utility of no other commodity declines at a
rate slower than that of gold).
What we are witnessing is a transition that deprives gold of its monetary qualities. Gold in hiding cannot and will not act as
money. More to the point, absent gold, nothing else can or will. The disappearance of money, that can be trusted, fatally
undermines the legal system, the sanctity of contracts, habeas corpus, any and all provisions of law and order that we take
for granted. Under these conditions nobody can operate a gold mine, nobody can run a gold refinery, nobody can guarantee
segregated gold deposits, and nobody can prevent the institutionalized theft of ETF holdings. Welcome to the Madoff
economy! (See References below: Paul Krugman's column in The New York Times). Jail one Madoff, two others will jump
into his shoes.
As a consequence of the permanent backwardation in gold, we shall have a world gone Madoff.
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Monday, December 22, 2008
Deflation or Hyperinflation?
This post is for those who have been taken in by the deflationists recently, and who have begun to wonder and worry about
what they thought they knew.

To think about this debate properly, let's look at what the Fed has in mind. The Fed fears deflation and would like to swing it
back, in a linear fashion, to mild, controllable inflation. To do this it is using every trick in the book. One thing is certain,
there are no physical limitation to how much the Fed can inflate the money supply. Money creation now comes with no
physical costs (like paper, ink, and printing press grease).
Some say that any money created must be borrowed into existence and that this is a limitation. They are partly correct,
because this is not a limitation. As the borrower of last resort, the Treasury of the United States has the power to borrow as
much money as it wants to use for stimulus. This can take the form of rebate checks to taxpayers or spending on public
works projects. In both cases, the money enters the economy efficiently.
So when Ben said in 2002 that "deflation is always reversible under a fiat money system", he was correct. Point in fact, if
the US government issued Tbills, and the Fed bought them with printed money, and then the government used that money to
refund everyone's income taxes for the last 10 years, it is likely that would be enough to reverse the current deflation. I use
this example simply to show that it is within the power of central banks and governments to defeat deflation in a nominal
way.
So now let's see what is the case if the Fed and the government do not take such drastic measures. Let's say they would
never do something as Zimbabwe-crazy as that and let's say that the deflationary forces are now out of control. Well, the
only thing that can mean is that the best investment to hold right now is fiat currency, or more specifically, US dollars. And
if we accept that this runaway deflation will last for several years, that means the best thing you can do is hold dollars for all
those years. Because as time passes, those dollars will always buy more and more goods, for as long as deflation persists.
So I ask you, does this pass the sniff test?
It is the only logical conclusion if you are going to accept what the deflationist's are telling you.
With US government bonds at a parabolic peak right now, this clearly does not pass the sniff test. If you buy this theory and
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act on it wholeheartedly, you are asking for big trouble in the coming months, both in the dollar and in the Tbills.
So, making a big jump here, I ask, is there any difference between a currency collapse and hyperinflation?
Let's ask a different question. What if the government decides to devalue the dollar against gold as many have suggested.
This would solve a lot of problems for the government (and for us goldbugs, but that's for a different post). But it would
create problems for other governments holding dollar reserves, like China. Well, there are a couple of remedies for this.
Perhaps the US government would make a secret promise to China. But still, there are other's in the world that would be
greatly hurt by a USD devaluation. So what would happen?
Governments don't always make rational moves. Sometimes they panic. So the likely response to a USD devaluation would
be simultaneous devaluations across the board. Let's say there's no secret deal with China to replace it's reserves with a new
currency at a favored rate. Well China would immediately devalue the Yuan against gold so that it would still be holding the
same Yuan value of Tbills as it held before the USD devaluation.
If this happened across the board with all currencies (a fairly likely scenario), then all currencies in the world would drop
roughly the same amount. In this case, the USDX value of the dollar could remain the same, say 81 like it is today, since
that is simply a measurement against other fiat currencies. But the reality is that the dollar, and all other fiat money, would
buy a whole lot less. You see, they can't devalue gold, they can only up-value gold. In order to devalue gold, they must do it
surreptitiously through the COMEX or else outlaw it all together (which is not going to happen, but that's for another post).
This would literally be like overnight hyperinflation. If you bought your house for $300K in 2007, and this damn deflation
has taken it's value down to $200K, and then the fiat moneys of the world devalue by 90% against gold, the very next day
your house would be worth $2million.
From there, things would start to diverge. That first day, gold would be $9,000/ounce, and your house would be worth
$2million. But because we are in a "deflationary environment", your house would likely continue dropping in price, maybe
to $1.8million within the next year. And because gold is actually a hedge against failed confidence in fiat money, gold could
rise from $9,000/ounce to $90,000/ounce in that same year.
Trust me, this would be a rough year. And there would be nothing linear or predictable in the TA (technical analysis) that
would be tracking price movements.
You see, hyperinflation does not require a linear progression from deflation, to less deflation, to slight inflation, to inflation,
to high inflation, to hyperinflation. Nope. As a monetary phenomenon, our money supply was already hyperinflated in the
90's. Counting dollars in the world is like counting stars in the sky. (The main difference being new stars are born at a much
slower rate.) None of this recent housing bubble or derivatives monster bubble was even needed to create a currency crisis.
In fact, these recent bubbles created their own additional credit inflation and also provided a place to put it, a place that has
now collapsed to almost nothing. It sure feels like deflation right now. But that's just because of the collapse of the bubble.
The money supply was already hyperinflated before this bubble. Even Another said so in 1997.
So why no price hyperinflation yet? That's because the rest of the world has been soaking up our hyperinflated currency
through the trade deficit. No other currency in the world has had this privilege. That's why so many other currencies, when
hyperinflated, were soon followed by price hyperinflation.
There is nothing playful and hippie-like about hyperinflation. I have seen it suggested that inflationary times are
characterized by hippies and growth and good times, like the late 60's and early 70's. And that deflationary times are
characterized by loss of control, social upheaval, war, and death, like the 30's. So the argument follows that we are
obviously headed for the latter and not the former, therefore deflation. But I ask you, which is a better description of
Zimbabwe? Obviously Zimbabwe compares more to our deflation of the 30's than to the inflation of the 70's, even though it
is experiencing hyperinflation.
I think the point is that hyperinflation is a close cousin to deflation, and only a distant relative of inflation. So don't let the
name fool you. Hyperinflation is most definitely not a hippie paradise.
I apologize if this post seems jumpy. It's just that there are so many different angles from which to view this debate. And
there are so many people writing on both sides of the debate. I have given this much thought from all the angles I have come
across, and I always come to the same conclusion.
Let's take a look at what I call the Prophet angle. Where I think Peter Schiff got it wrong is that he thought the foreigners
would abandon the USD Titanic either as it was approaching the iceberg, or soon after it hit the iceberg. But they didn't.
They seem to be going down with the USD Titanic. However, they do have their own lifeboats. And at the last minute,
before we disappear under the water, they will abandon us. Trust me. Peter was actually correct, only his timing was off, and
to great cost to his clients at Europac. But his macro view of the way the world economy works is pretty spot-on.
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Eric Janszen of iTulip correctly predicted this deflation years ago during the bubble inflation. He called his theory Ka-Poom.
The Ka part is this deflationary cycle we are in, which he calls disinflation. The Poom is the massive inflation that will
follow. So far he has been pretty correct.
Nouriel Roubini has been very correct about the collapse. And now he sees deflation. He and Mish both see this as
continuing for a long time. But what I think they miss is the massive herd of black swans lurking in the bushes. The black
swans are an analogy similar to the pins in Eric Janszen's book America's Bubble Economy. It says that the bubble
(currently the TBill bubble) is floating through a maze of many many pins. And it only take one pin to pop the bubble. The
odds are much higher for a pin prick than for the bubble to make it out of the house-of-pins in one piece.
Another related problem with Mish's and Roubini's view is that it relies too heavily on a linear analysis of the economy. I
touched on this earlier. But I call this the TA angle. Part of the reason most mainstream economists did not see the collapse
coming like Roubini did is that they relied too heavily on TA, which prescribes slow, linear movements. Roubini saw big
troubles lurking, black swans, and rightly predicted a low probability (rare) yet high impact paradigm shift. But now it
seems he is suffering the same blindness to black swans that inhibited the mainstreamers from 2006 to September 2008. He
now thinks things will continue in a linear progression.
A good comparison for this TA angle is the POG (price of gold). There are some, like Jim Sinclair, Axstone and Stefanmo
on GIM that track the POG using TA methodology. If you followed Stefanmo's thread, It's all in the dollar and his
methodology, you'd have a hard time reconciling that POG with ANOTHER or FOA who spoke of a $30K POG back in the
late 90's. This difference, a linear progression versus a gapping up due to a rare but high impact event, is analogous to the
reason Mish and Roubini see deflation and I see hyperinflation in our future. Don't get me wrong, I too see their current
deflation. But I also see a 95% probability that it will change to very high inflation, or hyperinflation, or a collapse of the
dollar (mere semantic differences), within the next two years at the VERY LATEST.
There is also the Necessities vs. Luxuries angle. This is the way I see it most likely playing out. All "luxuries" are currently
deflating. And in real terms (gold terms) this will continue for years. But when you look at necessities, the things we need to
survive like food, we haven't seen much deflation at all. In fact, many prices have been going up (except gas) during this
current "deflation". Mikal on USAGOLD listed out some of his bills which have INflated in the last two months:
Dentist bill
Grocery Bill
Heatlamp bulb
Rugs
Vitamins
Books
Magazines
Newspapers
Car parts- do it yourself
Auto parts and service- garage
Car insurance
Rent
Precious Metals
Taxes
UPS, Fedex and US postal shipping
Computer parts and repair
Batteries
All you have to do is look at Zimbabwe. Necessities like clean water are as valuable as gold right now. Yet luxuries that we
enjoy in the west have almost no market there. So even though their prices are now quoted in the quadrillions, their real
values (in gold terms) are still dropping.
Hyperinflation need only hit the necessities. That is why it is so bad. The way I see this going down is that we'll see inflation
start creeping into necessities in the next few months followed by shortages in those same necessities, and then a currency
collapse which we could call "hyperinflation", because that's what it is. If we have hyperinflation is that not also a collapse
of the currency? Yes. And the opposite is true as well.
The last angle I will discuss in this post is what I call the Manipulation angle. Remember that we had high "price inflation"
in commodities including oil for the first half of this year. Note that I said "price inflation". This is a distinction from the
Austrian "monetary inflation", which was already hyperinflated in the 90's (and which we are piling cash on top of now).
Anyway, we had oil going up to $140/bbl in July. That ended July 15th, right after INDYMAC collapsed.
Many notable writers including Don Coxe and Jim Puplava have speculated that Paulson (and the PPT) engineered the
commodity collapse simultaneously with the rally in financials and the ban on short sellers (in financials only) starting on
July 16th. This commodity collapse, currently called deflation, continued through November. Now if I were to believe that
Paulson started this "deflationary" collapse in commodities, must I now believe it is real? Should I believe it will continue
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once he is out of office? I don't know. But I think I know.
One thing I am fairly certain of is that gold is going up, way up, and relatively soon. Another thing that I'm sure of is that
the dollar is not a safe investment. Even now. It can lose massive (like 90%) value overnight if the wrong thing happens.
Don't get me wrong. I do have some dollars. But gold is no longer my hedge. Gold is now my wealth reserve, and the few
dollars "under my mattress" are now my hedge. Since I don't know the timing of the future events I see coming, I still need
to be prepared to pay my bills and to lose some value on those dollars if things happen as soon as I think they could.
One other thing I'm 95% certain of is that we will see what I am calling "hyperinflation" within the next 24 months. And I
say 75% by next fall. 50% chance of it by summer. And 25% by spring. There are just too many black swans/pins in the
room.
Once again, apologies for the jumpy post. But I have been reading too many things about "the big D" lately that I wanted to
write a post. Don't get me wrong, the big D....epression is coming. And the big D.... flationary head-fake is happening right
now. But take solace in the people that tell you gold will do well in both deflationary and hyperinflationary environments
and don't worry about your gold. But as for the rest of your preparations, just be aware of the black swans.
The following article will show you the state of the money supply and the panic. Note that statistics can be interpreted in
many ways, but this article highlights some of the most applicable statistics and graphs to what we are facing. It is by Rich
Dad advisor, Michael Maloney.

The Greatest Wealth Transfer in the
History of Mankind Starts Now!
by Michael Maloney
December 19, 2008
Right now, the Treasury, the Federal Reserve, and the banking system seem to be gearing up for an event the likes of which
has never been seen. I believe the crisis that will unfold over the next few years will add up to the biggest economic event in
history. The scale of what is happening will dwarf all other economic events combined. The Tulip mania of 1637, John
Law's "Mississippi Scheme" of 1720, and the dot-com / tech bubble of 1999 will pale by comparison. Even the
hyperinflation in Weimar Germany in 1923 and the Great Depression will seem like a walk in the park compared to what is
coming.
But wealth is never destroyed - It is merely transferred. Neither you, nor I, have the power to stop what is coming. But we
do have the choice to either freeze in panic and be crushed under the wheels of the economic freight train that is bearing
down upon us, or catch the ride of our lives on the road to immense wealth.
While speaking at a recent wealth conference in Florida, I showed the audience some charts to try to impress upon them the
enormity of what is going on right now! The chart I call my Panic Meter is made up of LIBOR rates (the rate which banks
lend to each other) divided by the 3-Month Treasury Bond yields. By dividing LIBOR rates by bond yields you get a
measurement of just how panicked the banks and large investors really are. This chart is saying that something is really,
really wrong.
Panic Meter (2006 - November, 2008) (Click charts to enlarge)
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I then showed a chart of the monetary base (all paper dollars and coinage in existence). It took 200-years for the monetary
base to go from $0 to $800 billion, but in just the past 3-months it has grown from around $800 billion to $1.5 trillion, and
by the time you read this it will probably be surpassing $1.6 trillion. That's double the number of paper dollars in existence
since last summer!
Base Money (1919 - November, 2008)

But here are a few charts that I didn't show at the conference...
The next chart is "Cash in Circulation". So far only a small amount of all that extra currency shown in the above chart has
leaked out of the banking system and into circulation. But you can bet your assets... IT WILL. When it does, it means that
prices must rise to soak up all that extra currency, like a sponge soaking up water. This is bad news for someone holding
dollars, but cause for celebration for a precious metals investor.
Currency in Circulation (1919-November, 2008)
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Here is a chart of how many dollars the banks have borrowed from the Federal Reserve through the end of last year (2007).
Please note the spike that indicates the banks had to borrow $8 billion from the Federal Reserve during the Savings and
Loan Crisis of the late 1980s.
Bank Borrowings from Federal Reserve (1919-2007)

Here is the same chart, but I've now taken it out through November of 2008. You can't even see the $8 billion S&L Crisis
peak anymore! In fact, the banks are approaching $800 billion in borrowings. This means that the banks perceive this crisis
as being 100 times larger than the S&L crisis.
Bank Borrowings from Federal Reserve (1919-Nov., 2008)
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This next chart is Reserve Bank Credit. It is the total amount the Federal Reserve has loaned out of its bottomless
checkbook. This chart includes all the rest of the bailouts (at least through November 2008). This chart also rises to roughly
$800 billion by the end of 2007, but by November 2008, it has risen to $2.2 trillion. As Brent Harmes would say "It's
climbing skyward like a homesick angel."
Reserve Bank Credit

Last, we have a chart of "Excess Bank Reserves". These are reserves in excess of the amount that the Federal Reserve
requires the banks to have. It looks almost identical to the chart of Bank Borrowings, except for two small features; there is
a tiny blip in 2001 and a small bump around 1941. Could it be that the banks perceive this crisis to be 50 times larger than
911 or even World War II?
Excess Bank Reserves (1930-November, 2008)
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With the exception of the Panic Meter, all graphs in this article are taken directly from the Federal Reserve's website.
Personally, I'm pretty sure that in a few years a chart of the price of gold will look similar to these charts, and a chart of the
U.S. dollar will look like one of these charts flipped upside-down.
If you don't believe me, just take a look at this!
Bloomberg, Dec. 15 - Dollar Staggers as U.S. Unleashes Cash Flood:
"U.S. policy makers are flooding the world with an extra $8.5 trillion through 23 different plans designed to bail out the
financial system and pump up the economy. The decline (of the dollar) shows that the increased supply of money may be
overwhelming investors...."
In my book, "Rich Dad's Advisor's Guide to Investing in Gold & Silver," I show how virtually every time governments,
and/or the banking system, abuse a currency enough to push it to a tipping point (such as in these charts), the free market
and the will of the public revalue gold and silver to account for the excess currency that was created since the last time they
were revalued. But this time, for history to repeat, and for gold to do what it did in 1980, 1934, and hundreds of times
throughout the world going all the way back to Athens in 407 BC, it will require a gold price of over $10,000 per ounce...
And that's if they turn off the printing presses today!
I believe this is the greatest opportunity ever offered to anyone in the history of mankind! Gold below $1,000 and silver in
the $10 range is a gift from God. You can ignore this gift at your own risk, or graciously accept it and be on the road to great
abundance. I don't know about you... but I'm buying lots of gold and silver.
Things I believe every investor should do:
Step 1: Get educated. Don't take my, or anyone else's, word on this. Read books and newsletters on the subject and decide
for yourself.
Step 2: Buy physical gold and silver and take possession of it (or have it stored at a third party depository).
Step 3: Avoid "Fools gold" such as:
ETF's, pool accounts, futures contracts, leveraged accounts etc. Many of these are just "paper contracts" with little or no
gold or silver behind them.
Collector coins with excessive premiums above the worth of their metal content. These are a better deal for the dealer than
for you.
Step 4: Relax knowing you have protected your wealth and positioned yourself to profit greatly from what history tells us is
inevitable.
By Michael Maloney
GoldSilver.com
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Michael Maloney is a precious metals expert, monetary historian, author of "Rich Dad's Advisor's Guide to Investing in Gold & Silver, and the
founder of GoldSilver.com
GoldSilver.com is an online precious metals dealer that specializes in delivering gold and silver to your door or securely storing it for you in a
Brink's precious metals storage account.
To read the book that predicted the current financial crisis and what will happen next, check out Michael's book "Rich Dad's Advisor's Guide to
Investing in Gold and Silver". (Amazon $11.55)
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Friday, December 26, 2008
When Trust Runs Out
by Gary North
Every society and every institution rests heavily on trust. There is active trust, the result of "trust, but verify." I call this
stage one trust. Then there is stage two trust, which I call default trust: "Trust, and assume that someone else has verified."
Next, there is stage three trust, which I call blind trust: "Trust, because there is nothing else worth trusting." Then there stage
four trust, which I call tooth fairy trust: "Trust, despite all evidence to the contrary." This form of trust is the foundation of
all Ponzi schemes.
Bernard Madoff took advantage of this final form of trust. He ran what is said to be a Ponzi scheme of $50 billion. Or was it
only $17 billion? The initial reports are sketchy.
The magnitude of these numbers boggles the imagination. How could anyone who is regulated by the Securities &
Exchange Commission run up bogus numbers of $17 billion, let alone $50 billion?
More to the point, if Madoff could do this, of what value is the Securities & Exchange Commission? The SEC in this case
has fostered the second form of trust: "Trust, and assume that someone else has verified." This form of trust is the most
insidious, because it creates a widespread mentality of trustworthiness when such trust is not deserved. It reduces the
investing public's suspicions.
Whenever widespread regulation by government agencies lulls investors to sleep, investors make investments that they
would not otherwise make. Managers of what are called trust funds defer responsibility for doing the necessary due
diligence. They can legally hide behind this excuse: "We invested our clients' money only in investments regarded as
prudent."
Prudent is as prudent does. From October 2007 until today, prudent investments have taken a financial bath. All the way
down, the well-funded investment advisors kept telling their clients, "Now is not the time to panic. Now is not the time to
sell stocks. Use this as a buying opportunity. Buy on the dips. Maintain a well-balanced portfolio of stocks and high-grade
corporate bonds. Hold Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac bonds. They are recognized worldwide."
The hypesters on Tout TV screamed: "This market is close to the bottom. Buy now!"
Government officials issued no warnings. They even denied what should have been obvious.
In a long, detailed, and devastating article in the New York Times, the authors savage the Bush Administration for its refusal
to do something about Fannie and Freddie as early as February 2003. The article, in typical Times fashion, lays no blame on
Congress, especially Barney Frank, who promoted home ownership for low-income constituents who could not possibly
have afforded to buy homes under anything like normal, i.e., low-inflationary times.
The article tells the story of Armando Falcon, Jr., who ran the tiny and impotent Office of Federal Housing Enterprise
Oversight. This was supposed to be an official verifier. Like virtually all government verifiers, it was expected never to call
attention to problems with anything remotely connected to the Federal government. These organizations exist to foster stage
two trust: "Trust, and assume that someone else has verified." The Times reports: "In February 2003, he was finishing a
blockbuster report that warned the pillars could crumble."

Mr. Falcon's report outlined a worst-case situation in which Fannie and Freddie could default on debt, setting off
"contagious illiquidity in the market" – in other words, a financial meltdown. He also raised red flags about the companies'
soaring use of derivatives, the complex financial instruments that economic experts now blame for spreading the housing
collapse.
Today, the White House cites that report – and its subsequent effort to better regulate Fannie and Freddie – as evidence that
it foresaw the crisis and tried to avert it. Bush officials recently wrote up a talking points memo headlined "G.S.E.'s – We
Told You So."
But the back story is more complicated. To begin with, on the day Mr. Falcon issued his report, the White House tried to fire
him.
This was a typical government response. Whistle blowers are regarded as traitors in every organization. The government is
no exception. Mr. Falcon was blowing the whistle on a pair of over-leveraged government-related but poorly regulated
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organizations. Falcon was the head of an organization set up to regulate these two massive swindles, but he was never
supposed to blow the whistle. He therefore broke an unofficial rule. He was going to be taught a lesson.
Mr. Falcon survived, but resigned in 2005. He was replaced by James Lockhart, an old high school friend of President Bush.
On his watch, Freddie and Fannie purchased $400 billion in sub-prime loans and alternative mortgages, marketing these
packages to investors. By mid-March, 2007, both companies faced bankruptcy. But the Treasury Department did nothing.
Treasury now ran policy. Its conclusion: no problem.
But Mr. Lockhart continued to offer reassurances. In a July appearance on CNBC, he declared that the companies were well
managed and "worsts were not coming to worst." . . . .
Mr. Lockhart defended himself, insisting in an interview that he was aware of the companies' vulnerabilities, but did not
want to rattle markets.
"A regulator," he said, "does not air dirty laundry in public."
This is the heart of the matter. It always has been. It always will be. Government regulatory agencies invariably become
agents of the organizations that officially are being regulated. This is the heart of stage two trust: "Trust, and assume that
someone else has verified." This trust is fostered by the government and by the agencies supposedly being regulated. The
regulatory agencies' real economic function is to increase trust, where trust is not appropriate, in order to dupe the public.
At this stage, investors' trust moves to stage three: "Trust, because there is nothing else worth trusting." Investors bid up the
assets' price. This is the bubble phase of the market.
STAGE FOUR TRUST
Bernard Madoff was able, on paper – paper issued by his company – to generate 15% returns, year after year. It is not yet
clear how he was able to fool accountants. That he did fool them points to the nature of the beast. We are living in an
economy that is one gigantic Ponzi scheme.
The most famous one is Social Security. It is known to be a Ponzi scheme by anyone who examines its funding. This has
been known for a generation. No one cares, least of all government accountants. Medicare is an even larger Ponzi scheme.
Yet Warren Buffett assures us that the American economy can grow its way out of the looming unfunded liabilities of these
two organizations. All it will take is a little prudence – an asset which retains its low price in Washington only because there
is so little demand.
When the best and the brightest insist that there is no major problem with the two largest Ponzi schemes in history, the
public has moved to stage four trust: "Trust, despite all evidence to the contrary."
Madoff took advantage of a mindset that is so widespread today that voters, investors, and politicians not only believe in
tooth fairy economics, they take active steps to ridicule those who call attention to the evidence to the contrary.
Madoff also understood marketing. The late Mac Ross once told me this secret of marketing.

There are two ways to market something: the community college way and Harvard's way. The community college sells
education on the basis of price. "It's the best deal around. Act now!"
Harvard sells a marginally superior form of education by telling people that they just don't qualify. "We aren't going to
accept you, but if you really want to waste your time, you can mail in an application."
Madoff adopted the Harvard approach. Alexandra Penney, one of his victims, describes her dealings with his firm. She had
become a millionaire author.
I suddenly had a lot of money. I was in my late 40s, and I felt that I was just too old to have it in a plain old bank account.
But I was a creative person, not a savvy investor, so I asked around and talked to my smartest friends with Harvard and
Wharton MBAs. There appeared to be a secret society of Madoff investors. A friend who was older, wealthier, and more
established somehow got me in. I've always had good luck, and I thought it was another stroke of good fortune to be
invested with the legendary Bernard Madoff.
Ah, yes: access to the inside track! There is a dream of every wanna-be investor. Find the next Warren Buffett and let him
handle your money. Yes, Buffett's Berkshire Hathaway can be bought on the New York Stock Exchange. All it takes is about
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$100,000 a share. But that is not good enough for investors in dreams. She wrote: "There appeared to be a secret society of
Madoff investors." Yes, yes, that's it! Get on the inside!
Every month I got detailed statements, and my money looked to be growing around 9 to 11 percent. It didn't seem greedy
because I knew other people who were making 15 or 20 percent. I thought, "This is just a very smart investor."
On the contrary, he was just a very smart con man – a con man who plugged into stage four trust. But he did not do this on
his own. He got a lot of help from the confidence industry's friends: government agencies that operate their own Ponzi
schemes, creating widespread trust in impossible dreams.
The woman who was conned by Madoff thought she was rich. She no longer thinks so. She lived high on the hog. She no
longer will. This scares her.
First, she always wanted to be an artist. She used her money to buy a studio in New York City. If she ever made a living
with her art, she does not say. It's too late now. The recession has killed the art market.
The art market, as everyone pretty much knows, is dead. If I can't sell my work, I am going to have to find some way to
make money.
Indeed, she is. Here is the former editor of Self magazine who is going to have to find herself in a competitive environment.
This will not be easy. She must now make adjustments in her lifestyle.
I've lived a great and interesting life. I love beautiful things: high thread count sheets, old china, watches, jewelry, Hermes
purses, and Louboutin shoes. I like expensive French milled soap, good wines, and white truffles. I have given extravagant
gifts like diamond earrings. I traveled a lot. In this last year, I've been Laos, Cambodia, India, Russia, and Berlin for my first
solo art show. Will I ever be able to explore exotic places again?
Frankly, Ms. Penney, the rest of us really don't care. We have problems of our own. She goes on.
Since this happened last Thursday, I have barely left my apartment, I haven't been out for dinner; haven't bought groceries.
Can't remember the last time I ate a full meal. Food, which is one of my most favorite things in the world, has become
meaningless.
The reality of Ponzi schemes eventually comes to this, whether the victims are rich or poor. Reality intrudes.
The entire Western world is trapped in a Ponzi scheme sold by politicians: free lunches in our golden years of retirement.
Social Security will provide this. Socialized medicine will provide this.
I spoke with a health insurance agent last week. He had come at my request to discuss Medicare B. This is the physiciancoverage section of Medicare. Medicare A covers hospitalization. This new Plan B will give me free prescriptions, which I
don't take. It will give me access to any physician's office at $5 per visit. I will get partial dental care. All I will pay is about
$1,000. In my previous location, northern Mississippi, my agent said in 2007 the average payment per enrollee per year was
over $6,000. This is a region with a low cost of living.
This is a Ponzi scheme. As the population ages, there will be too many recipients and too few new entrants into the scam.
We know what is going to happen. But the best and the brightest say we are wrong, that everything is covered, that experts
have verified everything, that we will grow out way out of this.
TRUST IS RUNNING LOW
The stock market in 2008 proved to 401(k) investors what I had told my readers in March 2000: the stock market is not
going to provide positive returns any longer. The dreams of millions of investors have not been smashed – not yet. They will
be, but not yet. The dreams have been called into question. There is real doubt that the stock market will recover fast enough
to give investors their golden retirements.
The 401(k) programs are also Ponzi schemes. They depend, not on economic growth to provide wealth, but rather new
investors in the stock market. Earnings are insufficient to provide the income required to provide a comfortable retirement.
After deducting fund expenses, until 2008, earnings were zero or close to it. The dream of easy retirement always rested on
the sale of shares to newcomers. This is Ponzi scheme financing.
American households are net dis-savers today. They have been for almost a decade. Who is going to buy the shares of
retirees? Not the coming generation.
Trust in stocks as a way to wealth is fading. This is a good thing, because the trust was always misplaced.
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What will replace this fading trust in stocks? Another problem: When people sell their shares in the final phase of the falling
stock market, pushing stocks lower, who will buy them? Who will believe that, after nine years of losses, discounting for
price inflation 2000–2009, that stocks will ever recover? In final sell-offs, pessimism is widespread. This pessimism will be
justified. Where will the productivity come from in our new age of monetary base inflation, corporate bailouts, and trilliondollar annual Federal deficits?
Who will buy a Chrysler today? Who will buy General Motors shares? Who will trust the hypesters on Tout TV, when they
say to buy shares? Buy with what? Their viewers are down 40% or more, and the decline may not be over.
CONCLUSION
The American dream, as with any dream, is based on trust. But trust, to be maintained, must eventually be confirmed by
reality. The economic reality today is stagnation, rising unemployment, falling home prices, and bankruptcy.
Reality is catching up with stage four trust.
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FOFOA: The bold destruction of trust is one small step for man, one giant leap toward FreeGold.
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